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1^

To
His Excelloucy,

The High (^ommissionor.

May

please Your Excellency,

it

We, the undersigned Commissioners, having been appointed
under Commission* issued by Your Excellency, dated the 22nd
September, 1903. for the purposes hereinafter mentioned, have the
honour to submit the following Report
:

PREFACE.
1.

The Terms of lieferencet to Your Excellency's Commissioners
were more especially to enquire into and report on the following
matters
(1)

:

statiis and condition of the Natives the lines on which
their natural advancement should proceed
their education, industrial training
and labour.

The

;

;

;

2.

in

(2)

The tenure of land by Natives and the
State which it entails.

(3)

Native law and administration.

(4)

The prohibition

(5)

Native marriages.

(6)

The extent and

obligations to the

of the sale of liquor to Natives.

effect of

polygamy.

The following resolution passed at the Bloemfontein Conference
March, 1908, quoted in Your Excellency's Commission, further

indicated the scope of the
"

work

to be done':

That in view of the coming Federation of South African
Colonies, it is desirable that a South African Commis" sion be constituted to gather accurate information on
" certain affairs relating to the Natives and Native
" administration,
and to otter recommendations to
" the several Governments concerned, with the object
of
" arriving at a common understanding on questions of
'•

•

Annexure

I.

t

Antifxarc

2.

J
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" Native policy
such Commission to consist of two
" representatives from each of the Colonies, and one
" each from Rhodesia and Basutoland, with the addition
;

" of a
Chairman
" Commissioner."
3.

to

be

nominated

by

the

High

In view of the comprehensive character of the Terms of Reference and the wide issues arising therefrom, it was essential to seek
and admit full oral and written evidence from those competent to
give it. and to visit not only each of the Colonies and Territories
concerned, but those centres in each where differing conditions
obtain.

4.

thereupon became necessary to indicate to the public the
upon w^hich the opinions of witnesses were to be invited.
This was done by means of a schedule of the subjects of enquiry*
It

points

and a list of questions, f which showed clearly the scope of the
enquiry and tbe lines on which the examination of witnesses
would proceed. They were widely circulated and elicited valuable
information.
5.

6.

replies to these questions are printed.

In pursuance of instructions, Interim Eeports§ were submitted
to Your Excellency at the conclusion of each session.

—

The Commission held sittings at the following places, viz.
Cape Town, King William's Town, East London, Queen's Town,
Lady Frere, Butterworth, Umtata, Kokstad, Pietermaritzburg,
:

Durban,
Pretoria
7.

The

Salisbury, Bulawayo, Mafeking, Bloemtontein, Maseru,

and Johannesburg.

The witnesses, a

of

list

whom

is

given,

||

were

either

invited to give or, in response to advertisement, proffered
their evidence. They represented the views of otficials, politicians,
ministers of religion and missionaries, lawyers, educationalists,
land-owners, farmers, traders, municipalities and other public
bodies, employers of labour, and Natives of all classes.
8.

The Commission desires to record its appreciation of the
readiness in general of invited witnesses to attend, often at much
personal inconvenience, for the purpose of giving evidence, and of
the frank manner in which the questions were answered by them.

9.

In addition to the oral evidence^ and the written replies to
questions, numerous communications bearing more or less upon
the subjects of enciuiry were received.

10.

Opportunities were taken to visit and inspect certain Native
Educational and Industrial Institutions, Municipal Locations,
Allotments,
Land Settlements,
Labour
Reserves,
Location
visits
afforded,
These
by
means
Hospitals.
of
and
Compounds
information
to
the
useful
Commission
much
observation,
personal
on some of the most important features of its work.

11.

There have been unavoidable adjournments which interrupted
the work and so delayed the final Report.
•
t

Annexure
Annexure

3.

%

4.

§

Appendix D.
Annexure .0,

||
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HISTORICAL.
12.

further, to state brietly
It is important, l)efore proceedin<:f
certain historical facts affecting the Natives of the Colonies and
Possessions within the sphere of enquiry.

CAPE COLONY.
13.

The Cape Colony became a Possession of Great Britain by its
formal cession, during 1814. by the Prince of the United Netherlands
in consideration of the payment of £6,000,000 an arrangement
which was conlirmed the following year by the International
Congress of Vienna. British troops had then been in occupation
for eight years, dating from the capitulation of Governor Jansscns
;

after the battle of
14.

15.

Blaauwbcrg

in 1806.

At that time the Colony was bounded on.the east by the Fish
River and on the north by Bushmanland, an almost uninhabitable
tract of country south of the Orange River. Gradually it extended,
until by the incorporation of East Griqualand in 1879. Pondoland
in 1894,*and British Bechuanaland in 1895, it reached its present
limits.
It embraces
an area of 276,565 square miles, and
has a population of .2.409,804, consisting of 579.741 Europeans,
1,424,787 Natives, 395,369 coloured people of mixed race and Malays,
and 9,907 Asiatics. It has had Responsible Government since 1872.
The earliest known inhabitants of the Cape Colony were
Hottentots and Bushmen, the latter a pigmy race of hunters,
yellow in colour, without any form of government other than
parental, and quite incapable of adopting the habits of European
civilisation.
The Hottentots were a nomadic pastoral people not
Whence they
in
appearance.
dissimilar to the Bushmen
came is not known, but they appear to have been fully established
Their government was a weak
as early as the 15th century.
despotism varying in efficiency with the character of the Chief.
Socially they were superior to the Bushmen, and they were able to
Few pure types
adapt themselves to European modes of life.
of either race remain, though many of their characteristics
are preserved in the coloured people who constitute a considerable
proportion of the population.
•

16.

The Natives inhabiting the eastern portion

of the Colony toof the great
Kafirs,
are
an
offshoot
generally
as
the
day,
Bantu race believed to have sprung originally from Central Africa.
They are first heard of in connection with South African history in
Santo Alberto " was wrecked on the coast south of
1593, when the
and words mentioned as used by the savages are
Umtata
River,
the
In the 17th century
readily recognisable as ])cing of Bantu origin.
Kafirs and the
boundary
between
the
River
was
the
Fish
the
in the 18th century Kafirs were encroaching on the
Hottentots
Zuurveld west of the Fish River, and in 1798 a horde of them
ravaged as far west as George, where they were turned back
No Kafir tribe has at
by the burghers of Stellenbosch.
any time permanently established itself west of the Fish River.

known

•

;
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The coiiquests of the cruel and tyrannicaJ Zulu Chiefs. Tshaka and
Dingaua. at the beoinning of the 19th ceiitury. caused internal
redistrilmtion of the Xosa tribes, but the presence of European settlers
in the Colony prevented the advance westward which would otherwise probably have taken place.
The greater part of the Native
population of the Colony is now to be found in the Transkeian
Territories lying between the Kei and the Umzinikulu Rivers, whore
their traditional manner of life is more closely followed than elsewhere.
17.

Cape Colonial Commission upon Native
Customs was appointed, and as an outcome of its
recommendations the Transkeian Territories Penal Code was adopted.
It embodies in a convenient form the spirit of the statute and
common law of the Colony, from which it differs only in providing
for the punishment of criminal offences arising peculiarly from
local aboriginal conditions and in the adoption of certain principles
In 1880 an important

Laws and

of the Native spoor law.
18.

Reference to the annexed table*
will
show the comparative increase of tfie European and Native populations of this
and the other Colonies and Possessions where obtainable.

NATAL.
19.

20.

In the years
Natal was discovered by Yasco da Gama in 1497.
1886-38 a large body of Dutch farmers from Cape Colony migrated
thereto.
In 1842 it was occupied by the British, and in 1843 was
proclaimed a British Possession. It was treated as a district of the
Cape Colony until 1845, when Letters Patent were issued creating
it a separate Colony with a Lieutenant-Governor subordinate to the
(xOA'ernor of the Cape Colony.
In 1856 Natal became a distinct
Government, and in 1893 was given Responsible Government.

Zululand, with which had previously been incorporated the
Native Chiefs Umbegeza and Sambana and the
Amatongaland Protectorate, was annexed to Natal in 1897, and in
1903 the area constituting what is known as the Northern Districts
was transferred from the Transvaal Colony and became part of
Natal, which now embraces an area of 36,173 square miles and has
Europeans.
consisting
of
of
1.108.754.
97,109
a population
100.918 Indians. 6.686 coloured people, and 904.041 Natives.
territories of the

21.

In the early part of the last century the despotic rule of the Zulu
Chiefs caused many of the formerly independent tribes to tlee from
Zululand and Natal. Many sections of tribes fled into the Cape
Colony, largely contributing to the Native population there others
broke northwards into the Ti-ansvaal and Matabeleland. while some
migrated across the Zambesi River mto Central Africa.
;

22.

During the rule of Tshaka and Dingana. Natal, as distinguished
from Zululand, became transformed from a country with an
'Ainii'-xuri'

7.

REPORT.

O

estimated Native population of lUO.OOO to one witli a few remnants
of tribes wln) were foreed to seek inaceessil)le parts as a refuge
Thus, ou the arrival of the first Dutch
from their oppressors.
settlers, there was hut a small Xative population in Xatal.
Fi-om
1889. the year in which Dingana was defeated by the Dutch
immigrants, and for some years after, many of the Native refugees
from Xatal returned from Zululaiid and other parts to re-occupy
their ancient homes, accompanied by others who preferred the
protection of the European settlers to savage rule.
28.

In 1888 there were estimated to be in Natal properabout ](l,(M)(»
Xatives. These were all that were left out of the population of
1()0.(M)0 believed to have been i)reviously settled there.
In 1843.
many Xatives having taken the oppoi'tunity afforded to return to
Natal, the population had increased to oO,(MM). and is at the present
time given at 7(M).6()8. exclusive^ of Zululand.

24.

Law Xo. VJ. 1891. of the Colony of Natal, enacts what is known as
the Code of Native Law it does not a1)rogate Native unwritten law
and it comprises generally the main principles of Native law which
were first codified in a more limited way in 1878. Law No. 19. 1891 has
been rejieatedly amended since 1898. when Responsil)le Government
was given to Natal. It has not been extended to the Province of
Zululand. where uncodified Native law is administered.
It
has
been
extended
to
the
Northern
Districts
i-ecently
transferred to Natal.
The Native High Court. Magistrates
and Chiefs administer Native law as already described under
limitations as to jtirisdiction defined by law. The Oovernor
is
Supreme Chief of the Xative population in the Province
of Zululand. with powers and authority defined by section 7 of
Law No. 14. 1887. and in the rest of the (^jlony as defined
by this law. amended by Law Xo. 19. 1891 enacting the ('ode.
Chiefs have power to try all civil cases, divorces excepted, between
-Xatives. IntheProvinceof Zululand they have considerable criminal
jurisdiction, but in the rest of the Colony this jurisdiction is much
narrower. Appeals from Chiefs may go to the Magistrates or direct
to the Native High Court.
In addition to Law Xo. 19. 1891. and its
amendments, and uncodified Xative law, the Xatives of Natal arc
also subject to special laws applicable to them only.
Where the
Code, or Native law. or special laws do not apply, then the Xatives
come under the ordinary Colonial law as applicable to Europeans.
:

.

ORANGE HIVER COLONY.
25.

The settlement of this Colou\ by Europeans was l)i()Uglit about
by the Great Boer Trek of 1880 from the Cape Colony. At that
time the Dutch immigrants settled around AVinburg and along the
Caledon River, but it was not until 1818, owing to troul)les
between the European settlers and the Natives, that the ten-itoi-y was
In I8;")l the Ib'itish
])roclaimed part of Her Majesty's Dominions.
Government resolved upon its abandonment, and. undei' the
Convention of Bloenifontein. it became an independent Republic
nnder the name of the Orange Free State. In 19(M» the Stati' was
annexed as a Crown Colony and is iiuw known as the Oi-ange River
Colony. The area is about r)r),18() square miles, with a poi)ulation

:
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of 885.045.

people and

made up

—

as follows
143,419 Europeans. 6.160 coloured
Asiatics, and 235,466 Natives.
:

This Colony has not within record

26.

been

occupied to any

large extent by Native tribes of importance, but in the early
part of the 19th century portions of the country immediately
north of the Orange Elver and extending to the Modder Elver
were inhabited b}" Griquas, a people of mixed Hottentot and
slave descent with an infusion of European blood. They were
found there by the Dutch settlers when the latter arrived in 1838.
Towards the east the country was hilly and was occupied by the Basuto,
with whom the settlers w^ere more than once at war. In 1866 the
Dutch defeated the Basuto Chief Moshesh, who was compelled to
cede to them a great portion of his best agricultural land now
known as the Conquered Territory and lying north-west and west
of the present border of Basutoland.
27.

The Native population is now made up from various tribes
Basuto, Fingo, Bechuana, Bathlokoa, Koranna, and others of
Hottentot and Bushmen descent, the prevailing type being Barolong,
who are a branch of the Bechuana family. These fragments dispersed themselves among the European settlers, and their aifairs
have been administered under the common law^ of the country,
subject to certain class legislation. The Natives are not allowed to
acquire land.

TEANSVAAL.
28.

As with Natal and the Orange Elver Colony, the first
European settlers in the Transvaal were emigrant farmers
who left the Cape in 1836. On the annexation of Natal
many of these settlers recrossed the Drakensberg and
settled, some in the Orange Elver Colony anil others in the
In 1852, under the Sand
country north of the Yaal Elver.
their
independence
was recognised.
In
River Convention,
then
called,
1877 the South African Eepublic, as the country was
was proclaimed British territory. Eetrocession followed in 1881,
and in 1900 it was again annexed to the British Dominions. It
comprises an area of 111,196 square miles, with a population of
1.268,716, consisting of 299,327 Europeans, 23,891 coloured people
Asiatics, and 945,498 Natives, of
133,745 are estimated
to be Natives from other parts of South Africa temporarily resident

whom

and

for labour purposes.
29.

central and western districts of the Transvaal were the
definite resting-place of the large body of Zulus which under
I^mzilikazi fled from Tshaka's rule in 1817. The various Bechuana
and Bapedi tribes then inhabiting the Transvaal were overwhelmed by Umzilikazi and either exterminated, driven
away or compelled to submit to his rule. In 1830 Umzilikazi,

The

first

fearing further attacks from Dingana's army, which he had
fought the previous year, moved west, occupying the Marico
district, whence he was ultimately driven north by the Dutch
The subdued
into the country now known as Matabeleland.
and scattered tribes thenceforward enjoyed comparative immunity
from war with other tribes, but they came into collision from time
to time with the white settlers.

7
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30.

of the Natives in the Transvaal belong to what
may be called the central group of the South African Natives,
i.e.. the Bechuana andthose tribes -whose people went to make up the
There are. liowever, to be found many
present Basuto nation.
Natives of the Swazi. Zulu, Matabele, Shangana. Magwanil)a and
other tribes living there, some under petty Chiefs, and others as
independent families on private farms. The majority of the Natives
in the Transvaal are to be found in the northern and eastern

The majority

districts.

Up

31.

to 1885 there

was no

Transvaal for reguIn that year the late Republic made

special

lating Native administration.
legal provision for

law

in the

:

(1)

repugnant
(2)

of existing Native laws and customs not
to the general principles of civilisation.

The recognition

The appointment

of officers to exercise the authority

formerh' exercised by Chiefs.
(3)

The constitution
all

32.

of the President as

Paramount Chief

of

Natives in the Eepublic.

By the Grondwet no equality between w^hitc and black was to
be reco^rnised in Church or State.

SWAZILAND.
Swaziland

33.

lies

between the Transvaal, Natal and the Portuguese

possessions.

gi

It comprises an area of 6,.536 square miles, with a population of
898 Europeans, 55 coloured people, and 84,531 Natives. The people
belong to the Zulu-speaking race.

gg
it

Though never incorporated with the late South African Republic,
came under the laws of the Republic for administrative purposes.

It is now a dependency of the Crown, administered by the Governor
of the Transvaal Colony, and a special Commission is sitting to
determine questions affecting its future settlement.

BASLTTOLAND.
36.

37.

Basutoland comprises an area of 10.293 square miles, and is
situated between the Cape Colony. Natal, and the Orange River
Colony. It has a population of 348,848, of whom 895 are Europeans,
163 coloured people, 59 Asiatics, and 347,731 Natives.

The recorded history of Basutoland dates back to the early part
In those disturbed times a Chief of the
19th century.
the
of
Bakwcna tribe, by name Moshesh, was living near the Caledon River.
native of great resource and ability, he rose to eminence, and,
taking up his abode at Thaba Bosigo, succeeded in gathering

A
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arouud him many of the remnants of Sesuto-speaking tribes which
had been shattered by warlike marauders. In this fashion he
mustered a great following and consolidated it into what is now

known
38.

as the Basuto nation.

The recognition

of Basutoland as a-Native State took place in

the year 184.2^
39.

In 1852 an expedition under General Cathcart entered Basutoland to exact reparation from the Basuto for their depredations in the
Orange River Sovereignty, and an action was fought at the Berea
which resulted in tlie capture of a large number of cattle by the
British and was followed liv an expression of penitence from
Moshesh. For the next sixteen years there was intermittent war
between the Orange Free State and Basutoland, until, in 1868, the
territorv was proclaimed British and was annexed to the Cape

Colony "in
40.

1871.

From

the close of 1880 until 1884 the country was in a state of
and resistance to the authority of the Cape Government.
This period ended in its disannexation by the Cape Colony, and.
administration was resumed by the Imperial Government in 1884.
revolt

41.

The territorj' is administered by a Resident Commissioner under
direction
of the High Commissioner for South Africa, in whom
the
authority, which is exercised by Proclamation.
legislative
is vested the

42.

The law of the Cape Colony as it existed in 1884 has effect so far
as the circumstances of the country permit. Regulations provide
for the establishment of Courts of the Resident Commissioner and
Assistant Commissioners, and confer jurisdiction upon recognised
Native chiefs in purely Native cases in which Native law may be
In all cases there is right of appeal to the
administered.
Resident Commissioner.

RHODESIA.
43.

That portion of the British South Africa Company s territories
which falls within the scope of the Commission's enquiries is
known as Southern Rhodesia, and comprises the Provinces of
Mashonaland and Matabeleland, with an area of 143,830 square
The territory was, in 1888, declared to be under British
miles.
influence and. certain powers of administration having been
granted in 1889 by Royal Charter to enable it to carry out the
objects for which it was formed, the Chartered Company occupied
the country in 1 890.
•

44.

with the forces of the
Chartered Company and were, after some severe fighting, reduced
In 1896 fighting again ensued with the Matabele,
to submission.
who were joined bv the Mashona, peace being finally established
la 1893

tlie

Matabclc came

int(j

conflict

in 1897.

45.

poj)ulatit)n of the territory is set down at 605,764. made up
Europeans, 1,944 coloured people and Asiatics, and 591,197
20.367 are residing temporarily in the country
Natives, of

The

of 12,6,23

whom

for labour purposes.

REPORT.
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Natives of Southern Hhotlesia

Tilt'

c-onsiHt ohietiy of

:

Mat;ilx'lu or Mau(l('l)ek'. who iiiluibil the Proviiuv
after them and are the descendants of the great
Zulu foUowinj.; whielv under Umzilikazi broke away from
Tsliaka's rule in 1817. and. after many wai'like vicissitudes, settled between the Limpopo and Zambesi Rivers.

Thf

i<i}

named

The Barozwe. a physically

inferioi'

branch of the Bantu

race, then inhabiting tliat pari, succumbed to their [)o\verful enemies and. much reduced in numbers, retired into

Mashonaland.
{b)

TheMashonaor Baswiua. the inhabitantsof Mashonalaud.
who are the descendants of the once powerful Makaranga
tribe which in the eaily part of the Kith century was
fouud' living in the country south of the Zambesi
stretching from the sea westwards. Discord and oppression
destroyed the power of this tribe. The survivors are now
divided into clans of varying strength, each under
independent chieftains.
During the latter half of
the 18th century a number of small tribes from
Central Africa found their way across the Zambesi

and

settled in Mashonaland.
These people appear
have been of the same stock as the Makaranga,
theii- language and customs being similar.
vScattered
about in the southern parts are to be found relics of the
once fairly numerous Barozwe.
The Mashonaland
Natives suffered severely from the incursions of the
Matabele. and came under their sway.
to

47.

The Province is adminstered under an Order in Council, which
provides for a Constitution with large powei-s of control to the High
Commissioner for South Africa.

48.

The laws of the Cape Colony Avere adopted for administrative
purposes until .Tune, 1891. when fresh legislation ensued.

BECHU AN ALAND
This

49.

miles

which comjirises an area of al)out ,'^75.(K>U .square
was proclaimed a British Protectorate in 1885. is

territoi-y.

and

governed

PKC)TE(;T0KA TE.

])y

a

Resident

(Commissioner

undcj-

the

direction

High Commissioner. It has a population of 1,004 Europeans, 119.411 Natives, and 361 coloui-ed people. The Xatives
arc of the Bamangwato, Bakhatla. Barolong, Bangwaketsi and
Bakwena trilx's. Scattered through the Bechuana are families
of the

of the Bakalahari
largely dependent upon the

find individuals

are

still

tribi'

who.

Bechuana

formerly slaves.
for their livelihood.
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TERMS OF REFERENCE
INTRODUCTORY.
50.

51.

From the preceding historical outline it will be seen .that the
Commission's enquiries embraced a large and varied area, totalling,
approximately, 914,773 square miles, with a population of 1,135,016
Europeans and 4,652,662 Natives, and that at one period or another
aboriginal races of Bantu origin were in occupation of the greater
part of this land, being displaced at intervals by European advance
or by the ravages of other tribes which alternately asserted their
dominance. This area is composed of seven Colonies and Possessions, each with its own Administration, legislating and conducting
its affairs independently of its neighbours.
The diverse character of legislation in South Africa is
shown in the Comparative Digest of Laws affecting Natives*
compiled at the request of tlie Commission by Mr. Advocate
McGregor, of the Cape Colony Bar. A study of the Digest reveals
dift'erences of law even between Divisions of the same Colony.

52.

On all important questions, although marked differences exist,
should be possible to arrive at uniform principles to be followed
in the future policy of South African Governments, but the diverse
conditions under which different sections of the Natives live, and
the varying degrees of civilised advancement to which they have
attained, su.ggest the impracticability of immediate uniformity in
Native administration. In illustration of this may be cited the
conditions prevailing in various parts of South Africa, wliere are to
be found Natives comparatively advanced in the scale of civilisation,
holding land in their own right, and in the same neighbourhood
masses who still cling to the tribal system and communal
occupation of land.
it

53.

That the Cape Colony has recognised the need for flexible
Native tid ministration based on varying local conditions is shown
by the fact that in the Transkeian Territories legislation is still by
Governor's Proclamation, except where an Act of Parliament by
Greater
express provision extends its application beyond the Kei.
tolerance also is there given to such customs as polygamy and
" lobolo,"' and claimants for the restoration of dowry cattle on
desertion by the wife may bring their cases for adjudication
while in the Qolony proper, although the
before the Magistrate
rights of children by marriages contracted according to Native
custom are secured by the Native Successions Act, claims for the
recovery of " lobolo " cattle are not entertained in the Law Courts.
;

^^-

/Vgain.

Zulnland, which

to the Code of Native
Colony.

is

incorporated with Natal, is not subject
prevails in the remainder of the

Law which
*

Appendix A.
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55.

11

obvious that advauce towards general assimilation of laws

affecting Natives throughout the various Colonies
of South Africa must of necessity be slow.
56.

and Possessions

The early part of the last century may be adopted as the period
which Europeans caiiie actively into contact with the Bantu
tribes, none of whom, therefore, have been under the influence of
civilisation for more than a century
some of them for much less.
at

—

57.

The advisability of harmonising so far as practicable the
direction of Native affairs in the various States of South Africa is
admitted.
Uniformity of practice also should be aimed at. but
reckoning must be taken of the process of evolution and the effect
of
changes upon people passing from semi-savage life to
enlightenment.

DEFINITION OF "NATIVE."
58.

59.

One

of the first diflBculties presented in connection with the
consideration of laws was the varying definitions therein of the
term "'Native." So great indeed is the variation that in the same
Colony it has several meanings.

In the CAPE COLONY, for instance, the practice is to define
The definition
NatiA'C " in every Act in which the word occurs.
in one of the latest Acts, viz., No. 40 of 1902, relative to Native
locations, is
•'

:

"

Any
"

Kafir, Fingo, Zulu, Mosuto, Damara, Hottentot. Bushman. Bechuana, Koranna or any other aboriginal Native
of South or Central Africa. l)ut shall not include any
Native while serving in any of His Majesty's Ships and

"

while in uniform."

"
"

60.

61.

The Glen Cfrey Act enumerates Kafirs. Fingos, Basutos. Zulus,
Hottentots, Bushmen, and adds " and the like."
In the Liquor Law, 1898. the definition
"

Any
"

62.

Kafir. Fingo, Basuto.

is

:

Damara, Hottentot. Bushman, or

Koranna."

U

of 1888 (To Extend and
In NATA L there is a special law, Xo.
Define the Meaning of Native "). of which clause 1 reads
'

"

Native shall mean all members of the aboriginal races or tribes of Africa south of the Equator,
including liberated Africans commonly called "A man-

The word
'•

•'

;

'

'

—

—
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••

dawo

'

who

are not

exempted

fioiu the operation

of

Native Law in terms of Law No. 28 of 1865 Provided.
that Griquas and Hottentots shall not come under
Provided, further.
the provisions of this law
however, that the provisions of Law No. 22 of

•

:

'•

"

:

'

1878, entituled Law to Prohibit the Sale and Disposal
of Spirits and other Intoxicating Liquor to Persons of
the Native Race." shall extend and be applicable to

*•

'

"
•

'Griquas and Hottentots."
83.

Provision is made by Law Xo. 28 of 1865 to exempt certain
Natives from Native law. aftei- which, according to Law No. 14 of
1888. they do not come under the above definition, except for the
purposes of the Liquor Act.

04.

the Liquor Act of 1896 the
includes

word

In

"

Native

"

means and

:

••

members

of the aboriginal races or tribes of Africa south
of the Equator, including liberated Africans, commonly
•called 'Amandawo,' and whether exempted or not ex" empted from the operation of Native Law, and Griquas

All

'

Hottentots, and any person whose parents come
under the description of Natives, Griquas or Hottentots."

"and
"

Under the

66.

Law

No. 28 of 1895

Any
"

••

person of any kind belonging to or being a descendant
any Native races of South Africa whatever."

of

iS of

The word
"

'

••

Native
coloured people

"

:

—

shall

'

'

apply

to

the males

and coloured races

19 of 1898 (Liquor

Law)

of

of

all

South Africa."

:

shall signify any African
coloured person
or Asiatic Native or coloured Aniericnns or St. Helena
person. Coolie or Chinaman, whether male or female."

The term
'•

1899

'

Under Law No.

67.

Republic the definition under

road :—

Under Law No.

86.

88.

TEANSYAAL

late

•

Under Proclamation

"

l>y

the British Government, No. 37 of 1901

Pass Law), the definition was :—
''

Every male person above the age of 14 years, belonging to
any of the aboriginal races or tribes of Africa south
" of the Equator, and every male person, one of whose
parents belongs to any such race or trib(! as aforesaid."
'•

•'

69.

Bv an amending Ordinance for the purposes of the Pass Law
there "was an alteration providing that l)oth parents must belong to
ail

aboriginal

rjice.

REPORT.

70,

OKAKGE RIVER COLONY Law

lu the
"

IS

The exprcssiou

coloured person

No. X of 1893 reads

:—

or
coloured persons
interpreted and taken.
'•
unless the context clearly forbids it, to apply to and
•'
include a man or men as well as woman or women
above the age or estimated age of 16 years of any
Native tribe in South Africa, and also all coloured
persons, and all who. in accordance with law or custom,
• are called coloured persons, or are treated as such, of
whatever race or nationality they may be."
" appeariufi-

'

law shall

in this

'

'

l)c

•'

'•

•

•

71.

In RHODESIA there is a detlnition in Section 8 of the Order
in Council, viz.
-.

'•

Any
•'

72.

—

person not of European descent who
South Africa or Central Africa."

These variations arc quoted

order to

in

show the

is

a Native of

ditliculty

with

which the Commission was confronted. It was imperative to clear
the position, and a resolution was therefore passed to the following
effect:—

•
•

For the purposes of the Report, the word Native is used
by the Commission in the sense accepted in the several
British Colonies and Possessions in South Africa.
•

73.

74.

'

There, however, the matter did not end. for it appeared of the
utmost importance to proceed further and suggest a broad definition
for future adoption. This is admittedly a most perplexing problem.
It is notorious that a great deal of racial inter-mixture lias taken
place, and many of the so-called coloured people have, by their
industry, intelligence and self-respect, raised themselves to a high
standard. In coming to a conclusion, due weight was given to the
circumstances under which many of the class above-mentioned have
attained their present worthy position, which it is not proposed to
But there should ])e a basis upon which the Colonies
disturb.
shall approach each other with a view to a common understanding.

The Commission recommends

:

shall be taken to mean an aboriginal
inhabitant of Africa, south of the Equator, and to
include half-castes and their descendants bv Natives.

That the word

"

Native

'

LAND TENURE.
76.

The first iti'ui of reference, and perhaps the most important, is
Laud Tenure. From it there is a common origin of many serious
Native problems.

It

dominates and pervades every other question,

—
14
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bedrock of the Native's present economic position, and largely
It was clear from the mass of evidence
tendered that the public attention to a great extent centred round it.

it is tlie

affects his social system.

76.

In order to reduce the subject to suitable proportions for conit was divided into five principal sub-sections, viz.

sideration,

:

Communal

(a)

Occupation.

(b) Individual Tenure.

Squatting.

(c)

(d) Purchase

Vesting of Appropriated Lands in Trust,

(e)

77.

78.

Before treating these sub-sections in detail, it is necessary to
outline the land system now obtaining in each Colony and
Possession.

In the

CAPE COLONY,

Natives occupy land as follows :—

(c)

In locations or reserves set apart for Native occupation.
In locations on private property.
As servants in continuous employment of land-owners.

(d)

As holders

(e)

In urban locations.

(a)
(6)

under

79.

and Leasing.

of individual titles in freehold or leasehold or
quitrent tenure.

There are in this Colony 6,400,000 morgen ( = 13,440,000 acres)
of land reserved for Natives, carrying a population of 1,057,610
persons, giving an average of 6 morgen (=
a density of 50 persons pev square mile.

12|^

acres) per Native, or

80.

There is, in addition, a population of 39,506 Natives living on
The
1.263 private locations estaV)lislied under Act No. 30 of 1899.
balance of the Native population will bo living as domestic servants
on farms, or on Native farms, together estimated at 213,843, or in
town locations, estimated at 113,828.

81.

The policy followed by the Government of the Capo Colony in
respect of Native land tenure has been, to begin by adopting the
communal system of occupation observed by tribes in their
state, and, by gradually adapting it to the changing
conditions of life attendant upon the march of civilisation, while
at the same time establishing a just and sound administration of
their personal as well as tribal affairs, to prepare the way for
recognition by the people of the advantages of an individual system
tending towards assimilation of European methods. Upon peaceable annexation of territory where tribes continued in occupation
as before, or upon conquest of territory upon which lo^'al tribes or
clans were in the early clays located as a means of protection to the
settlor population from the frequent raids and disturbances created
by those beyond the frontier, the rights and obligations pertjuuing
In the
to the land passed to or have been assumed by the Crown.

independent
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first case, then existing lines of occupation were recognised, and in
respect of later annexations the people were assured of full protection in the enjovmont of their rights in the land without, in
most instances, any formal act of reservation or insistence upon
any special conditions other than fealty to the Crown. In the
other case of allied tril)cs undoi' (lOvernment nile l)eing located on
conquered territory, the hmd was sub-divided into locations
and reserves and set apart for the use of the tribe either by
Fi'oclamation (as, for example, the Herschel Reserve), or by title
(as in Fingoland), or without such formal reservation [e.g., the Ox
Kraal and Jvaniastone Locations), subject always to the express or
implied condition of forfeiture for rebellion.

82.

The initial step of importance in the administration of land
matters has boon tlio registration of occupiers for hut or, as it might
properly be called, laud tax purposes. Thereafter, the sub-division
of the whole tribal area into locations has been eifected.
boundaries being at first widely fixed, and subsequently demarcated
according as circumstances permitted.

83.

In this process the tribal influence of the Chief has been kept
under control and. according to his character, utilised. The
power of allotting lands has been vested in the Governor, but
in general has continued to bo exercised by the Headmen subject
to the decision of Magistrates in cases of dispute.

84.

The system of individual tenure introduced first at the
Kat River Settlement, and subsequently followed until modified by the Glen Grey Act, was to divide each location into
a sufficient number of arable and residential allotments
to enable grants under title being made to Native occupiers, the
remaining extent being reserved for the use of registered holders of
allotments as commonage under the management of a local body
elected by them and acting under regulations approved by the
Government. This system the Legislature definitely approved by
the provisions of Act No. 40 of 1879, and it is well to note that,
throughout, a measure of protection has been and is still aflt'ordeci
by the condition of title deed requiring the consent of the Government to any transfer of a grant, the Government being thus enabled
to carry out the principle of one man one lot, the arable allotment
and building lot being regarded as one, and the better to secure
enjoyment of the rights of occupation by the people for whom the
land was reserved.

85.

The desire of the Government to promote the moral and material
interests of the Natives by commutation of tenure led to the introduction of the measure in some of the earlier instances notably
those of the locations in the Peddie Division and in Gcalekahmd
in parts where the people were not pi-epared for it the surveys thus
proving abortive. On the whole, however, the evidence shows that

—

;

the system has been successful and is undoubtedly appreciated,
but two impoitant drawl:)aclvs
? noticeable.
First, in the large
num])or of cases the l)uilding lots, which were laid out for the most
part without regard to the then existing lines of occupation or
mode of life, have never been taken up. The survey contcmi)latod
the establishment of villages, involving changes wliicli, apart from
other considerations that raise doubts as to the desirability of the
i.

—
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system in this respect, the people were insufficiently advanced to
Second, in the absence ot provision for some simple means
accept.

upon the necessary transfer when property
has changed hands by death of the registered holder or otherwise.
many of the titles to allotments remain in the names of the original
holders, and in some cases the cost to the rightful owners of putting
through consecutive deferred transfers, as compared with the value
Moreover,
of the la,nd, is so disproportionate as to be prohibitive.
of effecting or insisting

there is a serious difficulty affecting transfer, arising out of the
peculiar condition of the law in respect of Native succession, to
which reference is made elsewhere.
86.

These objections or difficulties have been met or remedied under
the system provided for in the Glen Grey Act. No. 25 of 1894. This
Act lays down in broad detail the basis upon which change of tenure
should be carried out in Native areas. Districts occupied by Natives
to which the Act is applied are divided into locations for local government purposes. Lists of the persons in occupation of and
claiming allotments are framed by an officer appointed for the
purpose, who, in company with a surveyor, undertakes a complete
inspection, during which a preliminary survey is made, the number
and size of allotments and the position of the grazing or commonage
land roughly determined as far as practicable according to existing
lines of occupation, and any re-arrangement of arable lands deemed
advisable tentatively settled in the presence of the parties concerned. The impartial investigation, adjustment and settlement of
disputes and dififlculties preceding detailed survey have gone far,
not only to remove prejudice and misapprehension from the minds
of the Natives, but also to facilitate subsequent work. Upon completion of the preliminary work the detailed survey is taken in
hand under the guidance of the surveyor and in consultation with
the Magistrate employed during the inspection, and notice is issued
for the initial payment of survey expenses and cost of title,
averaging about £8 10s.. w^hich is in the first instance advanced by
the Government. Half the amount is repayable in the first ye{\Y
and the balance in four equal annual instalments.

The broad principles recognised
summarised as follows

in this

form of tenure

may

be

:

(1)

is subject to the payment of perpetual quitrent
at the rate of 15s. per five-morgen allotment, which is
the average, and 3s. for every additional morgen. and
survey expenses including cost of title.

The grant

(2) It is inalienable

without the Governor's consent.

hereditable according,to the law of primogeniture as
observed by the Natives themselves, powers of disherison
for good (!ause and after due enquiry being conceded.

^3) It is

(4)

Transfer upon approval of the Governor or according to
the table of succession is effected by simple endorsement
of the Resident Magistrate upon pavment of a registi'ation
fee of 2s. 6d.

(5)

It

cannot be sub-divided or sub-let.

17
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of way and rights of expropriation for public purposes are reserved, niiueral rights being subject to the
provisions of the Mineral Law of the Colony.

(6) Eights?

(7) It is liable to forfeiture for non-fulfilment of conditions,
particularly for
:

(a) Rebellion.
(b) Conviction of theft.
(()

(d)

K on-beneficial
Non-payment
expenses

or

occupation.
of outstanding instalments of survey
summary process of

(luitrent. after

distraint.
(8)

88.

89.

90.

of the land cannot be counted for the purpose
of qualifying for the franchise.

The value

In the Glen Grey district the land is liable to execution for
debt, but not in the districts of Fingoland, where a similar
system of sub- division has been applied. Grazing and water rights
are subject to regulation by a local body under Government control.
At the outset no building sites are surveyed, although provision is
made for such grants, upon the holder of an allotment erecting, or
giving proof of his intention to erect, a substantial building. From
the fact that few applications have been made for title to such sites
it can be concluded that the people are not prepared for this part of
the measure, their mode of life being unsuited to the conditions
belonging to village centres.

In a number of instances, in arranging for re-settlement of lands
vacated as the result of wars, recognition of good services rendered
by loyal Natives has been given in the form of individual grants,
notably in the old Tambookie Location (Glen Grey), in Emigrant
Tembuland (Xalanga). the Tsolo district, and the King William's
Town Division. In each of such cases the right to transfer has
been reserved, and forfeiture for rebellion provided for, but in other
respects the conditions of such special grants do not differ materially
from those of ordinary titles. Encouragement has sdso been
given in the direction of conversion of tenure by the law (Act No.
16 of 1899) providing for individual grants to Chiefs under conditions
based on Act No. 25 of 1894.
Outside tribal areas there has not been, nor

is

there at present,

any bar to the acquisition of landed property by Natives.
In the European district of Elliot, in Tembuland. certain farms
were sold to Europeans with the special condition that transfer
The
should not take place without the sanction of the Governor.
reservation has been used in some cases to bar purchase by
Natives, but has not been stringently maintained, and similar profavour
in
district
tection in another part of the same
The occuaside.
set
of Native holders has also been
Natives
who are not
property
by
private
pation
of
the owners of such properties or lessees paying annual rent
under a bona fide written lease (£36
of. a certain value
for a sole lessee. £48 for two joint lessees, and £12 for each
15
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who

are not in the bona fide and continuous
discouraged.
Such occupation of private
employment
a
private
location, for the establishconstitutes
Natives
property by
required
law, which is issued only
licence
is
by
which
ment of
a
Governor
and
with the consent of the
of
the
authority
upon the
fees
amounting
to £1 per annum for
Licence
Council.
Divisional
hut, are payable by
hut
tax
of
10s.
per
well
as
male
adult,
as
each
•
from
licence
fees can be granted
Exemption
land.
owner
of
the
the
in
respect
of
labour
tenants.
This exemption
Inspector
the
local
by
having been obtained there is no control or supervision or record
kept of the terms and conditions of the contract which is left
entirely to private arrangement between the landlord and tenant.
The law (Act No. 80 of 1899) does not operate within municipalities, although municipal bodies are empowered by the Act to
apply its provisions by regulations.

additional lessee) or
of

In

91.

owners

NATAL,

is

Natives occupy land as follows

:

Natal Native Trust constituted
under Letters Patent dated the 27th day of April. 1864.

(a) Locations vested in the

(6)

Mission reserves vested in the Natal Native Trust for
religious and educational purposes,

(c)

Crown lands.

{d) Private lands.
{e)

92.

Special trusts created for European immigration
yet so utilised, and for educational purposes.

not

The

greater portion of the land in the Province of Zululand is
Crown and is occupied by the Natives communally.
Commission has recently been appointed to make recommendations with regard to the disposal of this land.

vested in the

A
93.

There are 42 locations set apart for Natives in Natal proper,
comprising approximately 1,044,080 morgen (= 2,192,568 acres') of
ground. The population on these locations is set down at 227,708
Natives, giving an average of 4^ morgen (= 9J acres) per Native.

These location lands are vested in the Natal Native Trust.

94.

The Governor and Executive Council of the Colony are the trustees.
Under the provisions of the Letters Patent constituting the Natal
Native Trust, the trustees are empo^t^ered to take and hold lands
within the Colony of Natal, or any interest in such lands, and they

may

grant,

shall

deem

lease, or otherwise dispose of the lands as they
for the support, advantage, or well-being of the
Natives referred to in the Letters Patent, or for purposes connected
sell,
fit

therewith.
95.

The locations were vested in the Natal Native Trust, as constituted under the Letters Patent aforesaid, for purposes connected
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with the support, advantage, or well-beino: of the inhabitants of the
Colony of Natal of African descent, called "Natives." In respect
of certain of the locations in Alfred County, the trust has been
modified to one for certain specified persons.
96.

Under authority of an Act recently passed, the Natal Native
Trust has mortgaged location lands for the purpose of raising money
to construct irrigation works for the benefit of the Natives residing
thereon.

97.

There are two locations, named respectively Mnini and Putili,
which are vested in special trustees named in the deeds of
trust.

98.

Location lands and Mission reserves are occupied communally
by the Natives residing thereon. Seventeen blocks of land, comprising 127,211 acres, have been granted or set apart as Mission
reserves, 4,078 acres of which have been granted to Natives in
freehold with permission to dispose of or alienate the same with
The Supreme Court in 1891
the approbation of the Government.
held in respect of this protective restriction on transfer that the
holder of such land could pass a transfer in the ordinary
without approval by Government.

99.

way

The grants

of Mission reserves were always to trustees, of
the Secretary for Native Affairs was one and the others were
persons connected with Missionary bodies.
In some cases there
was only one other trustee. The Secretary for Native Affairs ceased
Act No. 49 of 1903 constituted the Natal
to be a trustee in 1895.
Native Trust sole trustee for these grants, but the terms of the trust
remained the same.

whom

The following, among other conditions

100.

may

be specially mentioned
"

Any
"
"
"
"

"

101.

in the

deed of grant,

:

trust for Natives with intent and object that the said
lands may be occupied aud inhabited by Natives in
order that the Missionary body referred to in the deed
might have a fixed population to labour among as
Missionaries without let or hindrance upon certain
conditions imposed, set forth and declared."

Another condition was as follows

:

" It shall be lawful for the trustees to demand and receive
" such rents as they may determine upon and as the
" Natives who may hereafter wish to live on the said
"

"

land shall agree to pay, and to demand and receive
compensation in money by way of licences or otherwise,
the cutting and removing of wood and trees, and
the taking or removing of minerals or other
natural products of, upon, or from the land, whose sale
or removal would not be injurious to the Natives lawfully occupying the land Provided, however, that after
defraying the expenses of carrying out the trust, and
after the improvements and ameliorations before mentioned, should any be necessary, on the lands which pro-

" for
" for
"

"
"
"
"
*'

:
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money, have been completed, the trustees are
empowered, with the consent of the LientenantGovernor for the time being, to expend such moneys in

" cluce the
"
'•

"
•'

ameliorating the condition of the reserves or in the
building and maintenance of schools on such reserves."

102.

It is also stated in the grants that the Governor may at any
time upon application from the trustees, transfer to any of the
Natives resident on the land such portion or portions thereof as to
him may seem tit, provided that the purchase money of the lands
so transferred shall be used for the improvement of the land or the
construction of roads, the erection of houses thereon, or such other
purposes as to the trustees may seem fit and proper.

103.

In 1903, Act No. 49, to make provision for the control and use
of Mission reserves, was passed. Under Section 15 of that Act,
regulations have been framed by the Governor in Council and have
been put into operation. An annual rent of £3 per hut on these
reserves is payable.

104.

latest returns from Natal show that the Natives possess
of ground in freehold and 33.515 acres in quitrent,
acres
67,957
while 215,516 acres of Crown lands have been sold to Natives under
long terms of payment.
large number of Native owners of land
have become possessed thereof by purchase from the Government
of the Colony by payments extending over at first ten and later
tw^enty years, on terms and conditions similar to those applying to
European purchasers. In some instances individual Natives have
purchased farms, and in many cases purchases have been made by
sj^ndicates or companies of Natives. On these farms are to be found
Native tenants paying rent to the proprietors.

The

A

105.

Act No. 7 of 1895 enables Natives to dispose of immovable
property by will, and regulates the devolution of such property in
Under subcases of intestacy in accordance w^ith Native law.
section B of section 6 of the Courts Act of 1898, cases involving
questions of ownership of immovable property, or questions of
title thereto, or rights therein, are excluded from the jurisdiction
of the Native High Court.

106.

There are in Natal more Natives living on private lands than
on the locations and Mission reserves combined. The figures show
421,080 Natives on private farms and 265,603 Natives on locations
and Mission reserves. Natives on private farms pay annual rents
varying from £1 to £5, and in some cases more.
A large number
render service in lieu of rent.
They pay to the Government in
addition a hut tax of 14s. per luit per nnnum.
•

A

owned by absentee

107.

great number of Natives live on lands
landlords, for which they pay rent.

108.

Law No. 2 of 1855 was enacted by the Natal Legislature to
prevent the unlicensed squatting of Natives on Crown lands oiprivate farms, and to ensure the annual rendering to Government
of accurate returns of such squatters and their families. This law.
however, has become a dead letter in fact, it is not clear that it
;
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Several sections of

with labour tenants on private laud.
to have been fully complied with.

Law

These

No. lo of 1871 deal
also be said not

may

109.

Crown lands in Natal are occupied by Natives who are subject
to certain conditions of occupation and have now to pay £2 per
hut per annum in addition to hut tax. The payment of rent l)y
Natives occupying Crown lands lias not been extended to the
Province of Zululand, on the ground that the land question in that
Province is still the subject of consideration.

110.

Natives residing on special trust lands (class (^) above) do so
under conditions as to rent and occupancy imposed by the
trustees from time to time.

111.

In certain townships in Zululand. and in the case of certain
lands in Natal vested for European immigration pui-jioses, it is not
permissible to sell land to Natives.

112.

In the
follows

ORANGE RIVER COLONY.

Natives occupy land as

:

(a) In locations or reserves set apart for Native occupation.

(d)

As servants in continuous employment of land-owners.
As squatters and as labour tenants periodically employed.
As owners of farms.

(e)

In urban locations.

(6)
(c)

113.

There are two locations (class
(1)

At

"Witzies Iloek.
Chief, desired to
State,

(r/i)

in this Colony,

viz.

:

—

In 1867. Paulus Mopedi. a Mosuto
become a subject of the Orange Free

and the land known as Witzios Hock was assigned

for his occupation.
(2)

114.

On

At Thaba 'Nchu, where

certain farms have been used as
Barolong locations since the annexation of that territory
by the Free State Government in 1884.

these locations there are 17,000 Natives,

who occupy

the

lands tribally.
115.

Under Law No. 4 of 1893 the number of Native squatters
permitted on any farm or registered portion of a farm is limited to
five families, which number may by special permission be increased
There are 195,494 Natives living
to not more than fifteen families.
on private farms.

116.

articles of chapter XXXIV. O.R.C. Law Book (see
part I., sections 1, 2. 3 and 6) Natives may not purchase or lease
land, but the articles of part II. of this chapter make special provision in respect of Natives who own ground in the Thaba 'Nchu

Under the

—
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In this district there are 87,761 morgen ( = 184,298 acres)
district.
of ground, in fifty-one lots, owned by Natives, whose rights thereto
were guaranteed under the Proclamation annexing the late

BaroloDg

117.

territory.

In the

TRANSVAAL. Natives

occupy land as follows :—

(a) In locations or reserves set apart for

(d)

On land owned by Natives.
On other private lands.
On Crown lands.

(e)

In urban locations.

(&)

(c)

118.

Native occupation.

There are in the Transvaal approximately 2,120 square miles
morgen
1,356,800 acres) of ground set aside as Government locations for occupation of Natives in communal tenure,
carrying a population of 123,309. On these locations the garden
lots are apportioned by the Native Chiefs, and the people enjoy

=

(646,095

common rights in regard to water, wood and grazing. No payments
are made to Government as rent in return for the use of these
lands.

119.

Section 22 of the Pretoria Convention of 1881 provided that:
"

The Native Location Commission will reserve
"
"
"
"
"

"
"

"
"
"

"
"
••

"
"

"

120.

Native
be fairly

to the

may

" tribes of the State such locations as they
" and equitably entitled to, due regard being

had to the
actual occupation of such tribes. The Native Location
Commission will clearly define the boundaries of such
locations, and for that purpose will, in every instance,
first of all ascertain the wishes of the parties interested
in such land. In case land already granted in individual titles shall be required for the purpose of any
location, the owners will receive such compensation.
either in other land or in money, as the Volksraad shall
determine. After the boundaries of any location have
been fixed, no fresh grant of laud within such location
will be made, nor will the boundaries be altered wichout the consent of the Location Commission. No fresh
grants of laud will be made in the districts of Waterberg, Zoutpansberg and Lydenburg until the locations
in the said districts respectively shall have been
defined by the said Commission."

the Convention laid down the constitution
of the Commission, but the late Transvaal Government found it
more practicable to appoint local Commissions to deal with Native
These local Commissions had not completed their
locations.
labours at the time of the outbreak of the war in 1899, but had
been instrumental in bringing about the setting apart of land for
several tribes. Since the British occupation the w^ork of these
Commissions has been resumed.
Section 21 of

121.

There are 853 square miles (259.962 morgcn = 545,920 acres) of
which lias been
communally by

tirouiid privately owned by Natives, almost all of
purchased by tribal subscription, and is occupied
tribes or portions of tribes.
122.

Section 13 of the Pretoria Convention of 1881 provided that

:

"Natives will be allowed to acquire land, but the grant or
' transfer of such land will in every case be made
to and
" rejijistered in the name of the Native Location Commission, hereinafter mentioned, in trust for such
'•

" Natives."

123.

The late Transvaal Government subsequently apjiointod the
Superintendent of Natives to take the place of tlie Location Commission as trustee in respect of all Native lands so acquired. The
Commissioner for Native Affairs is now the trustee. In many
cases land purchased by Natives was registered in the names of
unofficial

Europeans and Missionaries as

trustees.

124.

On occupied and unoccupied lands owned by Europeans and
companies there is estimated to be living about one-half of the
Native domiciled population, approximately 438.000. Under the
provisions of the Squatters' Law. No. 21 of 1895. the number of
Natives allowed in respect of every farm or divided portion of a
farm is five families. This number may. however, be increased on
any farm by special permission from Government.

125.

This law has not been enforced throughout the whole of the
Colony, and is practically now a dead letter. On many farms
throughout the Colony, especially in the Zoutpansberg, Lydenburg,
Waterberg, and Middelburg districts, there are largo numbers of
Natives congregated, forming unauthorised locations on private
farms.

126.

The Natives living on these private farms pay to the owners
thereof an annual rental in labour or money varying in amount,
the minimum being £1 per inhabited hut per annum.

127.

The Crown lands comprise an area of 30,840 square miles
19.737,600 acres) upon portions of which it is
1^9,398,857 morgen
estimated there are living 180,427 Natives. Every adult cultivator
on Crown lands is liable to pay to the Government, as landlord, an
annual rental of £1. He also pays poll tax. As with those on
private farms. Natives on Crown lands have free water and grazing
rights, and have not in the past been restricted as to the extent

=

of garden lands they cultivate.

128.

In

SUUTHEEN EHOBESIA,

Natives occupy land as follows :—

(a) In reserves set apart for the Native population.
(6)

On unalienated
Company.

lands

belonging

to

the

Chartered

SOUTH AFRICAN NATIVE AFFAIRS COMMISSION.
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loeatioiis on ]^»i'ivMtc laiicLs by tenancy agreement
under the provisions of Proclamation of l4tli October,

111

1896.

(d)

On

private farms without agreement.

129.

The land set apart for Native reserves comprises an area of
38.871 square miles (11,846,400 morgen
24,877,440 acres).

13Q.

All garden plots in these reserves are allotted by the Native
Chiefs water, wood and grazing rights being enjoj^ed in common.

=

:

131.

The Natives on the reserves

(class (a)

)

pay poll

tax. l)ut

no

All mineral rights are retained h\ the British South Africa
Company. The Natives are in no way restricted as to the amount
of land they may cultivate.
rent.

132.

133.

of Natives living on unreserved and
unalienated lands. These occupy their lands on the same conditions
as those on reserves, with this exception, that they are liable to be
removed to reserves without compensation, or to be charged rent.
At present they are not called upon to pay any rent.

There are

a large

number

There are 416.121 Natives living on land described under the
foregoing headings (a land (6) r/~., 264,618 and 151,503 respectively.

134.

on private locations
Natives living
established on farms under Proclamation of 14th October,
such locations, of not less than
1896, which provides for
seven heads of families each, with a view to the production
Once located on the land, such
of grain and other crops.
Natives cannot be removed against their will for a period of
two years unless with the consent of the Chief Native Commissioner.
The landlord can, subject to the approval of the Chief
Native Commissioner, enter into agreements, which must be made
in writing, with such Natives as are desirous of working on his proHe is, however, not
perty, for an}^ period not exceeding one year.
allowed to enter into agreements with Natives whose residence
at their own homes is, in the opinion of the Chief Native Commissioner, necessary for the cultivation of their lands and the
The Chief Native Commissioner
protection of their crops.
determines the amount of arable land to be allotted to each head of
a family. The landlord is forbidden to enforce compulsory labour
upon his Native tenants, nor can he call upon them for payment
under agreement until after the expiration of the first year of their
tenancy, the amount of rent to be approved by the Chief Native
Commissioner, or, failing any agreement„to be fixed by that officer.
The usual rent is £1 per hut per annum in money or labour.

135.

Rent is not recoverable by the land-owner from Natives living
on private lands who are not brought under the provisions of the

There

are

62,727

Private Location Proclamation.
136.

for services rendered to the British South Africa
the Matabele War of 1893, about 80 oneplots of ground were granted to Natives, Cape Boys

As rewards

Company during
hundred-acre
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and Indians.

Of

these, only

two
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appeal- to liavc been jjranied to

aboriginal Natives, and these, together with the majority of the
others, are no longer held by the original grantees but have passed
into the hands of Europeans.

137.

It is interesting to note tliat near Bulawayo a settlement of
Fingo families from the Ti-anskeian Territories has been effeeted on
lines similar to those provided in the (ilen Grey Aet.
Arable
allotments with suitable commonage have been provided, and
each head of a family was promised title to his ten-acre lot on
compliance more particularly with a condition that at least three
months in each year he should l)e in service as a labourer title to
be claimable on completion of three full years' service, or on the
l)roduction of a cei'tificate that he has worked 36 months. Tn
default of this service, the holder is liable to pay a sum
of £o annually, in addition to tlie poll tax for which every
adult male Native in the country is liable. The settlement has
proved successful, and. although occupation began only in the
year 1894. there are already many qualified applicants for title.
The people are contented, and are doing well.
;

138.

They number 1.291, including women and children. More
would have been ready to join them from tlio Cape Colony as Avell
as the Transkeian Territories, but the Rhodesian (xovernmcnt has
not seen its way to extend the system.

All Natives in lUiodesia pay the annual poll tax of £1 per

139.

male adult.

UO.

In

BASUTOLAND.

all

land

is

occupied by the Natives under
with the Native
land within this

tribal tenure, the allotment of arable plots resting
Chiefs, grazing being in common. No purchase of
territory is permitted.

141.

=

H2.

The area of Basutoland is 10,293 square miles (3.136,914 morgen
6,587,520 acres), containing a Native population of 347,731.

In the BECHUANALAND PRUTECTOBATE. Natives occupy
land communallv. Large reserves totalling 127.630 square miles
81.683,200 acres) are set apart for the Native
(38,896,762 morgen
population of 119,411 souls. iOO.lOO of whom reside on these reserves.
The area of these reserves would appear to be excessive, but miich
of it is waterless and unproductive.

=

—

;
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(A)
143.

Communal

Occupation.

in all the Colonies and Possessions
It will be seen that
tracts of land have been recognised, set aside and reserved to
Natives for communal occupation.*
History and tradition bear
eloquent testimony to the fact that this form of tenure was
admirably suited to the needs and habits of the aboriginal races
;

was

originally the only possible form.
It constituted
a portion of the great tribal system under which the land was
administered by the Chief and his Councillors for the people.

indeed

144.

it

The Native population as a whole instinctively cling to and
communal system. But there is an increasing number
who fret under the conditions of communal life, seeking alike for
the opportunity to gain independence and assert individualism.
Education and contact with civilisation seem to augment the
cherish the

There is an apparent yearning amongst many
progressed which requires satisfaction. The aspiration
and trends in the right direction.

number.

who have
is

healthy

145.

There arrives a time when it becomes necessary to consider
whether a system has served its purpose and prepared the way for
change, and, if so, what that change should be. To unduly perpetuate that which hinders a lower race from advancing, if it shows
the desire and capacity to do so, is neither intelligent nor right.

146.

Are progressive tendencies manifested
is
the Natives of South Africa which require State recognition
in the matter of re-adjusting the form of land tenure ? In reply to
this question the Commission has no hesitation in recording the
conviction, derived both from overwhelming evidence and personal
impressions, that progressive tendencies are manifested and that it
is essential to provide for a change capable of extension according
as local circumstances may warrant.

The question then

:

among

The Commission accordingly passed the following

147
tion

resolu-

:

Recognising the attachment of the Natives to and the present
advantages of their own communal or tribal system of
land tenure, the Commission does not advise any general
compulsory measure of sub-division and individual
holding of the lands now set apart for their occupation
but recommends that movement in that direction be
encouraged, and that, where the Natives exhibit in sufficient numbers a desire to s»cure and a capacity to hold
and enjoy individual rights to arable j)lots and residential
sites on such lands, provision should be made accordingly

under well-defined conditions.
148.

representatives, while concurring in thi.s resolution, do sj as regards
Natal only so far as it affects lands in that Colony at present set apart or
dedicated for Natives as locations, reserves, or otherwise, where individual

The Natal

Annexure 8 and maps

attached.
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tenure is contcinplatcd in the ;,'raiit or iloeil of trutst.
With this txciinioii
they exempt from the resolution Natal Native Trust lands, ainl f,'ive the
.following reasons
:

(rt)

They were

in a major part vested in trust for the benefit of the Natives
generally in the Colony proper, and not solely for Natives residing on

them.
(6)

They

(r)

The

and generally unsuitable

for a

minute division.

location regulations at present in force make adequate provision
off, when necessary, lots coinciding with actual occupation.

marking

for
(il)

are incapable of

SutBcient permanency and security
necessary political control are assured.

of occupation consistent with

(B) Individual Tenure.
149.

150.

For many years the question of individual tenure of land by
Natives has engaged the attention of the older Colonies of the
Cape and Natal. In the Cape Colony experiments of a definite
nature have been tried.
It has been held, as it is largely held to-day, that individualism
ultimately conducive to greater industry, enterprise and production, although it must be said that our limited experience of the
system among the Natives up to the present has not in all cases
furnished proof of this
that it disintegrates tribalism, checks
retrogression, and promotes progressive growth in a healthy
manner further, that a higher sense of responsibility is createtl,
whereby those in occupation of holdings must realise that they have
much to lose by misbehaviour.
is

;

;

151.

At various times and for various reasons during the latter half
of the past century attempts have been made to settle Natives
under allotment schemes. Among such reasons have been, to erect
to
in certain areas screens between civilisation and barbarism
reward public services rendered
to encourage deserving pro"Whatever
gressive people
or, to provide against overcrowding.
reasons were predominant, the prospect has been clearly seen that
at no distant date many existing locations where land is held under
communal tenure will become congested the land will be occupied
in insignificant lots, and therebv eventuallv fail in economic
;

;

;

;

productiveness.
152.

It is not material to describe the various settlements or to dwell
on the comparative merits of each. It is sufficient to say that the
Glen Grey Act of the Cape Colony is the latest effort in pursuance of
a policy well established there capable of application in due
time to the Native races as a whole.

153.

The design of that Act was to provide against congested areas, to
limit holdings to a useful working size, to offer inducements to
enterprise, to stimulate labour, and to give security to those w^ho
adopted the scheme.

—
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154.

—

The Commission

subjected the Act,

lias

its

amendments and

Parliamentary Reports thereupon to a critical examination, and has
had the further advantage of studying on the spot the manner of
working.
155.

local results hoped for
If in actual administration the
have not been fully achieved, it must be borne in mind that difficulties will always arise in the carrying out of a measure new to
the people and involving such great changes. Certain amendments
in the Act have been recommended after an enquiry by a Select
These, if finally
Committee of the Cape House of Assembly.
and
raised by the
felt
objections
meet
the
far
should
go
to
adopted,
of the
their
occupation
secure
designed
to
against
an
Act
Natives
management
of
in
the
voice
considerable
grant
them
a
land and
Commission
does
the
remarks,
however,
affairs.
In
these
their local
not thereby commit itself as a whole to approval of all the recomIt may be added that
mendations of the Committee mentioned.
labour clause of the
the
made
to
enforce
no sustained effort was
letter.
dead
Act, which soon became in fact a

156.

The following recommendations of the Commission have
relation to the conditions under which individual tenure should be
granted in respect of location and reserve land now held by Natives
under the communal system.

157.

The

right of

permanent occupation should be assured subject

to the following principal reservations
(1) Liability to forfeiture

:

on account of

:

(a) Conviction for rebellion, treason or sedition.
(b) Failure to beneficially occupy.
(f )

(d)

(2)

Failure to punctually pay such rent or tax as
attach to the land.

Second conviction for stock

158.

theft.

right of resumption of the whole or any portion of
lands
for public purposes, subject to due compensation
the
in land or otherwise.

The

minerals and precious stones.

(3) All rights to
(4)

may

The payment

Some explanation

of

is

an annual

rent.

necessary as regards a portion of these

reservations.
159.

In respect to the liability for forfeiture on account of second
conviction for stock theft, it must be remembered that the Cape
Colony Government, when incorporating as it did a provision of
this character in the Glen Grey Act, was animated by powerful
reasons which appeal to the whole of South Africa. Stock thieving
is the besetting sin of the aboriginal Natives, and against this, strong
remedies are found requisite in every Colony. It is imperative to
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attach severe penalties for stock tliievin<f to lauds under individual
tenure, otherwise they niiyht l)econie harbours for criminals who.
more than any other, tend by such propensities to ein])itter relations
with the European community. It was suj^orosted that there should
be liability to forfeiture for the crime of malicious killin<i of stock
prevalent in some parts of the country, but the majority of the

Commission

which wouhl

refjarded this as a local feature,
dealt with by the Lejiislaturc concerned.

l)e

best

160.

The right of resumption by the State may ap])ear to be subversive of the security it is desired to give, but no vit)lation of the
principle is intended.
It may be that in the course of development
of any Colony, it might become of absolute importance to command
the use of paiticular areas for public purposes. In such circumstances there is warrant for expropriation, subject to the payment
of due compensation in land or otherwise.

161.

The question of taxation will be dealt with in another section,
but it is pertinent here to offer an explanation of reservation (1),
expressed in the words "The payment of an annual rent."
The
fixing of rent should l)e governed by a variety of considerations, and
in »'
general be determined bv
:

162.

(a)

Amount and

(h)

Water.

(c)

Proximity to markets, and other

qualit}' of land.

local conditions.

The reservations to be made in the granting of individual
tenure having been stated, it remains to indicate what general
conditions should, in the opinion of the Conimission.be included:
(1)

The

limitation

determined

Ijy

of

the

of each holdim;

area

(a) Present occupation.

be

•

(h)

Quality of land.

(c)

In the absence of special circumstances the limit
to be approximately four morgen (= 84 acres),

(2)

Mortgaging or pledging

(o)

Alienation or transfer not to
sanction of (lOvernment.

(4) Succession to
(a)

(b)

(5)

to

:

The

to be prohibited

invalid.

allowed without the

!)(•

be to the lawful heir. su])ject to

of widows
rc-mairiage or death.

The

and

right

to

use and occupy until

The heir who already occupies
to abandon that holding.

setting apart of a

:

commonage.

a holding electing

—
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(6)

The holdings and commonage to be subject to all such
duties and regulations as may be established with regard
thereto.

(7)

The

occupier's interest not to be liable to attachment in
execution.

163.

In pointing out the lines upon which the granting of individual
tenure should be conducted, the Commission does not advocate the
exercise of undue pressure for its acceptance. In Cape Colony the
demand for it is gradual, whilst in certain localities it meets with
opposition. In other parts of South Africa it may be a long time
before the advantages of this change are realised by the Native
people.

164.

may be stated here that objections not shared by the majority
Commission were made to any Native becoming by purchase
the owner or occupier of more than one lot, it being urged that the
It
of the

principle laid
purchase.

165.

down

in respect of succession should apply to

^^ ^^^ opinion of Col. Stanford, Mr. Sloley and Capt. Quayle Dickson, Natives
in occupation of reserves wliich tiave descended to tiiem from their forefathers or which for other good reasons have been set aside for their
permanent use by any Government, have a just claim to a greater
fixity of tenure than
is
implied in the occupation and conditions
approved by the majority of the Commission, and more particularly
so in respect of those tribes which by voluntary submission to our
government have been received into its protection upon the understanding
that save for rebellion their land should not be taken from them.
They are in favour of the principle embodied in the Glen Grey Act by which
perpetual quitrent title is granted to each individual holder of land upon the
sub-division of anj' location or reserve. Less than this would not, in their
opinion, afford an adequate sense of security to Natives whose advance in
civilised ideas is indicated by their readiness to abandon their long-cherished
nor do they think it would be a just
tribal system of occupation of land
recognition of existing rights.
;

-•

166.

Messrs. Krogh, Hamilton, de la Harpe
sentence after paragraph 161

and Thompson voted for the following

:

" There

is an underlying first principle of business which the Natives must
" and should learn to realise as they advance, vis., that, if they are to
" enjoy the assurance of their land and the benefits they seek under
" individual tenure, they must pay lents as Europeans do, based upon
" producing value."'

(C) Squatting:.

167.

squatter " includes Natives residing on Crown lands
not formally set apart for Native occupation and whose settlement
thereon is regarded as not entitled to the recognition accorded
those who have permanently allotted locations, and Natives on
private property who are not labour tenants nor in the continuous
service of the owner or occupier of such property.

The term

"

31
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168.

As these Crown lands are disposed of the Natives
occupation are left to make the best terms they can
with the owners, and are generally permitted to j-emain
upon condition of paying rent, furnishing labour, or both,
as the case may be.
No doubt it has been found profitable
by land speculators to purchase Crown or other land and let it to
Native tenants at high rates. Such occupation is pernicious to
both races, encouraging the far-reaching evil of absentee
landlordism on the one side and on the other barring the progress
of the Native by insecurity of tenure.
Other objections are. that
the system restricts the supply of labour that it fills up with
Natives much land which would otherwise be better utilised and
developed, and that it leads to the absence of duo control over them.
in

;

169.

To meet these evils each of the South African Colonies has
enacted laws to restrict and regulate squatting. The most successful
legislation to this end has up to the present been that of the Cape
Colony by its Location Act (No. 30 of 1899), the principles of wliich
are embodied in the recommendations of the Commission.

170.

The general tendency of South African legislation is in the
direction of limiting European owners or lessees to a certain
number of Native families, three to five, on any one
farm, irrespective of its size and requirements.
On the other
hand, the Cape Colony bases its limit on the working requirements only.
In excess of this limit no Native is allowed to
live on private property in the Cape Colony unless the place is
licensed as a private location. By such limitations it was expected,
with other advantages, to secure that labour would be more evenly
distributed amongst the farmers.
In some Colonies squatting is
tolerated in spite of restrictive enactments, as the rents derived are
a fruitful source of income to a large number of owners.

Whatever the influences

171.

that

many

manner.

172.

173.

at work, however, the fact remains
established on the land in an irregular
alternatives are open, viz.

Natives are

Two

now

(1)

To remove them.

(2)

To

:

—

regulate their occupation.

In dealing with this difficult problem the Commission has
been much hampered by the want of reliable statistics relating to
these people. Cape Colony and Southern Rhodesia are in a position
to state with accuracy the number of authorised private locations
and the people comprised therein. In addition, the Cape Colony
has a record of their stock.

Although

reliable figures are not available, the Commission
that in some of the Colonies, and more particularly in
Southern Rhodesia, the Transvaal and Natal, a large number of
Natives are squatting on Crown or private lands.

is satisfied

—
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174.

It is obvious that to summarily eject this population is calcuIn advising the
lated to cause discontent and serious distress.
direction that legislative action should take, the Commission
recognises
:

(a)

That in Southern Rhodesia special conditions, obtaining
as a result of the last Matabele and Mashona rising, have
led to the large locations now found on private farms.

(b)

That in the Transvaal the Natives on Crown lands have
not yet had the full benefit of the investigations and
recommendations of the Commission intended by the
late Government to enquire into their claims.

That in Natal the process of disposal of the Crown lands
is proceeding slowly, as much of the land is still occupied
by Natives, and is more suited for Native than for
European occupation.

(f)

175.

176.

Removal can only be gradual after the most careful consideration and under circumstances which will enable the Native
What appears immediately
to find work and to live elsewhere.
desirable and practicable is to regulate such occupation as a policy
on clearly-defined lines.
In recommending such a policy attention may be drawn to the
Cape Colony system, which admits of private locations upon certain
governing conditions.

177.

Before dealing with the conditions under which such locations
should be permitted, it is necessary to define certain terms as a

working
*o
178.

179.

180.

181.

basis.

' Private Location " to mean any number of huts or other
dwellings on private property occupied by one or more Native male
adults, such occupants not being in the bona fide and continuous
employment of the owner or occupier of such land in or about the
farming operations, trade, business or handicraft by him carried on
upon such land.

"Proprietor or Location" to mean the owner of any private
property on which a private location is established, or the occupier,
or representative in the district of any absentee owner or occupier
of such property.

'Labour Tenants" to mean any male adult in a private
location who is bona fide required, but not continuously employed,
by the proprietor of such location for the duo working of' his
property in or about the farming operations, trade, business or
handicraft by him carried on upon such property.
The Commission,
as follows
1)

after consideration of this question, resolved

:

That the unrestrained squatting of Natives on private
farms, whether as tenants or otherwise, is an evil and
against the best interests of the country.

83
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(2)

That no Native other than bona fide servants of the owner
or occupier, with their families, should be permitted to
live on private lands, except under Government sanction
and control, and. further, that such sanction should only
l)e li'iven on proof that it is necessary or desirable, and,
save in tlie cnsc ol" labour tenants, should be sul)ject to
an adequate annual licence to l)e paid by the owner or
families " does not
occupier of the land. The word
include adult sons unless they themselves are bona fide
•

servants.

(3)

That the main principles contained in the resolutions
relating to locations on private property should l)e
applied to Natives on Crown lands other than those duly
set apart as Native reserves or locations, and that
sanction for Native occupation on such Crown lands
should not be given unless an adequate rent is charged to
the Native occupier, based upon the producing value of
the land.

(4)

That contracts of tenancy exceeding one year should be
in writing and duly attested.

(5) That, so far as may be practicable, lands held by municipalities or other public 1)odies or societies which are
occupied b}- Natives should be subject to regulations
similar to those applicable to private or Crown lands, as
already recommended by this Commission.

182.

lu connection with the foregoing resolution the majority of the
Commission does not recommend that any Government Department
should be regarded as liable for payment of an annual licence
in

183.

respect of Natives occupying

Crown

lands.

In the matter of contracts of tenancy it is important that the
terms should bo (;lear and be understood by the Natives.
Tliere is
evidence that labour is at times unreasonably tied up under
these conti'acts.
Often enough it is alleged that Natives, if they
become tenants, are not allowed to leave the farm in order to
labour elsewhere temporarily, although their services are not at
the time required by the farmer. Thus, not only does the country
lose the benefit of a good deal of available labour, but many Natives
industriously inclined are barred by servitude from the earning of

wages

for the bettei-ment of their condition and the payment of
their taxes.
The reason Por recommending wi'itten contracts duly
attested is to secure so far as possible that both parties to any such
contracts fullv understand tlie terms and conditions thereof.

(D) Purchase

184.

and

Leasing-.

The conditions and
of land

restrictions

which

i-egulate the

purchase

by Natives vary considerably.
C
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185.

Briefly summarised, they are as follows

:

—
—

In the Cape and Ehodesia, and in Natal with the exception
referred to on page 21 paragraph 111) land, except that
reserved for Natives only, may be held in freehold or
npon lease, without distinction of race.
i

In the Orange Elver Colony, land
leased

may

not be purchased or

by Natives.

In the Transvaal, as provided in the Convention between
the British Government and the late Republic, they may
acquire land subject to its transfer on trust to an officer
of the Government.

In Basutoland the land

is

inalienable.

In the Bechuanaland Protectorate, the bind reserved to
Natives is inalienable.
186.

In discussing the subject, it must be remembered that throughout South Africa, as already shown, large areas have been set aside
or recognised as available only for the occupation of Natives, and
within those areas it is not permissible for Europeans to acquire
holdings. Even under the Glen Grey system of the Cape Colony
restrictions are imposed which in practice reserve the land exclusively for Natives.

187.

Ill the Transkei and elsewhere in Native areas in Cape Colony
a limited number of Europeans are permitted to occupy trading
sites with the consent of the Government, and in the townships
which are laid out round Magistracies Europeans may buy plots.
In other Colonies and Possessions traders are similarly admitted,
but they may not acquire any real right to the land they occupy.

188.

189.

We may. accordingly, approach the question of Natives purchasing land within spheres of European occupation with a
consciousness of the special protection afforded them in respect of
the lands reserved or set aside for their use.
Where the circumstances are exceptional, and the numerical
disproportion between the races is so great as in South Africa, the
question is what effects are to be expected if Natives are allowed
free traffic in land ?
No emphasis is required in stating that,
wherever Europeans are living, repugnance is shown to the invasion
of their neighbourhood by Natives for residential purposes. Farmers
resent the intrusion amongst them of 'Native owners of land, and
similarly Natives in their reserves are strongly opposed to surrendering any portion of the land they occupy to Europeans for farmingf
:

pui-poses.
190.

In urban areas the principle of the segregation of the races has
already been recognised but in the case of the Cape Colony, Natal
and Rhodesia this does not interfere with the right of the Natives
to buv land, as already stated.
;

REPORT.
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It is the fact that, say. 25 years aifo there were comparatively
few Native iMnd-owiiers by purchase in the Cape Colony and Xatal
where to-day they exist in consideiable numbers. The capacity to
purchase, by collective process if necessary, is to-day in excess of

wliat it formerly was. Furthermore, there is a manifest effort on
the part of Natives to-day bein<i: made to possess land which is not
countcj-acted by any reluctance on the part of European holders to
dispose ol' it so lon«>- as the sellers are not- themselves l)()und to
live in proximity.
192.

If this process qoes on. while at the same time restrictions
exclude Europeans from purchasin<> within Native areas, it is
inevitable that at uo very distant date the amount of land in Native
occupation will be undesirably extended.
Native wa^es and
earnings are greater than they used to be. their wants are
few, and their necessary
expenses small.
The}- will l)uy
land
prices
fd)ove
at
its
otherwise
market value,
as
their
habits
and
standard
of
living
enable
them
exist
to
on land that it is impossible for Europeans to
farm on a small scale.
There will be many administrative and
social ditficulties created by the multiplication of a numl)er of
Native units scattered throughout a white population and owning
the land of the country equally with them.
Such a situation
cannot fail to accentuate feelings of race prejudice and animosity,
with unhappy results. It w'ill he far more difficult to preserve the
absohitely necessary political and social distinctions if the growth
of a mixed rural population of land-owners is not discouraged.

193.

The Commission has arrived almost unanimously at the conclusion that it is necessary to safeguard what is conceived to be the
interests of the Europeans of this country, but that in doing so the
door should not be entirely closed to deserving and progressive
individuals among the Natives acquiring land, and has resolved as
follows
:

That certain

restrictions

Natives are necessary,
(1)

upon the purchase
and recommends

of land

by

That purchase by Natives should in future be limited
to certain areas to be defined by legislative enactment.

(2)

That purchase of land which may lead

communal
l)y

194.

or collective

Natives should not be

possession

or

to

tribal,

occupation

pei'rnitted.

It should be explained here that the words •collective possession " are not to be considered to bar the joint ownership of a piece

of land in the defined areas by a limited number of Natives, the
object of the Commission, which is unanimous in this respect,
being to prevent large numbers of Natives evading the spirit of
the resolution by acquiring and holding land in undivided interests,
and thereby, in effect, extending tribal or communal occupation.
195.

It
is
The intention of the first resolution is twofold.
the
purchase
direction
of
linnting
a recommendation in the
and leasing of land by Natives to areas within which the privilege

—
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be exercised by them without bringing them into conflict with
European land-owners, and of the extension of this privilege by the
creation of such areas in all Colonies and Possessions where this can
be conveniently done.

may

196.

recognised that in those Colonies where the acquisition of
Xativcs has been hitherto unrestricted, vested rights have
l)een set up.
Tlie above recommendations are. of couree, made
witliout prejudice to such rights.
It is

land

197.

l)y

Tlie

Commission further resolved

:

That whatever principles govern

the settlement of tlie
question of the purchase of land by Natives should
apply equally to the leasing of land by Natives.

198.

C^"'-

Stanford dissented from the view of the majority on the question of restricting
He
areas only the right of tlie individual Native to purchase land.
holds that the acquisition hy the more advanced Natives of vested individual
interests in the land is a powerful incentive to loyalty, and that only in the
event of its leading to the extension of the tribal system lieyond the reserves
fir locations would the right of Native purchase be contrary to the best interests
In his opinion sufficient cause has not been shown for
of both races.
the curtailment of privileges enjoyed for many years in the British
Oolonies.
No depopulation of any area or district in respect of European
and he foresees that in the course of time, as
occupiers has been proved
and receive full
the Natives in their locations advance in civilisation
rights to individual holdings, the barriers now quite rightly placed in the way of
their selling such holdings will be removed, and transactions in land proceed as
Urban areas may be
freely in the reserves as is now the case elsewhere.
protected against undesirable Native occupation, as is ilone against the
undesiralile occujiation of Knropeaus, liy regulations.
to certain

;

The contention

that the .safety of the European races must be guunled hy sncli
restrictions as have lieen under discussion he does not hold to be sound.
The
Church, professions, commerce, trade, and labour are open to the ambition and
energy of the Natives, and with so many avenues open to their advance the

danger t)f their swamping the Euroi)eans, if a
denying them the right individually to buy laud.

real

one,

is

not

avoided

by

no decadence of the vigour, the enterprise and the courage which, since
the occupation of the Cape PeTiinstila bj' the early Dutch settlers have resulted
in the extension of European control and occupation to the limits now reached.
Moreover, artificial restriction of the purchase of land, when attemi)ted in the
late Dutch Republics, resulted in the evasion of the law by various forms of
contract whereby Native occupation of farms was effected, while at the Sitme
time advantage was taken of the ojiportunities thus afforded of fraudulent
practices on the j)art of Etn'opeans emiiloyed as agents or so-called trustees.

lie can see

The proposed

recommeiuled for demarcation in existing reserves or
Therefore, in the older British Colonies aiul in the Orange HiveiColony, if tlemarcated at all, they must artect present European occupation. If, on
the other hand, the design be to allow purchase by Natives in localities regarded
.18 unsuitable for Europeans, sight is lost of the fact that usually the,Native who
desires to become a landed proprietor belongs to the civilised class and sneli
areas are not

locations.

localities offer to

him no

attraction.

Knropeaus are more and more entering upon occupation of land regarded as s<'t
aside for Natives.
Missionaries, traders and others are permitted to estalilish
themselves and carry on the duties or work of their respective callings. Townships spring up at the vari(nis seats of ^Magistracy, and Census returns (dearly
show that this influx is steadily inci'easing in volume. It is thus tlemoustrated
that the idea of separate occupation of land by Natives, even in their own
reserves, is not maintained at the present time, nor can it be in the future,

REPORT.
The

Cuiuuiission has no rt-liahle ihita to go upon in making any toniparisou of the
.strengtli of these two etrwiuis
?]uropoans into Native rusorves as
owners of land or occupicTS under Government sanction Icailing up to title, an<I,
vicfi verKU, Natives
out of their reserves into surveyed parts as ownei-s.
From his own observation, so far as it goes, Col. Stanford's opinion is that the
former is the greatei-.
relative

199.
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:

representatives of the Colony of Natal dissent from the reconnnendatiou that
the pnreliase of land liy Natives should in future he limited to eei-tain areas to
be defined liy legislative enactment, and they give the following reasons
:

(1)

That Natives

(2)

That the resolution limits and
and races otlier than Natives.

in the Cape Colony, Natal and Rhodesia can, like all
other persons, purchase and hold land in their own right at the present
time, excepting in cases wiiere Government or any other owner of land
for special reasons may place a contrary condition on ))ublie or other
lands when ])ut up for sale.

restricts the

sale of hind

liy

Europeans

That the resolution is in conflict with tiie spirit of other recommendations of the Commission, which have for their object the
encouragement of individual tenure.

(.'S)

That Asiatics and other coloured races not of African descent may
purchase land anywhere, whereas liy this resolution the Natives, who
are the aborigines of the country, will l)e exchuletl from this privilege

(•i)

in liniiteil areas selected, proI>a1)ly, for their unhealthiness and
misuitability for irrigation and cultivation ancl other kindred rea.sons.

(•xcei)t

("»)

That the resolution aft'ects and limits the right of free trade possessed
by every otlier subject of the British Knipire, a right wliich is enjoye<I
liy the Natives of South Africa in every other sphere of l)usine8s.

(ti)

That the resolution i-econimends a demarcation based practicall> on
racial or colour lints unaccompanieil by any other consideiations such
as the attaiiniient by Natives of material and social progress, evolution
and advancenient from Native law, customs and usages, and polygamy,
and the introduction of better modes of living and culti\atioii stimulate<l by the sense of security and proprietorship.

They

are of opinion that
Natives should be

determining factors

the

in

(he

ownership

of

land

by

:

{(I)

The

{!>)

Devolution and inheritance tindt'r the ordinary Colonial law applicable
(o Europeans, and not under Native law.

(r)

Subject

degi-ee of civilisation attained.

The abandonment

to this

of

polygamy.

Standard being attained, they are

favour of unrestricted right

in

and opportunity of purchase of land by Natives.

(E) Vesting of

300.

This
parts, viz.

Appropriated Land in Trust.

may

sub- section

bo

divided

iuto

three

principal

:

objects

and

(1)

'I'lie

(2)

The limitation

(3)

The expediency
Natives.

desirability of vesting in trust.

of existing reserves.

or otherwise of reserving

more

Ittnd for

—
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The land
some cases
and in others

in

sense

202.

set aside or recognised as reserved for Natives, being
tracts to which they have ancestral or trilDal rights,
rights given for past good services, is, in the legal

:

(a)

In the Cape Colony. Transvaal. Orange River Colony,
Basutoland and Bechuanaland Protectorate, vested in
the Crown.

(b)

In Natal the greater part

(c)

In Rhodesia, by Order in Council, provision is made for
the assignment of land for Native occupation, but it
remains vested in the British South Africa Company.

is vested in the Natal Native
Trnst, constituted by Letters Patent, the personnel of
which consists in practice of the Governor and the members of the Government of the day.

The Colony

of Natal stands alone in the adoption of a separate
by Letters Patent dated 1864, for the disposal
and management of reserved lands by vesting them in one body
politic and corporate in deed and in name for the purpose of taking
and holding such lands, and of granting, selling, leasing or otherwise disposing of them in such wise as might be deemed fit for the
support, advantage and well-being of the Natives.

Trust, constituted

203.

to the evidence received in Natal, it appeared that
this Trust enjoys the confidence of the Colony of Natal, inasmuch
as by recent enactment the Parliament vested in it the Mission

According

reserves.

204.

The Commission considered whether it should recommend that
the Natal system or some similar system embodying the principle of
a separate trust in which to vest Native lands should be adopted in the
other Colonies, and the majority of the Commission decided against
the principle and in favour of these lands being administered by
the respective Governments, such lands having first been accurately
defined by special legislative enactment and formally dedicated to
the use of the Native people. Certain members claimed that the
vesting of Native lands in a separate trust gave bettor security to
the Natives than any other form, and that such better security was
necessary.

205.

The important point next arises as
and set aside any more land

to reserve

to whether it is expedient
(ixclusively for Natives.

REPORT.
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The areas

Name

at present so reserved

of Colony.

and

39
set aside are as follows

:

—

—
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—

In specially setting apart any laud for Native occupation,
certain obligations may be held rightly to attach thereto that is to
say, the Crown should reserve
;

:

minerals and precious stones.

(1) All

rtirt
''•^^"

right to removal

(2)

The

(3)

The power

to

and re-entry

in the case of rebellion.

apply regulations.

reprt'Seiitativt'S do not concur with the i-C!^ohition of the t'oiiuuiHsion in
deliiuitatiun and reservation Ijy legislative enactment
respect ol' the definitifin
and they give the following reasons
of lands wet apart for Natives

The Natal

:

:

:

(1) Tliat

where

iancl

dedicated or set apart for Natives lias already been
and reserved by some deed of trust oi' grant or the

defined, delimited
like,

no

legislative

enactment in

this direction

is

called for or necessary.

That where land has been dedicated or set apart and has not yet been
defined, delimited and reserved by some deed of trust or grant or the
like, it is the duty of the Imperial Government, in the first instance, to

(2)

secure and safeguard Native interests and rights in the land in a permanent and legal manner, in accordance with the objects and intentions
luider which such land was set apart or dedicated.

That where land

is at the present time in process of lieing set apaji or
dedicated in recognition of the righteous and undoubted claims- and
rights of Natives, as aborigines, to some provision in laud being niaihfor them, the same course should be followed as indicated in clause

(i-})

('-')

hereof.

That action under clauses (2) and (.'!j hereof should not be delegati'd to a
Legislature in which the Natives have no share, in which they would
be unable by constitutional means to resist an adverse vote or to protect
their interests, and which, in consequence of its being composed of
members representing only the European poj>ulation, and having other
interests Jiiore in view, and also being more conversant than the Natives
with the present or future value of the land, might bo unwilling or
opposed to such land being dedicated or set apart for the Natives.

(•1)

representatives, however, concui- with the recommendation thai there
should be finality in the provision of land for the Native population.

The Natal

representatives, with Mr. Hloley and ('apt. Dickson, are in favouj- of
vesting in special trustees created for that purpose all lands set apart or dedicated for Natives as locations, reserves, or otherwise, for the following principal
reasons

The Natal

:

That an incorporated Hoard of Trustees, created hy Letters Patent, subject to
specified conditions and powers with regard to the control, management
and disposal of lands set a]ia)-t and dedicateil as aforesaid,
(ri)

(Jives greater security

and permanency of ajipropiiation than

land were held by Governiflent as
individual officer of Government.
(6)

Renders

(r;)

Removes

Ci'own lands or vested

it
incapaljle of being directly or hastily allected
pressure of any temporary popular feeling or agitatiun.

if

llie

in

an

by the

suspicion and unrest from the Native mind, and conseys a

sense- of hiiiKi fidfs.

{d)

((')

Guards the Natives against their own ignorance and i)rotecis them
against the advances of speculators or other perstms who, by pui'chase,
mortgage, or otherwise, might dispossess them of their land.
Securely binds the trustees by definite terms and ol>ligations.
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(/) Reeervt^M to tlic C'lowii tin- lull jjowur aiul ;uithoiity lu alior or ifVoke
LetteiH Patent, or any part of tlioui, ami to veto any legislation, rule,
order, or resolution made in respect of the land.
C'/)

311.

Generally secures and

pi'otecis for tlie Natives in a more permanent
and inviolable nunmer tliau can otherwise he done what hart heen
recognised as due and right to them.

('.
.1.
Krogh ami .1. A. Hamilton. (Transvaal representatives) desire
i-ecommend that the principle of jiaymeMt of rciu should he api)lied in the

Messrs.

to

aw

of the land set apai-t for Native occupation referred to in the ul)ove i-econiniendations. The matter is dealt with under the hea<l of Taxation, but it
retiuires a passing reference here.

TRIBAL SYSTEM-NATIVE

LAW AND CUSTOM-

ADMINISTRATION.
212.

213.

A characteristic of the Natives o! South Africa is their tribal
organisation.
The tribe is a conimnnity or collection of Natives
rormin<> a political and social organisation under the fjovernnienl.
control, and leadership of a Chief who is the centre of the national
or tribal life.
It is throuiih the e.vistence of a riiiel" that tlie tribe
is consciovis of its unity.
As the father is to the family, so is the
Chief to the tribe, lie is soinctinies the Chief of a congeries of .tril)es
and then is known as Paramount or Supreme Chief, or he may be the
head of a single tribe composed of a numbc)- of families usually
inenilKM'sof the same clan or using the same totem. Each member of
the tribe owes liim ])ersonal allegiance and service, to be performed
gratuitously when called upon, in the interests of the (^liief or the
tribe.
Each member has the right to maintenance from the land
of the tribe.
As a

father exercises authority within his family, as the Head-

man of a kraal or collection of kraals rules them aud exercises authority over them, so the Chief rules the tribe and guides its destinies.
J"\irthermore. as the father consults his family, and the Headman
consults the men in the kraals under him, so a discreet and
Ht! is their chi(>f
wise Chief consults the elders of his tribe.
court of appeal, he sanctions all changes made in the traditional
usages of the tribe, but everywhere amongst the Natives the
absolutism of the Chief is tempei'cd by institutions which keep it
in check.
It cannot be said that the jiidgmeids of Chiefs wenalways equitable, but in the generality of cases they wore so, and
their administration <^n the whole was acceptable to the people.

214.

The

system has either been moditied or displaced by. or
gradually
brought inuler. statutory and administrative
is being
was a form of government perfectly
control.
It
European
l)y
Natives,
carried with it mutual responunderstood
the
suretyship,
and
retpiired
implicit obedience to authosibility and
ready
means
of communication and control
It possessed a
rity.
extending from the Paramount Chief to the individual Native in
tribal
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—

his kraal. It embodied an unbroken chain of responsibility the
responsibility of the Headman for his people, of the head of a kraal
or family for its members, and of every individual of a tribe to the
Chief.
215.

Such then, briefly, was the tribal system which, either by direct
legislation or by administrative methods, has been modified and
moulded into the forms thereof in existence at the present time in
British South Africa.

216.

The laws, customs and usages prevailing amongst the Natives
previous to the establishment of European government over them
have not been abrogated or forbidden, except so far as the same
may be repugnant to the general principles of humanity and
civilisation.

217.

It may fairly be said of the Natives of South Africa that though
there are variations of details in the laws of succession and inheritance, and in other customs and usages of the various tribes, there
is great similarity in their tribal systems.

218.

The Chiefs continue to be recognised as a means of government
of the Native races, as it has not in general been deemed desirable
to dispense with them, but their jurisdiction, more particularly in
criminal matters, has been, and is being, gradually transferred to
In a few words, the
European Magistrates and Commissioners.
abolition of the tribal system and chieftainship is being left to time
and evolution towards civilisation, assisted by legislation where
necessary and administrative methods.

219.

In Natal, the Transvaal and Southern Rhodesia certain powers
by law in the Governor or the Officer for the time being
This was done with the object of
administering the Government.
retaining certain administrative powers formerly possessed by
Chiefs which could not be exercised ordinarily by a Governor or
Administrator, and also to supersede in a manner comj)rohensible
by Natives their Paramount Chief or Chiefs by the substitution of
are vested

the

220.

Head

Officer of the

Government.

In the year 1850 the Governor of the Colony of Natal was first
Supreme or Paramount Chief over all the
Natives. He was then vested with more extensive powers than at
present. His legislative powers were taken away by the creation of
the Legislative Council, and his jurisdiction as a Court of Appeal
specifically constituted

was removed by subsequent

legislation*

His powers have

now

practically been reducecl to matters of administration, except in the
case of disputes about general heirship of a deceased Chief of a tribe,
where he decides finally, no right of appeal being allowed.

221.

By Hoyal

Instructions to the Governor of Natal, dated 20th
directed that "Before exercising the Powers of
other than those by law vested in the Governor
" and Covmcil, the Governor shall acquaint his Ministers with the
" action which he proposes to take, and so far as may be possible

.luly. 1893, it is
" Supreme Chief,
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The ultimate decision must, however, in every case

" shall
•'

"
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to be taken.
rest with the

Governor."

222.

In the Transvaal, by Law No. 4, 1885, which has not been repealed
the State President was constituted Paramount Chief over all
Chiefs and Natives in the Republic. He was empowered fui'ther
with the advice and consent of the Executive Council, to make and
frame regulations for the administration of the law. These powers
are now exercised by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council.

223.

In Southern Rhodesia, the Administrator in Council exercises
over Natives all political power and authority.

224.

The powers given in the two latter cases are in many points
analogous and similar to those conferred on the Governor of Natal
as Supreme Chief if anything, they are morc^ extensive and com])reliensive
but the authority is not given in either case to enforce
compulsory labour which is given to the Governor of Natal.

—

225.

•

—

In the Cape Colony and the Orange River Colony neither the
(iovernor nor the State President appears to have been placed in
any special relationship towards the Native population which he
(lid not occupy towards the rest of the inhabitants.
In the Cape
Colony, hoAvever. it has l)een found necessary' to provide for certain
special cases in the Transkeian Territories, by legislation.
This, in
Colonics where the Governor or the Administrator possesses
extraordinary powers would not have been necessary, thus showing
that some special Executive authority conferred by Parliament is
required in respect of the large masses of JNatives inhabiting British

South Africa.
226.

The Commission does not recommend abrogation of the special
powers which have been described. Rut in respect of the selfgoverning Colonies and other Colonies or Possessions as they
become self-governing, it feels that such powers should be regulated
by Parliamentary enactment and that the responsibility of their
appliccition should rest, under constitutional usage, with the
Ministry of the day responsible in all its actions to the local
Lciiislaturo.
^n^

227.

228.

the Cape Colony, Transvajd. Orange River Colony, and
Southern Rhodesia, Chiefs do not exercise any criminal jurisdiction.
In Natal, more particularly in the Province of Zululand. in
Basutoland, Bechuanaland. and the Bechuanaland Protectorate,
they still have a more or less limited jurisdiction in criminal cases.
Ill

Basutoland and the ]>echuanaland Protectorate

may be regarded

as exceptional in their conditions, but as a i)olioy it would appear
best that Natives charged with criminal offences should hv tried by
trained officers who have no personal interest in the revenues
accruing from fines or forfeitures resulting from proceedings before

them.
229.

In lieu of the incomes of which Chiefs and Headmen now
exercising criminal jurisdiction would thus be deprived, and in
recognition of the valuable services tlic}- i-ender to the (Jovernment
in administrative work, they should be granted adequate pecuniary

44
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emoluments or pensions

so as to assure to them a measure of
independence in their living, and due remuneration for the duties

they continue to discharge.
230.

Past legislation by the various South African Governments has
recognised the principle that the application of certain special
laws to Natives is necessary and the Commission does not advise a
change of policy in this respect. At the same time it is recognised
that the protection of the law should be extended impartially to
all alike.

231.

Native Law. which

is

distinct

from laws specially framed and

enacted for the Native population, is administered in some form or
other in all the Colonies and British Possessions in South Africa.
332.

233.

234.

The weight of the evidence adduced before the Commission is
against the enactment of a statutor^^ code based on Native Law.
It has been suggested, and with this the Commission agrees, that a
text-book or hand-book, for reference only, descriptive of Native
law and custom would be useful as a help towards uniformity in
administration.

Many of the existing Native laws and customs are so interwoven
with the social eonditions and ordinary institutions of the Native
population that any premature attempt to break them down or
sweep them away would be inadvisable. At the same time the
object of improvement and. so far as may be. assimilation with the
ordinary Colonial law should be kept in view as an ultimate goal.
principle of communal or collective responsibility wasby the Natives wherever the ti'ibal system prevailed.
man was bound to report to his superior the commission
of any crime that ho might become aware of or any extraordinary or
suspicious circumstances that might come to his knowledge.
For
instance, if a member of a kraal saw a crime committed he was
bound to report the fact to the head of his kraal the latter was
bound to act if necessary upon the report and to inform his superior
and so on until the Paramount Chief himself was aware of Avhat
had talcen place. The omission in any of these grades to report
involved subsequent liability to blame or punishment.

The

recogiiisecl
Under it a

;

;

235.

236.

CV)llective responsibility has been adopted in the Spoor Laws of
the Transkeian Territories and Natal, and it is that which malces
them effective. The Spoor Law, it should be explained, is applied
to the community, only when the actual criminal cannot l)e traced
or identified, and in the Transkeian Tei'ritories the proceedings
thereunder for recovery of value of stolen stock are in the nature
of a civil action.

The principle of communal or collective responsibility Avhen applied by us has been taken over wry much as it existed amongst
the Natives themselves. In Natal and the Transvaal it is applied
in need in cases of homicide, assault, or other injury to person or
In the Transkeian Territories it is limited to stock
property.
thefts only.
As injustice may be done in its administration there
should in all cases be trial and right of appeal.
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237.

In the Cape Colony, a Native may. with the exception of bind
hekl undo- the Glon Grey Act, leave his propertj' by will. In Natal
he has this rio;ht only in rosport of ininiovablo property hold iukUmIn Sonthcrn Hhodosia tlio Cape law applies.
title.
TIuto is
nothin<>- in the laws of the Transvaal or Orange River Colony to
])revotit a Native fi-om disjwsinii- of his ]n'operty by will.
There
appears to 1)0 no yood icasou for wilhlioldiiiii from the Xalivestlie
power to make a will, and this power should 1)0 given to them in
respect of devisable ])r(^perty.

238.

An important question affecting the status of Native womeii
arises in connection with the custom of ''uknngena." or the taking
over of widows by brothers, or even in some instances by sons, of
the deceased. This practice should not be countenancc'd
way whatever.

239.

in

any

Tn the Cape Colony and the Orange River Colony a Native
attains majority at the age of twenty-one years. This
confers upon her I'ights and a legal status which undei- Native- law
and custom she could never attain. By these she is held to be
under guardianship all her life, and, strictly speaking, may not
hold property in her own right, even when su<'li property is earned
by her own labour. Moreover, by recognition of a Native woman's
right to attain majority, she is placed in a position to emanci])ate
herself from a condition which may have become distasteful to heiand be free to choose her own path in life. As Christianity and
education spread, a woman's endeaA'ours towards a higher and more
self-respecting position than that appointed to her by oi'dinary
kraal life should not be thwarted by pei-petual tutelage unsuitcd
Experience in the above C^olonies has
to present-day conditions.
not justified the fears sometimes expressed that this emancipation of
Native women would have disastrous lesults on Native family life.
Evidence is rather the other way.
Reference has already been
made to the increasing number of self-respecting Native women
now to be found in the countrv. Moreover, the women and girls,
when free agents, go in largei- numbers into domestic and other
Many are teachers in schools, others accompany tluMr
service.
husbands or relatives to farms and laboui- centres, and thereby
promote continuous instead of intermittent work at those centivs.
For these and other reasons it is recommended that in those
Colonies and Possessions where it is not already the case, and so soon
as local circumstances permit, Native men and women should be
held to have attained their majority at the age of twenty-one years.

woman

240.

Tn this connection there arises the (|uestion of how far the
principle of family responsibility should be maintained in lespect
of the head of a family being liable for the payment of the tlebts of
Already the tendency is to leave
liis adult children or v/cf rers(f.
Much ineach man to answer alone for his own debts or torts.
justice is wrought by exacting payment from individuals no long(M'
able. \n view of changed conditions, to control the actions of those
related to them, and the granting of majority and independence to
young Native men and women as recommended above should be
accompanied by sole responsibility being placed on them for their
own debts and torts. Xor should sons be lial)le for debts incurred
by their fathers except to the extent of the property inherited l)y
them from their fathers,

—

;
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—

On

the subject of succession and inheritance to land in intestate
following resolution was passed

estates, the

:

The Commission

is of opinion that in the case of a Native
dying intestate the succession and inheritance to all
land in his estate held under title in the form customaiy
in South Africa should, unless otherwise provided in such
title, bo determined in accordance with ordinary Colonial

law.
242.

The Commission deprecates any tendency to impede or jircvent
Natives pleading their own cases in Court, and holds that Natives
should nowhere be compelled to employ attorneys or agents-at-law,
the matter to be left to their own free will.
On the other hand, it
favours the exclusion of attorneys or agents in cases between Native
and Native tried under Native law, except in special cases where the
Magistrate is satisfied that the admission of an attorney is necessary
nor should they be allowed to intervene in matters of administration.

243.

244.

The Commission suggests the desirability of establishing in
each of the Colonies a system of compulsory registration by Natives
of all births and deaths, so soon as it is deemed practicable.
The Commission has formed the conclusion that in the Transvaal,
and in a lower degree in Natal and elsewhere, there is in largelypopulated Native areas a numerical insufficiency of Magistrates
and Native Commissioners qualified by experience to deal
with Natives. The Commission is of opinion that, in order to secure
more efficient supervision and expedite the despatch of business,
these officers should be increased. It should be borne in mind that
Courts within easy reach have a distinct influence for good and that
large territorial jurisdictions weaken the hold of Government on
the Native population and affect the efficiency of the Administration
in many ways.

245.

The Commission is of opinion that periodical meetings of
representatives selected by the Government of each Colony and
Possession in South Africa, for the purposes of discussion and
advice, would be useful and are desirable, and that their reports on
all matters affecting the Native population would be of value in
the unification of Native laws and administration. Inter- Colonial
Conferences between men of influence and knowledge, including
those who are carrying out and those who devise the policy of
Governments, could not fail to be beneficial, and the Commission
recommends the above suggestion to the consideration of the
•
Governments concerned.

Urban Locations
246.

for Natives.

Native Locations in urban areas
(1)

Those within municipal
control.

may

be divided into

areas

:

and under municipal
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(2)

Those within municipal areas and under thi'
control of Boards or Companies, as compounds.

(3)

Those

in the neighbourhood
controlled by Government.

of

The Commission approves the present

direct

and

^funicipalities

practice that wherever

within an area controlled by a Municij^ality or other
Local Authority the responsibility for its contnjl and managcnu'Ut
should ho loft to such Authority. But it is necessary that Government should always reserve the power of inspection and be
able to exercise it with effect. Such inspection should l)e frequent
and regular and if possible be made in the daytime. It was
disclosed to the Commission that in various parts of the country
inspections of municipal and other locations in urban areas were
sometimes carried out in a harsh and injudicious manner, respectable Natives and their families being turned out of their dwellings
a location is

at night time, and subjected to objectionable personal liandling.
Conduct of this sort is extremely harmful, and ra nicies long in the
minds of the people.
248.

The Commission has visited and inspected several municipal
locations and records its opinion that in some respects their condition leaves much to be desired.
The Natives who reside in or
frequent these locations are in the main working people. As such
there is every reason why they should be encouraged to stay as
useful members of the community. The tendency of inadequate
accommodation is to make them dissatisfied and restless the
standard of comfort is low. and they are liable to be over-crowded
and over-charged.
;

249.

The object should be to afford those who desire it the opportunity of acquiring in their own right holdings for residential
purposes within these locations, and, with or without this,
encouragement

250.

to

make, and security

for,

improvements.

Where buildings are put up by the Local Authority they should
be of a suitably comfortable class and the whole arrangements
should be such as to enable the occupiers to live under sanitary and
healthy conditions. Natives who erect their own Ijuildings should
be bound to conform to this standard.

25

In establishing these locations easy access to the place where
the Natives go to work sbould be kept in view.
The charges
necessary to be borne by the Natives, in the way of rent, etc., and
railway fares, should be as low as possible.
The Commission
thinks that the charges at present imposed are in some cases too
high, and although a substantial revenue may thereby accrue to
Municipal Treasuries and Bailway Departments they ultimately fall
on the employers, who have to pay correspondingly high wages.

252.

thorough registration and constant control by means of
resident Superintendents should be maintained for the purpose of
the better regulation of town locations by which the respectable
industrious Natives may be encouraged, and no room allowed for
criminals and others who indulge in vagrancy, drink and open
prostitution.

A

— —

—
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These locations should not be made a refuge for surplus or idle
Natives for vehose labour there is no local demand or who will not
work, and power to cxj)el such Natives from the location and fi-om
the entire urban area should be vested in the Local Authority, wlio
sliould receive the full support of Government in this work.

254.

In connection with this question of urban locations for Natives,
the following resolution already quoted in another place should be
liere referred to, and it is recommended that the principle thereof
be adopted by defining an area within each Municipality in Avhich
Natives may reside and hold property without being subject to
location regulations
:

''

This Commission is of opinion that certain restrictions upon
the purchase of land by Natives are necessary, and
'•

"

recommends

"

That purchase by Natives should

:

to certain areas to be defined
"

255.

in future

by

be limited

legislative enact-

ment."

In calling attention again to the following resolution, also
already quoted in another connection, it is desired to point out that
the absence of any accommodation near labour centres for wives
and families of Natives at work there affects very adversely the
supply of labour with respect both to the number of labourers and
the length of their service. The general principles affirmed above
in regard to locations as at present understood apply so far as they
are suitable to these suggested labour locations, but the followingpossible differences in the latter may be indicated
A somewhat
larger plot of land for each hut or building
greater distance fi'om
a town
a modification of the regulations to suit the conditions
and circumstances of the Natives affected
:

—

;

;

:

•

The
'
"

"

Commission

recommends the

creation

subject

to

adequate control of Native locations for residential
purposes near labour centres or elsewhere on proof
that thev are needed."

Appeal Courts.
a56.

This is an important question, aft'ecting as it does the
contentment of the Natives, who value the right of appeal. Even
undo]' the tribal system they were at liberty to appeal from a

judgment of a local Sub- Chief or Headman to their Chief and
ultimately to the Supreme Chief, if there Avas one. beyond wliom
there lay no appeal.
257.

Courts were estabNative civil and criminal
cases from the judgments of Magistrates, Commissioners and Chiefs.
In the Transkeian Territories there is still a Special Appeal Court in
ci%il cases
in other cases appeal lies to the Higher Courts ol' the
Cape Colon}- in Natal there is a Native High Court tor specified
cases, for other cases the Supreme Court. In ilasutoland and the
Bechuanaland Protectorate there is ai)peal to the Court of the
Besident Commissioner. In Cape Colony proper. Orange Eiver Colony,
Transvaal and Bhodesia an appeal lies to the Supreme Court,

When,

in the different Colonies. Euj'opean

lished. ]irovision

-.

:

was made

for

appeal

in
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The Nativo Appcnl f'onrt in the Tvaiiskcijin Tei-ritoiies. tlio
proceedings of which are sultject to j-eview in he Supieme Couil of
the Cape Coh^ny, is of great value to the Native popiihition. attordinu;
as it does an early and inexjx'nsive settlement ol" appeals in civil
Sinularly in
matters from the decisions of Resident Ma<.;ist rates.
other Colonies, where adequate arrangements have heen made to
secure! the same ohject, much satisfaction has been given to the
t

Native people.
259.

Tlic Native High Court in Natal is a striking illustration of an
independent Court free from the jni-isdiction of the Supreme
Court. The risk, indeed the certainty, under such conditions of
the different Courts giving decisions inconsistent with each other
is shown by the fact that in these two Courts conflictingjudgments
An instance of this
involving serious issues have l)een i-iven.
quoted to the Commission is where the Native TTigh Court refused
to hear a case brought before it by a coloured man. on the ground
that tlu^ party oi- parties were Europeans, and that the case should
go tx) the Supreme Court, while in the sanie or an identical case the
Su])reme Court held that the party or parties were Natives, and
that the case should go to the Native High Court. The decision of
The result is that a wdiole
neither Court is binding on the other.
a disclass of persons in Natal are de]irived of nil legal remedy
abilitv as yrave as it is singuhir.
o'

—

260.

AVhilst. therefore, attaching

much value

to the necessity of not

undermining the influence of those who preside over Native Courts,
and deprecating that any ideas be created in the ignorant Native;
mind suggestive of appeals being made easy, the Commission
records the following resolution
(a)

The Commission

:

disappi'oves of the creation or existence

any British Colony or Possession in Houth Africa of a
separate and independent Judicial Court or Courts to
deal with Native cases, except as liereinafter set forth,
outside the jurisdiction of the 8u])reme Court of such
Colony or Possession. It recommends that subject to
the regulations of the Court there should be a right to
appeal to and review by the Su])i'('nu' Couit in m11 Native
cases, civil and criminal, tried in any othei" Court under
Colonial Law^ Statutory or Common.
in

(b)

That in civil cases or (lisput(>s aiising purely u]ion
Native law and custom, and in wliicli both })aiti( s to the
suit are Natives, sjiecial Native Courts of j\ppeal now
established should continue to exercise the powi-rs of
final decision conferred upon them by the Legislature,
subject to the distinction drawn above between cases
tried under Native law and custom and cases tried undeiColonial law, and provided always that the Supri'iue
Court shall retain its powers of review.

(c)

That revision of ajid appeals against verdicts and sentences
in criminal cases in an}' lower Court should be by or to a
Judge or Judges of the Supreme Court.
P
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largely given place to the plough and other
implements
of agriculture, with the result that the Native
superior
did much of the tilling of the ground is now
formerly
woman who
emancipated
measure
from that form of labour; the men
in a great
taking
her
place.
and boys

272.

sometimes said that civilisation, or the beginnings of it,
tended to make the Native happier, more trustworthy,
not
have
courteous and obedient, and stronger physically and
civil,
more
and
morally
at the first glance there is some excuse for forming this
True
it is that the advent of civilisation has weakened
opinion.
what
long ages had taught the Natives to regard as
the power of
their
social and communal life, that it has tended
most necessary to
ties,
undermine
wholesome patriarchal control,
to
to loosen tribal
in
the
midst
of
the
resultant disorganisation all
and has let loose
the temptations and vices which dog the steps of civilised advance.
But where it has destroyed it will again construct it has not taken
away without offering something in return. The great powers of
Christianity and education are at work. There has been and there
continues a great struggle between the powers of good and evil, of
light and darkness, of enlightenment and ignorance, of progress and
Is it, therefore, surtradition, of Christianity and heathenism.
prising that much of what was picturesque, attractive and even
admirable in the Native when untouched by European influences
The final outcome of a righteous
has been swept away ?
war is not to be judged by the devastations of opposing
armies or by the scenes of slaughter and bloodshed on the
No less fallacious would be the attempt to gauge
field of battle.
the eventual issues of the civilisation of the Natives by the many
unfortunate features of the struggle which still prevail.
Already
there are more encouraging aspects. The lax morality among the
women which has been so often dwelt upon as the result of freeing
them from the absolute control of their parents and sowing no^v
temptations among them is diminishing, and there is growing up
an ever-increasing number of self-respecting Native women who
are learning to understand the freedom which has come to them
and are careful not to abuse its privileges.

The hoe has

It is

;

;

273.

In their homes the Natives are a hospitable and social people,
clever and bright in repartee, fond of music, open-hearted and
generous hosts, imitative and tractable, and interesting in many
ways. They are. speaking generally, not energetic of disposition,
but the struggle for life has not been so hard with tliem as with
the European nations, and there has in their past liistory been
little to

274.

make them continuous

workers.

are attached to their homes and even when they go
labour centres to earn
iMoney prefer in general
to
periods,
and
short
then
return and look after the
so
for
to
do
to
interests of the family and the welfare of the stock, participate in

They

away

the sociable joys of beer gatherings, and superintend the ploughing
So long as it is impossible for the Native to
for the coming year.
marry and make his home, return nightly to his family, and live
comfortably, near the great centres of labour, so long will there be
the yearning to return frequently to his distant home, and so long
will the fiow of labour he impeded by this reallv amiable trait in
Jus character.

HKl'ORT.
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the iirst niovi'iucnl towards csUibli^lnn^' inodi-l locations
providr lor this need, it would ],)ossibly be ni'cossary to face
tho roiuotancc of thoNativetompcranu'nt to adopt anytliini: now and
iinprovod. but ont-c a system has been tried, and has proved suitable,
the N'atives are not shnv to reeo.trnise and take advantajie of it. and
attempts in this direction in the C'ape Colony liave already met
Avith a considerable amount of success.
In

aiminu

276.

•>^

to

The foUowintr

are the resolutions pa.sscd
chapter
this
of
the subject

by the Commission on

:

The Commission finds that education and contact with
Europeans are beuinnin^^ to effect a change in the fanuly
life and habits of that lar<jc section of the Xative
not formally adopted Christianity
This chan^a- has t;iken the
or civilised
a hi<,dier standard of
towards
movement
form of a
clothini: and diet
housinii-.
of
matters
comfort in the
and treatment of
position
in
the
and impiovement
the influence of
about
by
brought
women has been
([uestion
marria.«>e
the
on
views
civilised
Christian and
lightened
by
much
has
been
women
of
and the labour
appliances.
other
und
plough
the
the introduction of

population

who have
ways

of

life.

The Commission considers that evidence has shown that
polvgamv is on the decrease, that the Natives are
gra'duallv losing their faith in. and are resorting less to,
witch doctors, and that, though still strongly attached to
their Native customs as to cattle marriages, considerable
change in the form of the dowry or '• lobolo " has followed
the destruction of the cattle by rinderpest.

these changes, certain demoralising
influences have been at work. The inevitable relaxation
of the stricter and more arbitrary of the tribal customs,
though on the whole commendable, has been accom[)anied
by a decrease of parental authority and a conse(iuent

Concurrentlv

'

with

assumption i)f independence l)y young men and women
which has tended to the disregard of certain wholesome
restraints upon misconduct.

The Commission, in view of these changes in the family life
and habits of the heathen, recommends the encouragement of religion and education, the adoption of any
measure calculated to preserve the inviolability of tho
marriage tie, the support of the authority of parents and
guardians over minors, the enforcement of laws against
hnmoralitv antl drink, and the preservation of the
Natives' sense of self-respect by sympathetic I'ecognition
of anv legitiuKite asi)irations. and by assistance iu any
well-iegulated plans for their material welfare.
2^^^

that much good may be elVecled by gradually
out of superstitious practices and the employNatives
educating the
untrained in the use of medicinis and
men
ment of "^unskilled
visited several Hospitals specially
Commission
The
surocry.
Natives and was greatly impressed
the
of
use
provided for the
for good, and their value m the
potency
with tlu'ii- etticien<v.
It

is

felt
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Native Jurymen and Assessors.
261.

262.

In certain Colonies Natives can be placed on the Jury List in
one .Colony Natives are 'exempted' by law from serving as jurors;
Consideration was given to
in the others they cannot serve.
the desirability or otherwise of Natives being registered as jurors
and being summoned to serve as jurors. The Commission is of
opinion that Natives should not be used as jurors in any case in
which a European or any person other than a Native is concerned,
and in cases in which Natives only are interested it considers that
the time has not come when it would be either advisable or right
that Natives should be empanelled as jurymen.
;

The Commission has passed the following resolution

:

That in the opinion of this Commission Natives should not
be empanelled as jurymen.
263.

In Bechuanaland and Basutoland, possibly also in Colonies
with large Native populations, the advantage derived from
the use of carefully selected and intelligent Headmen and
other Natives, as assessors in the Courts at the trial of
members of their race, as provided for in the Transkeian Territories
The use of assessors will gradually
Penal Code, is recognised.
educate the Natives up to the system of trial by jury, and it gives
satisfaction to Natives to feel that in matters where their own
people are concerned they have the confidence of the Courts and
the Government

Pass Laws and Travelling:.
2g4^

265.

The Commission gave careful consideration to the subject of
Pass Laws, and, while agreeing that the pass system was still
necessary in most of the Colonies and Possessions, was unanimously
of opinion, that Natives travelling with a pass should be hindered as
little as possible by local regulations, and that attention should be
sjjecially directed to the needless and ve.xatious detention of Natives
for long periods at border and other stations Avhen travelling to and
from labour centres. It is recommended that better facilities on the
railways, and rest houses at certain stations and along main
labour routes remote from the railways, be provided for Natives
travelling, and that greater attention be given to sanitary arrangements in the way of latrines, lavatories, etc.
The following resolution was unanimously adopted

:

That travelling passes issued under the recognised regulations
of any Colony or Possession should be in forQe till the
journey has been completed, requiring only to be vised
if thought necessary, and without charge, on arrival at
the first Pass Office in any other Colony or Possession.
266.

The following suggestions are submitted

:

Uniformity Id the form of pass issued
to bo adopted by each Colony.

:

a distinctive colour

51
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That on trains by which Natives mostly travel there should
be a Native conductor, or other similar official, to give
them necessary information and generally to assist them.
officials should be instructed to remember that
the travelling Natives are paying passengers and are
entitled to reasonable attention.

That railway

On the

267.

by

rail

subject of separate accommodation for Natives travelling
the Commission passed the following resolution
:

That while there is no desire to prevent Natives travelling
by train in any class (first, second or third) for which
they pay, provided there is separate accommodation for
them, the Commission recommends that in the interest
of goodwill and order and for the comfort of travellers
of both races carriages of each class be set apart for
Natives only and that tickets issued to them shall entitle
them to travel only in such carriages.
268.

With reference to the above resolution, the amount of the
accommodation provided must necessarily dept>nd on the extent of
the

traffic.

FAMILY LIFE AND HABITS.
269.

Native family

owing

life is

to various causes,

undergoing a great change

in some parts,
others.
Contact with
their industries, their
;

more rapidly than in

with their mode of life,
Christianising influences,
their business dealings
the laws
and forms of government, facilities for travelling, exchange
of ideas, and a number of other factors appertaining peculiarly to
civilised races, are slowly but surely transforming the whole social
system and life of the Natives. European influence and example
have variously impressed and operated upon them, and not in all
cases for their good.

Europeans,

;

270.

European clothing, which is coming more and more into general
use, has not been an unmixed l)lessing.
It has promoted public
decency, but, not being adopted in its entirety, and being necessarily
of inferior material, it has not proved equally conducive to the
promotion of health.
The use of cotton shirts by the
men and the habit of allowing wet clothing to dry on the person
have been peculiarly harmful. The heavy woollen blanket or skin
kaross of earlier times would have been thrown aside for vigorous
exercise, to be resumed with the first sensation of chill
but
;

civilised attire does not lend itself to equally rapid adjustment,
and a marked increase in consumption, pleurisy, inflammation of the
lungs and rheumatism has been the result. European clothes, too,
require much more frequent cleansing than their ancestral garb, a
fact which, unfortunjitely, is not sufficiently realised by the
Natives who have partially adopted our stj'le of dress but the
hard school of experience will teach them as it has taught us to use
greater care in these matters. The evils are not inseparable from
European dress, but arise from an imperfect understanding of the
laws of health,
;

—

—

—
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direction suggested in the following resolution

unanimously

which was passed

:

of District Surgeons and the establishing
of Dispensaries and Hospitals in connection with Magistracies in Natives areas would have a beneficial effect,
not only for the restoration or preservation of health,
but also for weaning the Natives from faith in witch
doctors, diviners or soothsayers, or men who profess
to have supernatural power or knowledge whether as

The multiplying

medicine
owg

2>yQ

or otherwise.

The danger of the influence of old and hardened criminals on
youthful offenders has been recognised in many parts of the British
Empire by the provision of suitable corrective establishments,
in w^hich such offenders undergo terms of imprisonment passed
Youthful offenders should not be associated with
upon them.
habitual and hardened criminals whose influence and precepts will
have the certain tendency of confirming and strengthening the
young offenders in a career of crime. It should rather be the aim
to give such offenders a moral and corrective training under sympathetic supervision in a separate place, with a view to their being
induced to lead a moral and useful life on their discharge.
^o^
Boys and girls are frequently sentenced to terms of imprisonment, for offences under the Masters and Servants Laws, for petty
thefts and small misdemeanours, which they have to serve in the

common
280.

men

gaol.
o^

The following

resoluj-ion

was unanimously passed

:

That Reformatory Institutions should be provided for Native
youths convicted of crime and sentenced to imprisonment,
in which to undergo such sentences passed upon them, in
order to prevent their mixing with and being contaminated by old criminals.

281.

The desire to possess cattle has been in the past a strong
Natives have often been
incentive to Natives to earn money.
heard to say that cattle were their bank and the means of securing
their money in a visible and reproductive manner. The destruction
of cattle by rinderpest and other cattle plagues has made the
investment of money in the manner above stated more difficult.
The increase of population and the partial conversion of the people
from a pastoral to an agricultural people have also tended to reduce
Money is the great medium of business
their holdings of cattle.
where formerly cattle were used. There are more difficulties in
the way of possessing cattle and more reasons for retaining money.
With a view, therefore, to encouraging thrift in Natives and the
safe custody of their earnings, the Commission has passed the
following
^» resolution
:

That Natives should be encouraged to use Govei'nnient
Savings Banks, and that steps should be taken to enable
Natives in large centres of population to avail themselves
of their use.
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CHRISTIANITY AND MORALS.
282.

In consideiinjj the relations between the European and the
^
Native populations certain responsibilities on the part of the race

which occupies the position of the j^fovernin^f and superior caste
claim attention. Amonff such responsibilities there is a duty as to
the moral and intellectual elevation of the sul)ject race, and the
Commission recognises that upon the Governments of the South
African Colonies this duty is laid.
283.

.

284.

For the moral improvement of the Natives there is available
no influence equal to that of religious belief. The vague sui)erstitions of the heathen are entirely unconnected with any moral
ideas, though upon sensuality, dishonesty and other vices there
have been always certain tribal restraints which, while not based
upon ab.stract morality, have been real, and, so far as they go,
effective.
These removed, civilisation, particularly in the larger
towns, brings the ISative under the influence of a social system of
which he too often sees and assimilates the worst side only.
It must apparently be accepted as an axiom that contact with
what we are accustomed to regard as civilisation has a demoralising
tendency as its first effect upon primitive races. It is clear that
the Native year by year is becoiriing familiar wath new forms of
sexual immorality, intemperance and dishonesty, and that his
naturally imitative disposition, his virility and escape from home
and tribal influences provide a too congenial soil for the cultivation

of acquired vices.
285.

The testimony contained in the volumes of evidence is abundant to this effect, but the Commission has no wish to dilate upon
this aspect of the question, it being sufficient to direct attention to
the evidence of the witnesses who have especially touched upon
these subjects.

286.

287.

The Commission considers that the restraints of the law furnish
an inadequate check upon this tendency towards demoralisation,
and that no merely secular system of morality that might be
applied wovild serve to raise the Natives' ideals of conduct or to
counteract the evil influences which have been alluded to. and is
of opinion that hope for the elevation of the Native races must
depend maiidy on their acceptance of Christian faith and morals.
In this connection

it

has been observed

l)y

more than one

wit-

ness that all that has been done for the regeneration of the Native
has been by the efforts of Christian Missions, but such a statement
cannot be accepted too literally. The Commission feels that from
the earliest period of European settlement much good influence has
been brought to bear upon the Natives by individual Ijenevolence
and attention to their spiritual welfare. It was, and in certain
localities still is, the practice of Dutch and English farmers antl
other Christian families to include Native servants in family
worship while many of the larger employers of Native labourers,
both at the mining centres and in the rural districts, provide
buildings and afford opportunities for religious services.
;

—
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admission to Cliristian households, and by the example of
the uprightness and purity of many of those around them, a large
number of Natives hav^e doubtless been brought under improving
Churches engaged in Mission work
influences, but to the
must be given the greater measure of credit for placing
systematically before the Natives these higher standards of belief
and conduct. It is true that the conduct of many converts to
Christianity is not all that could be desired, and that the Native
Christian does not appear to escape at once and entirely from certain
besetting sins of his nature but. nevertheless, the weight ofevidence
is in favour of the improved morality of the Christian section of the
population and to the effect that there appears to be in the Native
mind no inherent incapacity to apprehend the truths of Christian
teaching or to adopt Christian morals as a standard.
j]y

;

289.

It does not seem practicable to propose any measure of material
support or aid to the i)urely spiritualsideof Missionary enterprise, but
the Commission recommends full recognition of the utility of the

work

of the Churches which have undertaken the duty of evangelising the heathen, and has adopted the following resolution
:

(a)

The Commission

(h)

The Commission

is satisfied that one great element for the
civilisation of the Natives is to be found in Christianity.
is of opinion that reguhir moral and
religious instruction should be given in all Native schools.

MARRIAGE BY NATIVE CUSTOM.
Polygamy.
290.

The institution of polygamy doubtless had its origin in very
early times and under conditions differing widely from those
which now obtain. At that time constant inter-tribal fighting kept
down the number of the men. ^vhile even in those conflicts which
Avere in their nature almost wars of extermination, the marriageable women and female children were spared to be carried away
captive not the least prized of the conquerors' spoil. The result
was thf numerical preponderance of females which inevitably led
to polygamous unions.

—

291.

From generation to generation the same conditions prevailed
until the practice became so closely interwoven with all the
intricacies of the social system, that not until the passing of the very
system itself can it ever be hoped that polygamy will cease to be
one of the cherislied customs of the conservative lieatheu.

292.

end is gradually drawing near. There is ample evidence
that polygamy is on the decrease, and it could not Avell be otherwise.
The recent Census shows a compai'atively slight surplus of women
over men. and in such case polygamy on any extensive scale is
ini})()ssible in (he absence of almost e([ually widespread bachelorhood a condition all but unknown to the Natives and happily at
I>i^t tile

—

total variance
2'}3.

with

all their

domestic ambitions.

European modes of life are all
Cliristianity teaches that marriage is the
sacred union of one man and one woman for life, and that fidelity to
The
a sinule lovi' is as much the duty of the man as the woman.
'I

in the

he ItiKJencies of contact with

same

tlii'ection.
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cxfunplc of civilisnt ion pur])()rls to hi- ihc samo.
Tlif iiicrcjiscil
needs wliicli altciid the inlroduelion of European comforts into
the Native lionie
arc
rendering,' the maintenauee of more
the
than
establisliment
all
but
one
impracticable
for
wealthy. Cattle plai^ues Iwive so reduced the numl)ors of stock that
lobolo " cattle arc not readily forthcomin<f. and. more than
this, the intendin<; polvijfamist can no lon^^er I'e^ard the outlay
as productive in the manner of former times of a self-sujjportinj^
establishment whereby to attain <^rcatcr Avcijiht and more di^'nilied
tribal status but on tlic contrary has learned from the experience
of others that his new home will prove a source of constant expense
and unendinji: complications with the neiijhbourinjf trader.
These
and many similar considerations point to the conclusion that tlie
custom has almost run its course, and thai a time may be looked
for when it will exist only in isolated and ever less frequent
•'

—

—

;

instances.
294.

That poly^'amy constitutes an obstacle in the way of advance
towards Christianity cannot be denied, and much of what has been
written might at the tirst .i,dance be taken to indicate that the time
has arrived when le<,dslation might wisely be introduced with a
view to its direct su})pression but this is not the course which the
:

Commission advises.
295.

to polygamy is not that it is physically unhealthy,
be urged that it was originally unsuited to the adjustment in a natural manner of numerical disparity between the sexes,
for there ca>i be no doubt that by })roviding for the just r(>cognition
of the rights of children boi-n in acknowledged wedlock, it was
infinitely prcfcral)le to the state of licentious confusion which must
otherwise have ensued.

The objection

nor can

296.

it

On analysis, the objections resolve themselves into the
undeniable charge that the custom is essentially material and
unchristian. The Commission has no wish to defend it and
looks forward to the time when it shall have passed into ol)livion.
J)Ut no attempt to Cln'istianise the heathen by compulsory legislation
can be advised. To destroy the remnants of a recognised and in the
temporal sense a healthy polygamous system without having the
power to check the licentious inclinations ])v which it is still sustained, or to extinguish the inliuence of the traditional associations
which cling around it, might lead to a last state far worse than the
lirst
and, seeing that all the signs of the times point to the steady
decadence of polygamy, the Commission is of opinion not only that
sufficient need for legislative intervention has not been established,
but that in all the circumstances such intervention would be unwise
and more harmful in its effects than the dying evil it nought
prematurely to demolish.
;

297.

The Commission passed the following
(1)

That polygamy generally
oul South Africa
that

is

resolutions

:

on the decrease through-

this is dtle amongst other
things to the increased cost of living, the loss of
cattle, and the consequent increase of the diiliculties
in obtaining" lobolo " consideration, and the increase
iu the proportion of men marrying.
;

—

;
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The Commission

(2)

.

is

satisliecl

;

(3)

that considerable dis-

advantages in their advance towards Christianity
result to the Natives from polygamy, which, however, is an old-standing and prevailing social institution amongst these people. The Commission does not
regard it as among those customs which have to be
put down with a strong hand, but looks forward to
its gradual extinction by such means as greater
spread of Christianity and of civilisation, by the
labour of women being more than it is supplanted
by that of men. and by the ordinary laws being
voluntarily adopted and owing to the absence of
any great surplus of women
the Native population, without which general polygamy is impossible
for any length of time.

m

That in respect of marriages under Native custom,
the Commission advises
:

298.

(a)

That such marriages should not be accorded the
status of a Christian marriage solemnised by a
minister of religion or a civil marriage entered
into before a marriage officer.

(b)

That all marriages under Native custom should
be duly registered.

(c)

Eecognitioii of the succession rights of children.

The registration herein recommended is not intended to import
any marriage by Native custom a status or rights which do
not essentially exist under that form of marriage.
into

The

299.

ivprt-seiitatives, whilst coiR-urriut; with the fuivgoiiig i-esulutions, are
opiuioii that su long as polygamy is either allowed or tolerated, the Native
form of marriage should be recognised as valid and binding in law in the
same degree and manner as marriages under common law.
N;it;il

(if

Ukulobola.
300.

Traces of the custom by which a bridegroom made gifts to the
father of a girl upon his giving consent, or as an incentive to his
consent, to his daughter's marriage, are to be found among all the
Oriental nations. Roforenccs to it are seen in the early parts of the
Bible it is mentioned in Homer it existed among the early Germans
and until recently, if not at the present time, a relic of it survived in
•"
Christian Norway.*
;

;

301.

It is not surprising that a father, who has tended, eluthed and
fed his daughter till womanhood, who has her cheerful presence
and useful service aljout the home, and w^ho may be credited with
a natural love for his offspring, should not be over-ready to fall in
with the proposals of the stranger who would fain take to himself the
Nor is it surprising
ripening fruit of the father's years of care.
'

Laws aud Customs Cummiiisiou Report (Cape Colony,
Appendix C, page 2fi0.

See paper by Kev. Dr. A. Kropf, Natives

1883),
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that it should have become eustomarv for the younf,' man to compensate iu some sort for all that lie is to <,'ain and the father to lose
by the contemplated marriaj^e. The sacrifice in itself tends to make
the woman more highly prized l)y her husband, a fact of wliich the
women themselves are very fully convinced, and. as a result of it,
take pride in the cattle paid on their account.
302.

Ukulobola may be taken to be a contract between the
father and the intending husband of his dauglitcr, by which the
" father promises his consent to the marriage of his daughter, and to
protect her, in case of necessity, either during or after such
marriage, and by which in return he obtains from the husband
•'valuable consideration, partly for such consent and partly as a
guarantee by the husband of his good conduct towards his
daughter as wife. Such a contract does not imply the compulsory
" marriage of the woman.
The 'ikazi" may, therefore, upon every
" principle of sound law, be recoverable under such a contract, unless
a Native marriage involves a condition of slaverv. and thus becomes
* "

'

'

"

•'

••

•

'•

" illegal."

303.

The contract is not one of purchase and syle. The woman does
not become her husband's slave. He may not sell her. He may
not kill, injure, prostitute or maltreat her all of which would bo
within his power and right were the statement correct that by the
passing of " ikazi " or"lobolo"a woman becomes the chattel of
her husband. The customs regulating the restoration or retention
of ''ikazi" or •lobolo" cattle
constituted in the heathenish
state a salutary check on both husband and wife.
Should
the marriage have proved a happy one the father was
contented with his cattle and the husband with his wife.
If the husband ill-treated his wife beyond all reconciliation,
she returned to her father's protection and the husband recovered
either a small residuum or, in some cases, none of his cattle,
On the other hand, should
thus losing both wife and dowry.
separation have resulted from the wife's misbehaviour, most of the
cattle were returned, the woman lost caste, and her father suffered.
Moreover, b}' Native custom, no widow or woman separated from
her hus])and might marry a second time except from her fathers
village, and with his consent, or, in his ab.seuce, that of her
;

iiuardian.
n'
304.

Such, in l)riefest outline, is the favourable aspect of the custom
as it operates among the Natives to-day. It is much to l)e regretted,
however, that cases do occur of avaricious or pecuniarily involved
parents In-inging pressure upon their daughters to acce})t wealthy
suitors, nor are such instances impossible under the highest forms
of civilisation. But, as the law now stands, among the Natives as
among ourselves, anything beyond persuasion is not permitted, and
the use of force would be severely punished if brought to light.

305.

The consent of a Native girl is necessary in every (\)lony or
Possession in South Africa before marriage, and in some of the.se,
where she is permitted to attain majority at the age of 21
years, her position is still stronger and she may marry without the
* Native

Laws and Cuitoms

Cumiuiiision Report (.Cape Colony, 1883), pajfe 30, parafrraph 70.
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consent of her father or uuardian.
Thus such hardships as arc
suffered are due partly to the clin.ninii of the women themselves,
even Avhile they suffer for it. to their ancient customs, partly to
their shrinkiiiij; from the indecorous act of exposing their parents,
and partly to ignorance of their rights, but not to any inherent
defect in the law itself.
306.

would not be advisable to do away
of dowrv until Christianitv and civilisation have advanced sufficiently among the Natives to have
substituted something which will take its place in maintaining
proper relations between husband and wife, and by that time the
custom, in all probalnlity, will have died a natural death.

Even

if it

were possible

altogether with the

307.

it

pavmcnt

Holding these views, the Commission sees no good reason why
Native married under Native custom should be debarred
in
any Colony from seeking for redress when deserted
by his wife without just cause.
This redress under the
custom which governs the marriage is by way of restoration of the
whole or a portion of the cattle according to the merits of the case.
The rights of children born of such marriages are secured by special
legislation in most of the States of South Africa, and it is certainly
inconsistent that the check imposed by Native custom both on the
treatment of the woman ])y her husband, and on her conduct toAvards her husband should be disregarded, thus leaving it open to
avaricious fathers to trade upon the cattle system which, properly
applied, tends rather towards upholding than to breaking down
the sanctity, as far as it does exist, of Native family life.
a

y08.

The Commission passed the following

resolutions

:—

This Commission is of opinion that the Native custom of
passing cattle known variously as loljolo," • ikazi," and
"bohadi " in connection with marriage by Native custom
and usage should not l)e intei-fered with by prohibitory
legislation, but be left to die out gradually as the outcome
of an advance in civilisation. Evidence taken points to
a tendency in that direction.
•"

That provision be made for the hearing and determination of
claims arising under Native custom for restitution of
lobolo." or such portion thereof as may l)e deemed
equitable where a husband is deserted without sufficient
cause by his wife.
'•

MARRIAGE BY CHRISTIAN RITES AND BY
CIVIL MARRIAGE OFFICERS.
309.

conversion of a Native to '^Christianity has consefjucnces
fact tbat he adopts the Christian faith and is received as
M member of a Christian Church. It may bring about automatically
an alteration in his relations with his family and in liis position
with regard to his propei'ty. Tlie alteration referred to is not
'^I'he

beyond the

RF.POUT.
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that wliich arises from relijiioiis and occlesiastical precepts with
regard to liis domestic rohitions as. for instance, the conversioti of
the mari'ia<i(' tie from a mere contract to a sacred ;iii(l peiinjinent
union hut it is more of the nature of a chan<>:e in liis le^al status
and of tlie l;iws re<>uhitinLr the disposal of liis estate.

—

—

310.

These conse(iuences are not uniform

in the various Colonies,
certain anomalous situations are created hv what a])])ear to he
the inevital)le dilliculties attendini- the transference of an individual from one le^jal and social position to another.

and

311.

Except

in Natal, the principle underlying legislation on the
appears to have heen. throughout, a disinclination to
accord to marriages under Native law and custom the full status
which a Christian or civil mai-riage cairies with it. l)Ut so far as
possihle to mark the status of a couple married hy Christian rites
or civil ceremony hv hringing them and their ]n"operty at once
under the operation of the common law in such matters as applied
to Europeans.
The residt is to remove the intestate estate of a
Native who has contracted a Christian or civil marriage from the
operation of the Native law of succession, and to hring it under thi'
ordinary or Koman-Dutch law prevailing in the Colony.
This disinclination is hased upon the lack in marriages under Native custom
of the essential condition in Christian marriage, that it is the union
of one man and one woman for life.
In the Native marriage polygamy may he. and often is. in contemplation by the luishand.
Moreover, under their own customs, separation was. and is. effected
hy the parties concerned without judicial proceedings being neces-

suhject

sai'ily

or in
312.

resorted to. simi)ly hy lestoration to the husband of the cattle,
cases a portion tliereof. paid by him to his father-in-law.

some

In Natal, on the contrary, the Native marriage is fully
recognised and the devolution of estates under the Code of
Native Law is prescribed by enactment, ami such devolution is not
affected by any Christian marriage by Christian lites. nor by anything but formal exemption from Native law. The tendency there
has l)een to level up in certain respects the Native marriage to the
Christian marriage, and the status and pennanence of Native
marriages have been recognised and strengtheiUMl by legislation.
Divorce by a competent Court has been made necessar}- to
annul a marriage by Native custom. A Native may not marry
by Christian rites who alreaily has a wife by Native law
this law is held to prevent even a Native monogamist converting his marriage under Native law into a valid Christian
marriage with his own Native wife, and a Native mai-ried by
Christian rites who subsequently contracts a Native mairiage
commits the crime of bigamy. A Native may. however, marry an
indefinite number of wives under Native custom and commit no
:

crime.
313.

Furthei-, in Natal, differing again from other Colonies, Christian
marriage, unless the husband be exempted from Native law, does not
improve the status of himself or his wife and does not remov(> his
property from the Native law of succession and inheritance, so that,
failing sons, his property in the event of his death goes to the
male next-of-kin on whom devolves the guardianshi]) of the
widow and daughters.

—

—
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314.

Except in Natal, the intestate estate of a Native who has
contracted a Christian or civil marriage is administered according
to the Roman-Dutch law, the principle of which in this respect is
the division of the propert,y in prescribed shares to the widow
This is distinctly opposed to
and children of the deceased.
Native law, which recognises the principle of primogeniture under
The
which the eldest son succeeds to all unallotted property.
effect of Christian marriage under such circumstances is, therefore,
to alter the distribution of ihe intestate estate very much in favour
of the widow and minor children but to the disadvantage of the
This does not affect the devolution
eldest son or other male heir.
of land held under the Glen Grey system of title, in regard to
which special provisions have been made to a great extent in
accordance with Native law.

315.

In the Cape Colony a Native can escape from the position by
disposing of his property by will, but in Natal, while subject to
Native law, he has no such freedom of testamentarj^ disposition
except in respect of any landed property owned by him.

316.

317.

One of the strongest forces in Native life and one which might
be utilised for bringing about an improvement in their social condition is the influence of the woman. That influence is already
strong and would be made stronger and better if she were a free
agent and a Christian wife. The Commission is impressed by the
importance and desirability of furthering the emancipation of the
Native woman of full ago and of giving every encouragement to
the increase of Christian marriages among the Natives, and it
recommends that the Native woman so married should be thereby
exempted from the tribal law and custom of guardianship, and in
the event of widowhood that she should be personally free and
ndependent. It is convinced that these would prove powerful
influences in the advancement of the Native people.
The following resolutions were adopted

:

the endeavour of ministers of religion and
solemnise the rite of marriage between
Natives, to satisfy themselves that such Natives, in
Colonies in which the effect of Christian or civil marriage
is to bring the administration of their estates within the
Roman-Dutch law, fully realise the legal obligations
which they are undertaking.

That

it

should

l)e

civil officers

who

That no minister

of religion

without being licensed as

318.

a

should solemnise a marriage
marriage officer.

The Natal

representatives, whilst in the main in accord with the foregoing chapter
of the Keport, desire to record the following special opinions
:

(1)

That Natives who adopt the principle of monogamy by marrying according
to Christian rite.s should, with their offspring, thereafter not contract
marriage according to Native law and custcm, ;ind shonld in all respects
he subiect to the ordinaiy Colonial law in legaid to mari'iage, and that

63
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loljolo" which is associated with Native marriages sliouUl not, therefore,
chiiinable or receival)U' for the widows or female cliildreu of Natives

lie

married

l)y ("liristiaii rites.

law should, in the case of Natives married bj'
devolution and to administration
ah inti.fldid in resi)ect of real estate and not otherwise.
That it is due and rijrht to Natives ahout to marry by Christian rites that
they should he made to realise fully and to understand the lej^d eH'ects
and obligations of marriages whidi automatically remove them from the
Native law of succession and inheritance i)efore such marrianeB are

(2) Tliat the ordinary Colonial

Christian

(.{)

only

rites, l)e

api)liealile to

solemnised.

THE CHURCH SEPARATIST MOVEMENT.
The next subject

319

in

the

Commission's

enquiries

is

the

Movement, having, as its
Ethiopian
C'liurch Separatist or
origin, a desire on the part of a section of the Christianised
Natives to be freed from control by European Churches. Its ranks
'

'

recruited from every denomination carrying on extensive
operations in South Africa, and there is in each case little or no
doctrinal divergence from the tenets of the parent Church, though
it is alleged, and the Commission fears with truth, that relaxed
strictness in the moral standard maintained frequently follows.

are

320.

Almost without exception secessions have been led by Church
who have been unable to co-operate smoothly with their
European Superintendents. The Commission has little sympathy
with the movement, as there can be no dovibt that its leaders
have not yet arrived at a stage when dissociation from
the control of European Missionaries is likely to contribute
increased wisdom in Church administration, or more ennobling
examplesof personal self-sacrifice and piety but so long as it remains
unassociated with mischievous political tendencies, members unite
in advising that any measure capable of being represented as
The policy they advocate
religious persecution should ])e avoided.
aims rather to secure such wise control and guidance of the
movement that its potentialities may be exerted for good and not
Some of those who by restless am])ition have l)ecome
for evil.
prominent in association with the movement, are not men
to w^hom its destinies could with confidence be entrusted, and in
order to maintain some check upon the possibly liarmful influences
of such, the course which commends itself to the Commission
as are
to such Native Churches
accord recognition
is
to
officers

;

possessed of sufficiently stable organisation to control their pastois
and enforce discipline where necessary and to ensure the appointment to the ministry of relial)le and worthy men only but not to
encourage those bodies which owe their existence to the discontent,
the very misconduct of men who.
cases, to
or, as in some
with a following of kindred spirits, have severed connection with
In
their parent Church, and own no competent central authority.
pursuance of this policy it lias been recommended, under the heading
of Marriage by Christian Kites," that no minister of religion should
solemnise marriages without being licensed as a marriage officer, tlugranting of a licence to depend on the moral charactei-, education and
the general fitness of the applicant for the duties and responsibilities
;

••
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of the

office.

It is tliouoht that a judicious exercise of the right to

withhold such licences would prove a convenient and effectual means
to dirt'erentiate between religious organisations recognised by
(xovernment as working satisfactorily in the general public interests,
The
and bodies and individuals of whom it is unable to approve.
Commission is led to hope that in this way what is woi'thless and
unstable in the movement will dwindle into insignificance, while so
much of it as is lasting and in harmony with the true principles of
religious and social advancement will not be irnduly impeded, but
will grow in the fulness of time to be a power for good.
321.

Tlu' following are the resolutions passed

by the Commission

:

in the opinion of this Commission the Ethiopian Movement, noAv represented 1)y the Afiican ^lethodist Episcopal Church, the Ethiopian Order in the Church of
schismatic
England, and numerous semi-organised
fragments detached from every denomination operating

That

.

any considerable extent in this country, is tbe outcome of a desire on the part of the Natives for ecclesiastical self-support and self-control, first taking tangible
form in the secession of discontented and restless spirits
from religious bodies under the supervision of European

to

Missionaries without any previous external incitation
Further, that upon the affiliation of certain of
these seceders and their followings to the African
Methodist Episcopal Church lamentable want of discrimination was displayed by the tirst emissaries to South
Africa in the ordination to the ministry of unsuitable
thereto.

men.
is not disposed to condemn the aspirareligious independence, unassociated with
mischievous political propaganda, l)ut at the same time
does not fail to recognise that in the case of a subject
race such an aspiration misdirected on the one hand by
the leadership of ignorant and misguided men and
repressed by misunderstanding or harshness on the
other might be fraught with the seeds of racial mistrust
and discontent.

That the Commission
tion

after

That the Commission cannot but regard with concern the
fact that many who have been prominently connected
with the movement in its various phases are men lacking
in the breadth of view, wisdom and forethought necessary
properly to foster and direct the liedgling ideals of a
people just emerging from ignorance and barbarism into
a state of semi-onlightcnment.
That, reviewing these resolutions, the Commission would not
advise any measure of legislative repression, unless
unforeseen developments render it necessary, consideiing
that effort should rather be directed towards securing
efficient constitutional control and organisation in order
that the intluen.ces at work may be wisely directed, and
any individual cases in which pastors abuse the trust
reposed in thein, mav be amenable to avithoritatiye
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thi.sond

6.)

tlio ("oniinission

wonkl dopiocato

the recoj^nition of dctaolied secosaionaiy
acknowledging? no efficient central authority.

fraj^inents

That no minister of

relij^non should .solemnise a marriage
*o^
without l)eing licensed as a marriage officer.

NATIVE PRESS.
322.

The ^"ative Press has on the whole proved itself to be fairly
accurate in tracing the course of passing events and useful in
extending the range of Native information. It has not. however,
arrived at maturity, and while at times it throws interesting light
on the present phase of educated Native thought, it is not as yet a
faithful retlex of the opinions of the more staid and experienced
men who are in closer toucli with the masses. The mere fact of its
existence is a proof of rapid educational advancement. It cannot
be said that nothing but good has accrued from it. but an infant
press could not be expected to be wholly free from mistakes and
indiscretions.
Although the organs clain;ing to express Native
opinion may not have been infallible, freedom of thought and
speech within lawful limits is not lightly to be assailed.
minority in the Commission favoured the enactment of a law to
punish persons responsible for publications in the Native language
creating distrust and animosity between the races or likely to
produce conflict between them, but after careful consideration the
motion was negatived.

A

323.

The following

was passed

resolution

:

—

This Commission considers that the Native press is a result
of the educational advancement of the Natives, developing
without restriction in the lilx'rty of tbougbt and s]ieecli
permitted them under the Ih'iti.sh flag; that the Nalivo
is naturally more ready to accept without i-eserve information conveyed through channels wliich he regards as
and. seeing that the Native pi-ess has
peculiarly hisjown
proved on the whole a fairly accurate chronicle of passing
events, the result has been a wider dissemination of contempoi-ary knowledge not only amongst those who read
tliat
but through theni amongst the illiterate masses
the press is at the same time valuable as an index to a
certain aspect of Native thought, thougli not as yet a
faithful guide to Native opinion as a whole, much of
what appears being immatui-ely advanced, while the
stolid good sense of the more experienced l)Ut less lettered
men seldom if ever tinds expression in print that while
open criticism of a powerful and despotic Chief was
rarely practised by the Natives in the past, a free pi-ess
more or loss in touch with European ideas could not
same
attitude
the
maintain
to
l)e
expected
not
cliange
need
the
towards our (rovernment. and that
but
tendencies,
b(( regarded as a svniptom of disloyal
;

;

;
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rather as the result of a rapid assimilation of European
methods before their objects are fully understood, or
appreciated to prevent
suflBciently
their privileges
unripe
judgment of would-be
the
misuse
by
occasional
political writers.

NATIVE POLITICAL ASSOCIATIONS.
324.

325.

More or less closely associated with the Native Press, Native
Political Associations are being formed and in some parts are taking
an active and intelligent interest in what they consider to.
They seek in the
be the political welfare of the Native people.
main to attain their ends by constitutional means, and their resolutions are made public. The Commission considers that the wishes
of such bodies are the more easily dealt with by being openly expressed and clearly understood, and regards such public expression
as being far better than discontented silence.
The Commission passed the following resolution

:

In view of the progress of education, the Commission sees no
occasion for repression of the desire shown by certain
sections of the Natives to form Societies for the promotion by constitutional means of w^hat they believe to be
It considers, moreover, that so
their political interests.
long as their deliberations continue to be conducted
publicly, as at present, through the medium of the
Native Press and otherwise, the danger arising from
any mistakes made is far less insidious and proportionately more easily met than the secret plotting carried

on in

less enlightenetl days.

EDUCATION.
326.

The witnesses who have given evidence have shown very
marked divergencies of opinion upon the subject of Native Educa-

A

large class of witnesses, while not absolutely hostile to
of literary education, apparently have regarded it as of
secondary importance as compared with industrial and manual
training, and have expressed themselves as opposed to any considerable expenditure of public money in support of Native schools.
It has been represented to the Commi.ssion with some force that
the Native is more useful and contented when brought under the
control of the European and so acquires habits of industry
and a knowledge of the simpler forms of the agricultural and
mechanical arts. That a process of education in the foregoing sense
The many thousands of
is actively going on has been made clear.
Natives constantly employed on farms, railways and public works,
and in mines and workshops are inevitably being brought under
what is, in the wider sense of the word, an educational influence,
tion.

some form
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and are thereby
the community.
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more useful and productive members of
These occupations involve^ considerable traA'cl,
removal for longer or shorter periods from their home environment
and contact with civilised conditions, all of which have the effect
of stimulating mental activity and widening their intellectual
outlook.
It appears evident' that the forces surrounding tlie
Natives are tending more and more to bring them into th(" field
of industry, and to effect slowly by a natural process their conversion into
^^'^'

bcconiinfj

an industrial people.

The enquiries of the Commission have been largely directed
towards the question as to whether education in its more"restricted
sense as a development of the intellectual faculties by literary
instruction had militated against the Native's industrial usefulness,
or had had the effect of making him more industrious, contented
and law-abidinof.
'^O*
rj^^Q

328.

consensus of opinion expressed before the Commission is
to the effect that education, while in a certain number of cases it has
had the effect of creating in the Natives an aggressive spirit, arising
no doubt from an exaggerated sense of individual self-importance,
which renders them less docile and less disposed to be contented
with the position for whicli nature or circumstances have fitted
them, has had generally a beneficial influence on the Natives themselves, and by raising the level of their intelligence, and by
increasing their capacity as workers and their earning power, has
been an advantage to the community.

o^y.

Testimony has been given as to the value of education as a
concomitant of religious and moral instruction, and as to its
economic effect in raising the standard of material comfort and
Apart from the consideration that there
thus creating wants.
is a moral obligation upon the State to provide for the intellectual
development of all classes of its subjects, there appear to be very
sound reasons of policy for the adoption of a liberal and sympathetic attitude towards the subject of Native education.
The
Native, in common with the rest of mankind, does not live by bread
alone, and possesses certain mental impulses and aspirations which
demand satisfaction. Before the advent of European civilisation,
the struggle for existence, the chase, war, tribal politics, all furnished
a field for the exercise of faculties which new conditions have condemned to inactivity. No policy can be complete or sound which
is limited to political or economical considerations only, and which
takes no account of the irrepressible forces within each individual.
And it is evident that there is among the people themselves a
growing desire for education, which cannot and need not be
suppressed. Native witnesses have been strong on this point, and
the Native Churches which have seceded from European control
have established schools for which they have attempted, in most
cases unsuccessfully, to secure Government recognition and financial
Asserting as they do that they are denied in South Africa
aid.
opportunities for higher education, the independent Native bodies
have already sent or have encouraged the parents to send youths to
The
America for a course of instruction in the Negro colleges.
character of the education at these colleges, with the accompanying
grant of "degrees " on low qualifications and the atmosphere of racial
animosity in which the education is acquired, render an extension

—
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of this practice undesirable. Another course, which, while equally
demonstrating the desire of the Native for education, is free from
any objection, except that it would be better to educate the Native
youth in South Africa, is that favoured by certain European
Missionaries and Native parents who have preferred to seek the
desired edvication for their boys in England and elsewhere in

Europe.
330.

331.

The votaries of great religions have ever regarded the work of
education as a pious duty, and the beginnings of Native education
in South Africa were connected with Christian Missionary effort
and were originally dependent for support upon the contributions
of parent Churches in Europe and America. A later development
was the endeavour of the Mission schools to meet the requirements
of the Education Departments of the different Governments, thereby
obtaining grants in aid of their work.

The Governments have responded with varied degrees of liberand the result has been that Native education in South Africa
has almost completely resolved itself into what may be l)riefly
ality,

described as a system of State-aided Mission schools. There has
also been in nearly every Colony helpful legislation on the subject.
332.

Some idea of the position of this State-aided education may be
obtained from the following tabulated form, based upon the latest
available official figures, and in the case of the Cape Colony upon
information supplied by the Education Department
;
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figure
(a) This
is
estimate,
but
approxian
mately correct.
The official returns do not separate
"coloured" fiom "aboriginal" scholars, and the figure of
60,451 has been arrived at by excluding centres where the
" coloured " population
predominates.
The number of
scholars in the Transkei, where the population is almost
entirely aboriginal, is 38,652, and the expenditure on education in these districts is returned at £25,534, which gives a

rate per

head of

13s. 2d.

(b) The sum of £47,657 is the amount provided on the
estimates for 1902 of the Cape Education Department for
"Native Industrial Institutions and Mission Schools," and is
exclusive of any proportion of Central Administrative Expenditure. It can only be regarded as approximate.
Using
this figure, £47,657, the rate of expenditure per head of
Native scholars is 15s. 9d.
(c)

Taken from Eeport

of Superintendent of Education

(Natal) for year ending June, 1903.
(d) Taken from evidence of Director of Education in
Orange River Colony.
(e) The rate of taxation in Southern Rhodesia has
been doubled since these figures were returned.

Taken from

evidence of Director of Education,
figures refer to those schools only
which obtain grants. There is no evidence as to the number
of scholars in schools not obtaining grants.
(/)

Southern Ehodesia.

(g) Figures
333_

The

given by Protectorate Administration.

The foregoing figures may be used for the purpose of forming
some general conclusions, but there is such a lack of definite
statistics, that it would be unwise to base on the available figures
any positive conclusion as to the exact position and cost of education
among the aboriginal Natives. The figures reveal that only a
very small percentage of the Native population is receiving any
education

334

335.

336.

In the Cape Colony neither the Estimates nor the School Eeturns
take separate account of aboriginal and coloured children, and the
number and amount given have been arrived at by a process of
estimating. In addition to this, there are, in all the Colonies and
Possessions, many schools attended by Native children, whose
numbers are not included in the Eeturns, as they do not receive
State aid and, therefore, are not under inspection and control.
In addition to the amount set down it would also appear right
to include in each of the Territories a portion of Central Administrative Expenditure as fairly chargeable against Native education.
It has been found impossible to discover what this proportion
would amount to in each case.

The liberality of the Ca})e Government is marked and commendable, but the Commission is of opinion that the evidence
discloses the need generally for more liberal total grants in aid of
Native education
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has been found impossible to obtain any

ti»i;ures as to the
of local contribution by Natives in the form of scliool fees,
subscriptions or rates.
The Commission n-eommends lor <ieneral
guidance the adoption of the principle in the distribution of grants
that local contributions by Natives should be adequate in amount
and that grants should only be given after satisfactory report by
Government Inspectors as* to the efficiency and conduct of the
Native schools to bo aided.

amount

338.

Evidence points to the fact that a local contribution is more
satisfactorily collected in the form of a rate' for educational purposes than by the payment of school fees or by irregular and
spasmodic collection of voluntary subscriptions by Headmen. The
most recent reports of inspections of schools in the districts under
the Glen Grey Act reveal a marked increase in the numlier of
qualified teachers and scholars and a distinct improvement in the
actual attendances, which good results are traceable to the
improved financial system under the Act.

339.

The Commission does not recommend any measure of compulsory education for Natives, nor does it consider it advisable that
any system of general public undenominational education, independent of existing Missionary organisations should be undertaken
at present.
There would be a distinct loss in the separation
instruction from moral and religious infiuences,
cost of any general scheme for establishment of undenominational schools for Native children would be prohibitive. Nor
does there appear any present necessity to unduly force the
extension of education among the Native population.
Their own
growing desire for it and the energy exhibited by the Mission
bodies to compete with each other in the matter of providing
schools seem to assure considerable future expansion.
But the
resources of these Mission Churches are limited as to men and means,
and there are parts which their organisations have not reached and
in which there may be, and in places is, a local desire among the
Natives for means of education.
AVith reference to such neighbourhoods and elsewhere, it is necessary to consider and decide
upon the question whether Native schools established, or to be
established, in full compliance with the regulations of Government
and under its supervision, but without European Missionary
control, should be recognised and aided or not.
The Commission,
of

secular

and the

while admitting that there is much opposition to the view, holds
The movement is a
that recognition and aid should be given.
legitimate one, and if such schools are well conducted, adequately
supported by local Native contriljutions or rates, comply with
public requirements, and are recommended by responsible Inspectors,
their reasonable claims should be met, as this course would bring
them under control, and would not only ensure that the teaching
should be efficient, but that the moral tone should be what is
desirable.
340.

The Commission is of opinion that any local demand for Native
education not otherwise provided for should be met by th(> creation
of a fund to be administered or not, as circumstances permit, by a
local Board or Committee, and to be raised by means of a rate levied
upon the Natives in the area concerned, such rate to count in lieu
of school fees to those who pay the rate.
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342.

—

The Commission is also of opinion that in places where a local
desire on the part of Natives for education is expressed, where such
education is not otherwise provided for, local elfort should be met
by Government aid. and that the provisions of the Glen Grey Act
appear to supply the most suitable machinery for the necessary
financial and administrative purposes.

What

is

particularly needed

is to

aid

and

direct,

and

to

promote

educational agencies.
The practical
efficiency
present
appear
embodied
in
the following
at
to
be
possibilities
in.

resolutions

idl

existin<f

:

The Commission

is of opinion that education has been
beneficial to the Natives of South Africa and that its
effect upon them has been to increase their capacity for
usefulness and their earning power, and therefore

recommends

:

(a)

The continuance of Government grants in aid of
Native elementary education.

(b)

That special encouragement and support by way of
grants in aid be given to such schools and institutions as give efficient industrial training.

(r)

That a central Native college or similar institution
be established, and aided by the various States, for
training Native teachers and in order to afford
for
higher education to Native
opportunities
students.

The Commission further recommends that

it
should be
recognised as a principle that Natives receiving educational advantages for themselves or their children should
contribute towards the cost: in the matter of elementary
education and industrial training by payment of school
fees or a local rate, and as to higher education by pay-

—

ment

of adequate students' fees.

The Commission
foi

is of opinion that, where possible, in schools
Natives there should be instruction in the elementary

rules of hygiene.

The Commission

is of opinion that regular moral and religious
instruction should be given in all Native schools.

343.

With reference to the terms of the above resolutions, it is
advisable, in the opinion of the majority of the Commission, to
extend to some form of industrial training the same general support
that is accorded to elementary education. In support of this view,
it is urged that industrial training and* instruction in manual
work are of particular advantage to the Native in fitting him for
his position in life. The minority, while not failing to recognise
the moral and economic Value of manual or industrial training and
the special importance of this form of instruction, is of opinion that
the evidence has shown that this branch of education is
attended with particular difficulty and expense, and that,
while simple manual training forms an excellent adjunct
to ordinary teaching, definite technical instruction must be treated
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a special course which it is impossible to make co-extensive with
elementary education, and for whicli it is unreasonaljle to make
provision at the pu])lic charge witliout an adequate contribution
from the students who have the advanta<res of such liij,'hcr forms
fis

of industrial education. Nor must it l)e forjjjotten that tlie «;reat
demand of South Africa at present is for the unskilled or partiallyskilled Native labourer.
344.

The Commission, however, considers that, where it is possible
workshops and school-farms in connection with elementary Native
schools should receive a sj)ecial measure of encouraj^ement and
support. More advanced industrial training requires the establish-

ment of trade schools or technical institutions involving somewhat
elaborate equipment, and the maintenance of an expensive staff of
instructors.
Some excellent institutions of this character have
been inspected by the Commission, which realises that there is no
likelihood of such instituti(ms rapidly multiplying in the near
future. The endeavour should be in the direction of establishing
and equipping a few high-class technical schools rather than of
increasing a number of second-rate ones likely to turn out poorly
trained workmen.
345.

It recommends special grants in aid of industrial training
institutions of the requii-ed standard, but considers that such aid
should be conditional upon the payment by the students of fees
bearing some reasonable proportion to the cost of their board and

education.
346.

The Commission considers that the question of the curi-iculum
for Native schools should be dealt with by a conference composed
of educational experts and men of experience among the Natives,
and limits its recommendations in this respect to an expression
of opinion on the following points
:

Moral and religious instruction
Native schools.

should be given

in

all

In the elementary stages of Native education it would be
well to allow the Native language to take the place of
English as a medium of instruction in the lower
standards, and the teaching of English, which in itself
is desirable, should proceed as a separate study.
The
text books and reading lessons in the Native languages
might with advantage, be of a character to impress on
the minds of the pupils, among other useful matters,
simple scientilic and sanitary principles, temperance and
the elementary rules of hygiene.
347.

The Commission has received much evidence pointing to the
for some improvement in
the facilities for and
methods of higher education for Natives, who themselves are
strongly desirous of such advanced instruction, antl setting forth
the vicw^ that it is the dutj' and should be the policy of the
South African States to provide such opportunities. The evidence
necessity

of Education Officers is to the effect that the supply of Native
teachers is far from equal to the demand, and that many of those
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whose services are available are of inferior attainments.
The
Commission is impressed with the advisability of establishing
some central institution or Native college which might have the
Advantage of the financial support of the different Colonies and
Possessions and which would receive Native students from them all.
The immediate advantages of such a scheme appear to be, the
creation of adequate means for the eflftcient and uniform training
of an increased number of Native teachers, and the provision of a
course of study in this country for such Native students as may
desire to present themselves for the Higher School and University

Examinations.

LIQUOR.
348.

The weight of evidence before the Commission in regard to the
liquor question has been overwhelming in favour of total prohibition to Natives. In the course of its enquiries in this connection it
came to the knowledge of the Commission that upon many farms
in certain areas it is the practice to supply the labourers employed
with intoxicatmg liquor as an incentive to work, or as part wages.
This applies particularly to farms in the wine-producing districts,
and in less degree to farms and industrial estates of various kinds
in other parts of South Africa. At some mines Kafir beer is supplied
to Native labourers as an an ti- scorbutic under regulations approved
by Government. Other employers and contractors on large works
follow the objectionable practice first described. It has been urged by
some witnesses that the system of stimulating or rewarding labour by
issue of liquor rations is established by long usage, and that
without it labour cannot be procured while others contend that
the practice is pernicious and demoralising, and must ultimately
lessen the physical value of the labourer.
;

349.

The Commission has carefully weighed the
not
the

consider

that

there
is
sufficient
total
prohibition
is,

and does
where

issues

justification,

measure of
or
may hereafter
put in force, to make any exception from its operation in respect
of any Native labourers in any part of the country.
As will be
seen from the resolution quoted hereafter, the Commission does not
oppose the use of Kafir beer by such labourers in moderate quantities
and under due control.
be,

350.

In favour of the exemption from prohibition of Natives who are
Parliamentary voters, as in the Cape Colony, excepting the Transkei,
it has been urged that having qualified for the franchise they may
be assumed sufficiently advanced to have developed self-restraint
and self-respect enough to be freed from all restrictions in respect to
liquor.
Experience, however, disproves the assumption the fact
being that the Native is constitutionally incapable of being a
moderate drinker, and that he must either abstain entirely or the
chances are that ho will drink to excess, and when in drink all the
failings of his nature assert themselves.
;

351.

The evidence shows that the Natives themselves and their best
friends unitedly desire prohibition. Even were it otherwise, the
Commission would not recommend an exemption which must
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inevitably increase the manifold obstacles to the effective administration of prohil)itive legislation.
352.

Where the supply

of liquor to Natives has been prohibited,
has arisen, as was to bo expected, in the detection of
contraventions of the law.
The Natives are unwillin": to give
information against dealers from whom they purchase direct illicitly
while low-class persons, both European and coloured, have opportunities of procuring liquor and of supplying it to Natives under
The
conditions so favourable as almost to defy conviction.
difficulty

Commission recommends that, in order to deter the class of person
mentioned from practices of this kind and to deter licensed dealers
and all others from breaking the law, the penalties attaching
throughout South Africa to conviction for supply of liquor to prohibited persons should be such as to leave no doubt of the serious
light in which the offence is regarded.
*p->^

353.

further recommended that no liquor licence should be
where the surroundings point to the conclu«ion that a

It is

issued

licence is really sought as a cloak to cover illicit sale to Natives.
354.

In pursuance of these views resolutions were unanimously
passed as follows
:

(a)

{/>)

That the sale or supply of spirituous liquors to Natives
should be prohibited.
That the penalties for the contravention of the laws or
prohibiting the sale or supply of liquor to
Natives should be uniformly severe throughout South
Africa.
regulations

(c)

That no licence should be granted to sell or supply
spirituous liquors within any Native location or reserve,
or in the proximity thereof, where the reasonable
conclusion is that no remunerative business can be
conducted without sale or supply of liquor to
Natives.

355.

In regard to Kafir beer

it

was unanimously resolved

:

That the manufacture of Kafir beer containing not more than
4 per cent, of spirit be permitted for home consumption
that the holding of Kafir beer parties on private
property be under restrictions and in Native locations
or areas in which Natives are congregated be rogulatod
by Government and that the sale of Kafir beer be
;

;

prohibited.
356.

in mind that Kafir beer is food as well
has proved itself of great value
moderation,
in
taken
and,
as drink,
complaints to which the
kindred
and
scurvy
of
preventive
as a
of the nature of
anything
comprises
seldom
diet
whose
Native,
unable to obtain
when
succumb
to
liable
very
is
vegetables,
green
beverage.
accustomed
his
a supply of

The Commission bears
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LABOUR.
357.

The Terms of Eeforeiice include Native labour as one of the
subjects set down for enquiry and report. The Commission realises
that certain aspects of the South African labour question were fully
The
dealt with by the Transvaal Labour Commission of 1903.
what are the
questions submitted to that Commission were
requirements of the industries of tlie Transvaal, and how far
is it possible to obtain an adequate supply of laljour from Central
and South Africa to meet those requirements. That Commission
reported in the sense that in respect of agriculture, mining, and
other industries, including railways, the demand for labour was in
excess of the supply, and that the demand would in all probability
With particular reference to the mining industry, the
increase.
finding was that the demand was in excess of the supply by no less
than 129,000 labourers, and that a further number of 196.000 would
be required in five years. The Labour Commission, in its Ileport,
went on to express its opinion that no adequate supply of labour
existed in Central and South Africa to meet the above requirements.
:

358.

The present Commission sees every reason to agree with the
finding of the Labour Commission as to the particidar questions
which engaged its attention, and it has addressed its enquiries
more to the following points in connection with the labour question
affecting the whole of the British South African Colonies and
Possessions
:

The number and distribution

of the

Native population.

The proportion

of such population which, as able-bodied
males, may reasonably be looked to for supplying the
necessary labour for agricultural, mining, industrial,

and domestic work.

Whether the proportion of labourers and workers which such
a population might reasonably be expected to supply is
actually forthcoming.
If

is not forthcoming, what fire the
reasons or causes of the failure on the part of the Natives
to meet such expectations.

such reasonable supply

What

practical measures can
the present position.

359

3gQ

361.

])e

recommended

to

improve

In attempting to got reliable figures upon which to base conclusions, lh(> enquirer is met at the outset by the same difJiculty
that confronts oiu' in dealing with several other South African
subjects, namely, the absence of reliable statistics and returns.

Attempts have been made to meet this difficulty by obtaining
estimates from persons possessing a special knowledge of the
cinaimstances. and certain results have been arrived at. These
results are in accord with the general trend of the evidence given
before the CV)mmission, and with your Commissioners' personal
opinion as to the facts.
Tlie following table is an
suppl}' as regards

demand and

attempt to set forth the existing
Native labour
:
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The first part of the table shows the Native population
in the various Colonies and Possessions. The area of the Native
reserves and the number of the Native population on those
reserves are shown on Annexure No. 8. The estimated number of
able-bodied males over 15 years of age, and the estimated number
of those between the ages of 15 and 40, which is the period of life
during which the Native is disposed to leave his home for the
purpose of working for wages, are shown in the foregoing table.
The table also shows the estimated number of married men, which
has been calculated at one-seventh of the population, and the
estimated number of unmarried men, which has been arrived at by
deducting the number of married men from the total number of
males over 15 years of age. The number of workers available atany one time has, for the purpose of this table, been estimated as
being one-third of the married men and one-half of the unmarried
men. The calculation thus made shows an estimated total of
474,472 as the number of Natives available for paid labour at any
one time, or a percentage of 50" 6 of the total male population
between the ages of 15 and 40.

363.

The table showing the demand is based where possible upon
evidence given before this Commission and before the Labour
Commission, and, where such evidence has been unobtainable,
upon an estimate of the requirements for domestic purposes, farm
and other industries.

364.

In presenting this table the Commission fully recognises that
on figures which are largely estimates must be
accepted subject to the usual allowance by way of margin for error.
J^'igures which have not been supported by evidence and by general
knowledge of the probabilities have been disregarded. In dealing
with a mass of people spread over a wide area and under varying
conditions, errors in estimating figures have a tendency to balance
or correct each other, and when the conclusion arrived at by the consistent application of reasonably sound principles coincides generally
with known facts, it may be taken as approximately correct. "With
these considerations in view the Commission feels justified in submitting these figures as fairly representing the case for all practical
results based

j)urposes.
365.

There is one fact which all evidence points to, namely, that the
South African Native is not at present a continuous worker. The
average period for which he will remain away from his home in the
capacity of a labourer has been variously estimated, but there are

no figures to prove any definite conclusion as regards all classes of
workers. It appears most probable that this period may be estimated at three to six months for the labourers in mines and on
other industries, with a longer period in tlj.e case of agricultural
labourers.
366.

The proportion of actual workers at any one time to the
number of workers is largely a matter of conjecture.
Any attempt to obtain definite conclusions from the number of
passes issued seems futile.
The number of passes issued may
possible

supply of Native labour, or may
render possible comparisons between the supply at the different
seasons, but as such passes give no record of the period for which
illustrate the tendencies of the
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labourers work, they throw no light on the question as to

many
367.

are

employed

at

79

how

any one time.

Starting with the number of all the males between the ages of
and 40 as being the total source of supply from which all
workers have to be drawn, it seems reasonable to assume that the
conditions of communal life, and the known disposition of the
15

Natives, m?ikc it probable that half this number on the average
may be expected to work at any one time. That is, that there are
about 900.000 able-bodied possible workers, of whom about
450.000 may be held to be always at work.
The units of
this total alternate between their homes and outside labour, Init
the approximate total is constant. In endeavouring to arrive at an
estimate of the proportion of the Native population which may
reasonably be looked to for a constant supply of labourers, the Commission has recognised that the Natives of South Africa have always
been a pastoral, and, to some extent, an agricultural people, and that,
having regard to the fact that their homes, their wives and families,
and their worldly possessions are at a distance from the great
labour centres, it would be unreasonable to expecl the entire adult
male population to leave their homes in search of work.
368.

The calculations which have been made show an estimated
demand of 782,000, and an estimated continuous suijplv of
showing
a shortfall of 307,528 labourers.
474,472,
constant

369.

Under these circumstances the question naturally arises, how
in South Africa agriculture or any industry is carried on ? The
answer is that when carried on at all it is carried on under difficulties, as to which there is al)undant evidence.
The British South
African aboriginal Native has not fully met the la])our requirements of the country.
There is no doubt that were
these Natives alone to be relied upon. South African industries
could at present only be worked at half power.
Native
labour has had to be supplemented by the employment of
Africans imported from other parts of Africa, Indians and Chinese.
In the latest report of the Government Mining Engineer of the
Transvaal, it is mentioned that of the Natives employed in mines
there, only 15 per cent, were British Africans.
The economic disadvantage of this position is obvious, and the serious annual loss to
British South Africa by the withdrawal of the large sums in wages
paid to these foreigners is manifest.

370.

There are many causes which may be deemed to have produced
this situation.
As shown in the tafjle [Annexure No. 8], one-half
of the Native population lives on reserves. The bulk of these
occupy land for the most part communally and free of charge,
except hut or poll tax, upon which it is possible for them in some
fashion or other to make a living as agriculturists or peasant
proprietors without the necessity, excepting in exceptionally bad
seasons, of earning wages.

371.

With regard to those who do not live on the reserves and who
have, either from personal motives or by reason of compelling
circumstances, occupied either Crown lauds or the lauds of private
owners upon payment of rent, it may be said that this portion of
the population lias continued to be able to farm, on a small scale

—
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indeed, but with sufficient measure of return to enable them to
supply their own small wants and pay such rent and taxes as have

been demanded from them.
372.

Both the above classes of Natives have had access to the land
on terms which have enabled them to regard work for wages as a
mere supplement to their means, and not as it is regarded in the
older industrial communities, namely, as the urgent condition
under which the majorit}" of mankind earn their daily bread.

373.

The theory that the South African Nativesare hopelessly indolent
Even
be dismissed as being not in accordance w^ith the facts.
the simple wants of the Native population cannot be supplied without some degree of exertion. The population of 4,652,662 has to
derive its sustenance from a soil which is not everywhere fertile,
and the Native agriculturist has to contend with the same drawbacks of drought and i)estilence that beset the European farmer.
The labour of tilling the soil, w^eeding and reaping is shared, but is
by no means exclusively performed by the Native women and the
representation of the Native living at his own village a lazy and
The
luxurious life, supported by his wife or wives, is misleading.
Commission is not of opinion that polygamy has any considerable
effect upon the Native question in retarding the development of

may

;

the Native as a worker.
374.

The main reasons for the existence
may be summarised as follows

of the labour difficulties

:

The Native populations have always been pastoral and
agricultural.

of South African labour requirements,
particularly during the last quarter of a century, has
found theiii to a great extent unprepared to meet the
new conditions which surround them.

The rapid increase

The normal condition of Native life is that of a small cultivator and herdsman, and the circumstances of their
history have never develoiicd among them a class accustomed to, and dependent upon, continuous daily labour.
The inexpensiveness of their living, the limited nature
their wants, and the comparative absence of incentive

of
to

labour.

The terms on which they occupy the land.
375.

376.

Given such a population, possessing easy access to the land, it
would have been extraordinary if the present situation had not
followed on a very rapid growth of industrial requirements.
in the case of farm labour and the like, which is specisuited to the Native, it must not be forgotten that what is
known as paid labour generally, means to the Native, as a rule,
absence from home and family, and in some employments irksome
and often hard and dangerous work, and the abandonment of the
As further
ease, comforts and pleasures of Native village life.
discouragements there have been breaches of agreement by con-

Except

ally
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and

touts,

and

oi-ca-

sioual liarsh treatment, which have tended to shake the (H)nlideuce
of the Native.
Tlic rate of wages, nominally hiirh, has to be
considered in relation to the pui-chasinp ])o\ver of money at present
South African prices, and it must be remembered that the Native
has as a rule to pay top prices for his purchases.
377.

Having given weight to all such considerations, the Commission
of opinion that administrative measures are desiral)le to bring
about a healthier economic condition.
The agricultural an(i
industrial development of South Africa is retarded by tlu^ lack
of a sufficient labour supply, and the importation of foreign labour,
particularly in the Transvaal and Natal, has, after most careful
consideration of the subject, been found to be absolutely necessaiy.
This condition of things is deplorable, but it exists.
is

378.

379.

The supply available from local sources is capal)U' of being
increased, and the Commission has given attention to suggestions as to how this is to l)e done.
Any recommendation as
to
higher wages is quite out of place.
In
the
first
place,
any departure from the i^iinciple that the rate of
wages must be a matter of free contract between emiiloycr and
employe is unsound, nor is any relief from present difficulties to
be found in such a measure.
To raise the rate of wages in one
locality might have the effect of attracting labour to that particular
quarter at the expense of other industries, ])ut that would not alter
the general situation.
Fvirther. it has been stated, and the
Commission feels that there is a measure of truth in the suggestion,
that while increased wages might have the effect of tempting a
larger number of labourers into the market, on the other hand, such
increased gains would enable them to remain for a longei- period at
their own homes.

The Commission,

therefore,

makes no recommendation on

the

subject of the rate of Native wages.
380.

Any measure of compulsion is to be deprecated, not only ns
Native evidence in Natal
unjust, but as economically unsound.
was to the effect that the form of compulsory service o])taining
there, is intensely distasteful to the Native people conceined.
The
labour is paid for at less than the prevailing rate, thus i)enalising
the men employed, who. by going out to the ordinary employments
open to unskilled la])ourers, could earn higher wages. Some of the
most responsible and important witnesses in Natal expressed in
evidence before the Commission their disapproval of this form of
compulsory

381.

lalxnir.

Indirect compulsion in the form of a labour tax. with a
remission to workers, has been recommended. l)Ut the suggestion
appears to the Commission to be open to the same objections as
apply to direct compulsion in addition to which, any measure of
taxation of this kind to be really elfective, would have to be so
high as to be impossible of application. Every Native community
includes in its number the old. the infirm, and those who, by virtue
of other pursuits, or by reason of family circumstances, it would be
very unjust to force from their homes into the laboui- market or to
heavily tax with a view to doing so. ]>ut the Commission
F
;

'
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considers that in tho interests of the State, of the development of the
great natural resources of the country, and of the Natives
themselves, it would not only he legitimate but wise and just to
keep in view in all legishitive and administrative measures, the
creation of a condition of things which at least will not perpetunte
It cannot but be an
or aggravate the existing labour difficulty.
advantage to the Natives to be induced without compulsion to
become more industrious. Economic prcissure and the struggle foi'
existence will be felt by many of them at no very distant dnte, and
an industrious people will be bettor iitted for such conditions
which are even now arising. The formative influences which Inbour
and industry will bring to bear on the character of the Native himself will be most valuable.
382.

tt might have been supposed that the farmer, by reason of his
being a land-owner and because of the fact thnt he is able to
offer the Native, employment that is congenial to him and under
natural and healthy conditions, would have had great advantages
in the competition for the services of the Native labourer.
It is the general complaint by farmers that the attractions of
the towns and the high rate of wages given at the mining centres
and ports together with the system of unregulated squatting and
other causes, increase their difficulty in obtaining an adequate
supply of agricultural labour. The Commission considers that an
administrative measure which might to a great extent assist the
farmers in this respect would be a strict enforcement of the laws
designed to check the practice of unrestricted squatting and to
regulate and control private locations. In addition, the Commission
desires to see in force throughout British South Africa the principle
adopted in the Cape Colony, of exempting from hut or poll tax any
Native who is a farm servant and in bona Jifh and continuous

employment.
383.

The following are the recommendations made with
stimulate industry

among

a

view

to

the Natives.

of the practice of squatting, by refusal to license
but necessary or desirable private locations, and the
imposition of a tax on such locations as may be authoron the number of aljle-bodied Natives
ised, based
domiciled thereon.

The checking
all

of a rent on Natives living on Crown lands
recognised reserves or locations, sucli
from
as distinct
rent to be based upon the value of such land and to 1)o
regularly and punctually collected.

The imposition

The enforcement of laws against vagrancy in municipal
labour locations, whei'eby idle
areas and Native
persons should be expelled.

The encouragement

*

of a higher standard

given to education with
their efficiency and wants.

support

The encouragement

of

industrial

a

among Natives by
view

to

increase

and manual training

in

schools.

The

pi'otection of the Native worker in his health, Jiis
comfort, his safety and his interests, by provision for his
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accommodfition and transport when travelling; by
road to and from liis work.

rail or

Tlie onaetniont of regulations which will so far as ])OsHibl(^
scciUT that while at the larycr labour ccnitres his food
his housing, his sanitation, and his mctdical treatment,
shoidd be satisfaetoix
In this respect the Commission
lecognises that veiy much has already been dtme at
Cape Town. Kimberley. Johannesburg^, and other centres.
.

The

384.

385.

386.

abolition of
travellino.

all

taxes or charcros u]nn\

passes

when

the employhighly desirable
that every measui-e shoidd l)e adopted which would encouraoc
the employment of Native women in domestic work. The employment of Native women for domestic purposes woidd. paiticularly
in Natal and the Transvaal, release laruc numbers of men and boys
One of the
foi- employment in occu])ations more suitcnl t(j them.
be hoped
reasonably
may
of
females
employment
wliich
the
results
life of
domestic
Native
introduction
into
would
be
the
to have
the
At
order.
and
cleanliness
of
comfoi't.
standards
higher
women
of
employment
the
that
overlooked
cannot
be
same time it
in large centres of population would undoubtedly expose them to
much temptation and the danger of moral ruin. The remedy for
this must always rest largely with the individual em]iloyer, whose
duty it should "be to protect and care for the character of female
Where it might appear probable that organised efforts to
servants.
secure a supply of Native female servants would hv effective, provision might be made for tlu^ formation of Societies which ^yould
undertake the duty of protecting female workers by securing suitable
(Mnployment for them and providing them with homes or refuges
while awaiting (^midoyment.
<hie branch of tlie
ment of wonu^n, and the

Native labour

Commission

question

feels that

it

is

is

Reference has been made in another portion of the Report to
The Commission considers that where found
labour locations.
practicable the formation of labour locations, wliere the Native
could reside with his family near his employnnMit, would largely
tend to diminish the number of those intermittent workers in whom
absence from their families induces a spirit of restlessness and
disinclination to remain in continuous employmeiit.

M.'sr^rs. Ki-okIi. Ilainildni. TIkhiiiisum iiiul

of ri'coinmtndatioiis
Natives, the following:

going
tlu-

The
The

list

imi)osition of
value.

:iii

annual

.1«'

hi

made with

feiii

substitution of individual for

a

Harpo
view

dt^sire to a. Id to tlic foreto stiniidntt- imliistiy anions;

on location land

communal

lia.sed

tenui-e,

on (he pfodncing

with the right of

Pal.'

between Native and Native.
Close attention to the enumei-ation of hntn liable to tax and the
collection of the tax iliereoti.

imnctual
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TAXATION.
387

This is a matter in which an accurate knowledge of the actual
existing facts would be of the gi-eatest service in considering what
changes, if any, should be made in the amount of taxation to be
borne by the Natives and in the manner of levying or collecting it.
Definite informfition in clear and reliable figures covering the
whole ground is difficult, if not impossible, to got at present, and
in this connection the Commission takes the opportunity of suggesting to the Governments concerned that more attention might
be given to the continuous collection of complete data and the
creation of full and reliable records on many questions of fact
their numbers, their movements
touching the Native population
going to and returning from work, their marriages, their birth and
death rate, their consumption of dutiable goods, and their other
contri])utions to the revenue, the amount fairly chargeable to them
and administration purposes, the amount spei;t
police
for
when
Statistics,
on them for education, and so forth.
true, may throw great light on the path of the administrator
:

and
388

of tiie legislator.
^)^

meaning
direct and indirect
Taxation is of two kinds
by direct what is paid as a tax by the Native to the
Government, and by indirect what the Native contributes to
the Government by the purchase of goods on which Customs
or other duty or tax has been paid to the Government.
^\e may dispose of the latter first. There are no official figures
showing the value of dutiable goods imported into Native territories or areas in South Africa except Basutoland and the Bechuanaland Protectorate, but attempts have been made to arrive at
some approximate figure of the amount of such goods consumed
by the average Native and the amount of indirect taxation in that
way contributed by the Natives to the State. The Commission
sought for evidence on the subject, but found great diversity of
opinion even among those whose business it is to sell such goods to
;

:

Natives.

Indirect Taxation.

389

figures of Basutoland and the Bechuanaland Protectorate as being the most accurate available, they show

Taking the

:

In

BASUTOLAND

:—

Total annual imports to 30th
June, 1904
Total Customs duty collected...

Native population
AVhit population

£298,140
£85,882

^

348,000

900

or an average annual contribution by the Natives to the State of
2s. per head.

In the

BECHUANALAND PEOTECTOEATE :—

Total

Customs duty

Native population'...
White population ...

...

£13,355

...

...

120.000

...

...

1.00(.»

collected, 190.3
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After allowiiifi: for the revenue contributed by the white
population these liguros also show 2s. per head as the amount of
duty paid by the Natives within the Protectorate.
the

In

NATAL

lowing appears
"

Blue Book on Native Affairs, 1903, the

fol-

:

Estimated Value of floods hnported into the Colony of
" Natal for the Kafir Trade, showing approximately the
.Vmount of Duty collected thereon for the year 1903.
Value.
••

•'Beads

"Blankets

...

''Picks. Hoes,

Shawls and Tobacco

'•Other Goods

392.

These figures include importations for Zululand and should
therefore be judged in connection with the figures of th(> whole
Native population of the Colony of Natal, Zululand and New
Territorv, which were, according to the Census of 17th April,

1904:—"
Male
Female

...

...

...

...

42t),76«

...

...

...

...

477,275

—
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In IdfHoDESiA

397.

:—

Total Customs duty collected
...
Native population
...
Coloured population
...
AVhitc population
398.

)

.

1903-4.

.

...

...
...

£126,572
570,88(

1.944
12.623

foi- the spending power of the Europeans, which
not
less than as 50 to 1 compared Avitli the Natives
is probably
figures also suggest the view that 2s. per
these
in Khodesia,
covers
all the indirect taxation borne by the
annum
liead per
The
Acting Chief Native Commissioner
Africa.
Natives of South
little
over 9d. per head as their contriestimates
a
of Mashonalaiid
Avhich
coincides roughly with the
his
Province.
bution in

Allowing

Natal estimate.
399.

estimate of 2s. per head per annum as the average amount
contributed by all the Natives throughout British South Africa in
hidirect taxation, appears to be a fair one. and as that is the amount
shown by the Basutoland and Bcchuanaland figures and no equally
definite figure is before it. the Commission acce})ts it as a basis of
cfdcidation. On this basis the amount contributed in duty on
imported goods by the wdiole Native population of the countrv is

An

'^

£465,266.

The articles which l)ring in the largest sum are blankets and
which are subject to a duty of 25 per cent. Hoes and agriculimplements arc free.

400.

rugs,
tural
401.

The Commission has no recomineudation to make in regard to
individual duties, and points out that the way to increase the total
of the Native's contributions to the revenue under this head is to
increase his wants and his capacity to earn monev. while at the
same time creating if possible a condition of things which by
natural pressure will compel the Native to work more continuouslv.

402. Direct Taxation.

Turning now"

to direct taxation

:

Tn the shape of poll or ordinary hut tax the
Natives paid during 1908-4 to the Governments
£792.094*
T..
...
of South Africa
In general rate for local purposes under the Glen
Grey Actf, Divisional Council road rate, dog
...
...
£80,454
...
tax, passes, they paid
£872,548
'^I^he

403.

proceeds of the Divisional Cjouncil rate and of taxation

under the Glen Gn>y Act, are spent by and on the Natives themselves, through their local governing bodies, lor local purposes. The
Europeans, however, benefit in common with the Natives in respect
*

t

See Annexnre
The amount paid umlcr the Glen Gre.v Act ».« District iinil General Council rate during I'M).
and included above, was iLl'.hl'J. In I'JOJ. collections under this head reached .1:38,030.
'.>.
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(.xpendituiT on rojitls, wliicii ;il)sorbs ;i hiryc slimc ol' llu' ;iiiiuuiil
collected in rates from the Native people. Deductinu the estimated
lotfd of tiiese rates and (;ixes. smv. ;ipi)ro.\imately. (jli'.IMM), there
remains nn amount of I'Sj.S.IMM) annually coiilributed ))y the X;itives
in direct taxation for general i)uri)oses, or ahout .'{s. Ikl. per lioatl of
the total popuhdion of 4.6."J2,6(!::i.
ol'

404.

Xo ti<iures ari' availal)le to show how much of the total annual
exi)enditure of every (lovernment should be fnii-ly (•h;ir«,fed to the
Natives if an accurate account were struck with them. The lii'sl
cost of the administration of Natives and their affairs shown in tlie
various Bud<;ets amounts to a little ovei- I' 181.000.
I>ut this first
cost of administration is arrived at in various ways, llie same head
of expenditure beinu sometimes charired to the Natives and sometimes not. For instance, in Natal the amount is l"^"), 000 only
the
cost of Magistrates and police, etc.. not l)ein^ taken into account in
:

this

liii'ure.

In addition to this total of £484,U(K). therefore, a propoilioji of

405.

amount spent on education, on

Ma<i"istrates and police, on
unpioductive debt, on ])ubiic works not yichliuL:
revenue, on contnd administralioji. anil uenerally. should be debited
to the Natives before it is possible to say precisely Avhat they should
contribute in the augreiiate to the levenue as taxpayers in order to
pay their fair proportion of the total public expenditure.
I

lie

on

interest

406.

'fhe

makinu the recommendations (juoled below,
amouid of yearly hut or poll tax cliar<^ed to the

Commission,

lecognises that the

in

Natives may properly vary in dilferent parts of South Africa, but
has fixed a niinimuni below which it should not fall
That minimum is £1 per auniuu, exclusive of local taxation for l)enelicial
purposes.
407.

The Commission

he \alue of tlie land
occupied by the Natives and of the produce thereof has increased
since the hut tax of 10s. a year now obtaininir in the Cape Colony
and the 14s. a year obtaining in Natal were fixed find that money
is more easily earned by the Natives now than then.
It must,
bo\vever, be considered that the cost of living has increased for the
also

recogjiises

that

I

:

NatiA^es.
408.

The Commission
(1)

That

it is

is

of opinion

:

necessary to impose direct taxation upon the

Natives.

imposed

means

(2)

That direct taxation can
poll tax or hut tax.

(8)

That such tax should not be less than 11 per year, payable
hy every male adult Native, with an ;i(lditional £1 for

l)e

In

of a

J

every wife after the
(4)

best

first.

That the following be exempt
((/)

Farm

:

—

servants in bona Jidc and continuous employ-

ment.
(6) Natives domiciled within
local taxes.

any urban area who pay
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In addition to the taxation referred to above, the Commission
in favour of the extension of the principle of local taxation for
beneficial purposes on the lines of the Glen Grey Act.
is

410.

These resolutions do not touch the question, which was fully
discussed in Commission, of whether rent should be charged to the
Natives for the land given up to their use and occupation. The
majorit}' of the Commission are opposed to the idea of rent being
The resolutions
charged to Natives on locations and reserves.
recommend a change wherever the present tax is less than the
minimum named therein, e.g., in the Cape Colony, Natal, and the
Bechuanaland Protectorate
but a minority of the Commission
urge that above and beyond this change in detail, there is the
greater question of whether the Natives should be required, or not,
The Commission has affirmed
to pay rent for the land they occupy.
the principle that rent should be paid in the case of squatters on
Crown lands, and in the case of the Natives holding under
individual tenure what is now location or reserve land.
;

411.

In the opinion of the minority, this principle is sound and
should be extended, wherever possible, to all land in the use or
occupation of Natives, such as Native locations or reserves, together
with the further principle that the rent should be based on the
producing value of the land.

412.

The minority referred to does not consider that a rent charge
by the State could be properly described as taxation, being a
payment for value like any other rent. The subject is introduced
here because of its collateral bearing upon the matter of taxation,
and its direct bearing upon the question of whether the Natives
contribute adequately to the State for the benefits they receive from

Among

these benefits, not the least is the peaceful use
of large tracts of country, aggregating 141,100,800
acres, throughout South Africa, free of rent.

the State.

and occupation

413.

of the Commission believes that to do away with
land to Natives would be to strike at the root of much that is
most unsatisfactory in Native life tribalism, communal occupation
of land, polygamy, inertness, the comparative unprogressiveness of
the mass, the absence of the desire for or incentive to agricultural
or industrial paid labour and that coupled with the right of purchase and sale of land among themselves, leading in time to larger
individual holdings, the change would in a relatively short time
reduce the number of Natives tied to the locations and reserves,
release a large number for work more valuable to themselves and
to the country, and would immensely raise the manner of living
and the habits of the Natives remaining on the locations and

The minority

fi-ee

—

—

reserves.
414.

,

minorit}' recommends that hand in hand with the levying
on land and out of the greatly increased revenue which
would thereby accrue, a lil)eral encouragement and endowment of

The

of rent

schools, industrial training institutions, iriigalion works, roads,
railways, hospitals and other schemes and works likely to raise the
standard of Native life and to increase their efficiency as economic
units in the State, should be given.

S9

tiEPoii'r.

415.

The Commissioners toniiino the minority claim thai the
cliaiifje would brin<: tiie Natives under the pressure of
the law 'If a man does not work neither shall ho eat. and by
(loin<> so would set in motion certain potent forces which would
start the Native races of this country on the upward road more
than any legislation which i-ould he devised.
siig<festecl

'

416.

The view of the majority of the Commission on the subject of
the tenure of land by Natives in what are known as reserves
distinctly ditfers from that set forth above.
The majority reject as
liistoiically incorrect the view that such land lias been j^ven up
foi- the use of the X;itives without the existence of any antecedent
ri^dit on their part.
With the exce^jtiou of certain cases in which
land has been jfranted to Native tribes as an act of tjracc or in
reward for special services (c..^.. as was done for the Fingos in what
is now known as Finycdand). the people are at present in occupation
of the ancestral land held by their forefathers. Often the area of
this ancestral land has been restricted and several of the tribes
occupy considerably less than the extent of country formerly held
by them.
In the main the Natives have distinct ri<>:hts which
should be regarded as I'iuhts of ownership, and there is no justification for the assumption that they ought to be regarded as in
occupation merely as tenants at will of the Crown and subject to
the payment of annual rent for the use and (>njoymcnt of the land.
These tribes came under European g(jvernment in most cases by
peaceful annexation and did not understand that the transfer of
sovereign rights to the Crown involved the surrender or forfeiture
of land ownership. Therefore, a special tax based on land values
and on the assumption that the Natives have been provided w^ith
land and shoiild pay rent foi- it. would be unjust and would ])e so
bv them.
rejinrded
^j-1"

417.

The taxation of the Native should be based upon considerations as to what may be deemed to be an adequate
contribution, with a due regard to his means and capacity to contribute to the revenue, and to the pi-oportion of public expenditure
which may be chargeable to Native administration. Any form of
indirect taxation alone would not be effective in dealing with a
people who at present are only commencing to develop a necessity
Native
for the taxable commodities of European civilised life.
contributions to revenue have, therefore, to be supplemented by
direct taxation, and the form of hut tax or poll tax applied where
they are domiciled and where they occupy the land is the most
convenient and equitable.
•

418.

The majority of the Commission deprecate the view that any
calculation of the amount of land in occupation of Natives can be
based upon the total aica of reserves referred to in the argument of
The total of
the minority and shown in Annexure No. 8.
square
less
than
127,G:}0
an
area
of
no
includes
miles
sq\iai-e
220,470
miles in the J'.echuanaland Protectorate which has already been described ill this Ueport as "much of U waterU-ss and unproductive,"
and which

carries a ])o])ulation of 7S to tlie s(|uare mile.

The

table

AniK'XUre No. S shows tlie densit\ of the |>()pnIation on the
remainder of the reserves as varying from (iSOin Souiiiern IJIiodesia
Excluding the extreme
to 132-81 in tlu^ Orange IMver' Colony.
figures, the density of the population in reserves in the Cape
in
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Colony, Natal, the Transvaal, and Basutolancl is such, that the
majority regard the conclusion that 2.458,281 of the Native population are occupying 141.100.800 acres of land as fallacious and
calculation as to distribution of land that may
misleading.
more appropriately be made is that 4.652,662 Natives are allotted
in South Africa 220,470 square miles of land as against 694.303
square miles owned by 1,680,529 Europeans and others.

A

419.

Tlu' Xat;il rt'pi-fst'ntatives ilo nut cuiKnr with
on taxation, with the exception of tht' first
Tlii-v are of ojiinion, liowevcr. in

view of the

tlie

resolutiuiis of the

(

Viinniissiuii

two chiuses with wliich they agree.

inci'ea.se in

wages and

in the cost of

who

reside on
and reserves and who do not pay rent,
are under-taxed at the present time where the hut tax is less than £1 i>er hut
annually. Thej' therefore agree that where the present hut tax is less than
+;i it should l)e lirought up to that figure as a niaxiuium, excejit in the case
of Natives in locations and reserves as already stated, in which case they
aduiinisti-ation, tliat Natives generally, biat especially

lands set apart for

think that the

As an

them

maximum

tiiose

as locations

should be

I^Os.

would be in favour of a poll tax
per annum payable l)y all male Natives above the age of IS and under
.")(!
years residing on locations or reserves whei-e no rent is ]niid, ])rovidetl
(hat Chiefs and Heatlmen. who liil ofKcial (lositions, are exemjjted, and that
poll tax takes the place of hut tax and any oliligation to render compulsory
of

alternative to the paynjent of hut tax. they

£1

service.

In

where Natives are calletl upon to render compulsory labour,
they are of opinion that this obligation should cease on the imposition of
increased taxation up to and above £1 per annum.

resi)ect of Natal,

REPRESENTATION.
420.
.

421.

Under their ancient tribal svstem the Native people •were not
without representntion ;ind the wishes of the tiilx' at ;ill times
played an important part in guiding the policy of the Chief's
government.

With the excei^tioii of the military autocracies established over
the Zulus by Tshnka, over the Matnbele by Unizilikazi. find by
CmsAvazi in Swaziland, the rule of Native Chiefs in South Africa
was not so irresponsible as it is generally believed to have l)een.
Their will Wfis tempered and to a very large extent controlled by ;i
Council so weighty and intluciitifd that no step of serious tribnl
importance Avas t;iken until tlie whole matter had been discusseil
by it at h-ngtli. This Ctjuncil consisted of advisers of the Chief
generally spoken of as Councillors. Certfiinly they were such, but
they Avere mucJi more
they were the direct representatives of
the pe(jple's wish, and in the very considernble freedom of
speech permitted to them at their gatherings the popuhir voice
found means of expression. ACouncillor was not formally Mppointed,
simply l)eeoming such as his opinion at the pidjlic gatherings increased in weight and as he ac(piired populai- inlluence he grew
to
be accepted more and more as representative of a section
of the tribe.
It might
])e
courage and warlike achieve;

numts. wealth, skill in public debate, penetration in unravelling the
windings of Native law suits, or other personal attributes
which made him a representative and public man. At their

intricate
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homes the Councillors wcu' rccd^^iUM'daN ;iil)iti;il()i> in ci\ (li>puU's.
A few of thorn weu" always to l)e found
tiie (ircal Haee. where
il

iit

they lai-yely i-elieved the

('liief of liic Ijuiden of Judieial eross([uestionings mul assisted him in the FiXeeutive, ruHillin;; many of
ihc duties of ^finisteis under more advanced forms of "government.
Thei-e was. of coui-se. no form of eh-elion. but sufTicient has been
said to show that liie ('(juneil was distinctly representative of tinpeople's voice.
No soonei- did any matter of concern to the tribe
ai'ise than the Councillois were summoned, no important action
being taken until it iiad hwu fully discussed in all its bearings.

As Euro])ean yovernmenl

422.

old machin;My

supersedi'd

that

the

of

Chiefs

perhaps in JJasutoland,
where, under a new name, the National Council presided over
by the TJesident ('ommissioner maintains to a large extent the
tradition of the past.
Councils still meet under tlic presidency of
Chiefs in JJritish Jk-chuanaJand and the Pj-otcctorate, and affairs of
minor im})()rtanc(' are (h-cided by them.
llie

423.

424.

fell

into disuse, save

'I'he present position in South Africa cannot he considered as a
whole without regard to the various forjns of governnuMit obtaining
in the several Colon it's and Possessions.

Those are :—

Cape Colony

)

Natal

\

)Self -go verning

Southern Khodesia.

Colonies.

TJoyal Charier with Legislature partly elective.

Transsaal

Crown

Colonies.

Orange Kiver Colony
Basutoland
iJechiumaland
(

125,

Protectorates.

I'lotci-toliltC)

In Kasutoland and the iJochuanalaml Protectorate the Natives
have not been disturbed in their tribal form of government, though
legislative po^ver is removed from the Chiefs and centred in the
in these Territories, as in the Crown Colonies,
llig'h Commissioner,
the Natives have a useful chain of communication with the supreme
authority thiough the officers appointed lo managi- tlu'iii and conduct,

them. Cenerally speaking, these oflicers consist
n l>asutoland, however,
of Commissioneis. Magistrates and othei-s.
a furthei- means of ascertaining the opinions of the people is
provided in the Council ali-eacly refeired to consisting of ItMJ
selected Native representatives.
affairs jclaling to

I

426.

In the Crown Colonies there is a menil)er of the Executive
Council responsible for Native affairs. In Natal. Transvaal and
Ehodesia the Governor or Administrator is Supreme Chief.

—

:
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that in the Crown Colonies and in
the Protectorates above-mentioned the interests of the Natives are
safeguarded.

428.

Under Eesponsible Government a Minister, who
Parliament, has control of Native affairs.

429.

conditions, in addition to being a British subject,
born or naturalised, governing the franchise in the Cape Colony,

The Commission

is satisfied

is

a

Member

of

The main

Rhodesia and Natal

may

CAPE COLONY

be here given

:

RHODESIA :—

and

Age

...

...

21 years.

Sex

...

...

Male.

Education

...

...

Ability to write name, address
occupation.

^

alternative:

Property,

and

Occupation of building, or land, or
both, for 12 months ^in Rhodesia
6 months), to value of £75.
Receipt for 12 months of wages at
rate of £50 per annum.

Land held on communal tenure and under Glen Grey
Act

title

may

not be brought into computation.

NATAL :—
Age

...

Sex

...

.

21 years.

.

Male.

...

/^Possession of

immovable property

to value of £50, or rental
yearly value of £10.

Property,

alternative

of

.<

of £8 per mensem, or £96
per annum, and three years'

Income

residence.

Special
Qualifications

Residence

...

12 years in Natal.

Exemption

...

7 years

from Native Law.

'

for Natives

Certiticate of

^

good character.

Consent of the Governor.
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follo\vin<; particulars aro quotoil

returns relative to

In the

ro<i;istered

voters

from the

latest official

:

CAPE COLONY:—

Number

of voters in 1895

Number

of voters in 1899

Number

of voters in 1908

...

90,985

.

119.788

...

1.85.1()8

.

Statistics relating to race (listri])ution of voters in 1908

a
1

:
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—

not so material to compare the two systems the one giving'
and the other restricting as to weigh the prospects if the
Xatives, within whose comfortable reach the qualification is now
deemed to be. are to have the franchise accessible in equal degree
European commnnity over whom they propoiidci-Mte so
with
It is

—

freely

;i

larg('ly in numbei-s.

433.

Tlie Native popuhition of the Cape Colony is about a million
half, out of which a (juarter of a million are adult male
Natives and potential voters. The present number of Native voters
is, thei'efore. the merest fringe of the impending mass, and in view
of this fact the full magnitude and gravity of the question may be
apprehended.
few of the witnesses claimed that full and equal
political I'ights should be granted to all classes of men fulfilling the
necessary franchise qualifications, and they urged that anxiety on
the score of disproportions might be relegated to the distant future.

and a

A

434.

435

436.

These views are not shared by the Commission which recognises
that a situation has arisen requiring fair but resolute treatment, a
situation not oidy immediately unsatisfactory but ])regnant with
future danger.
In the Cape Colony the Natives have been admitted to the
Iranchise on equal terms, with the result that in the Eastern
Divisions such as Victoria East, Fort Beaufort, Somerset East,
Queenstown. Wodehouse, Aliwal North, and Tembuland. the Native
voters by throwing their weight in favour of one or other of the
two European parties now existing can already determine the issue
of any election.

There are other constituencies in which the Native voters are

numerous

to exercise a strong intlnence in any election,
and in the present state of parties the Native vote lias acquired an
excessive importance. The growing power of the Native vote is
not confined to these Eastern divisions. On the contrary, the
sufHiciently

movement westward
inland towns
Native voters

is
;

of these people towards

noteworthy.

tlie seaports and
Port Elizabeth already has 1.114

Cape Town,\Voodstock and Wynberg.

47<S

:

Humans-

dorp,
Victoria West, 4(). In five only out of the 4(i constituencies
of the Cape Colony are there no Native voters.
Further, the
{|ualitications for the franchise are becoming more easy of attainment by the Natives. Higher wages are being earned by tin; unskilled labourer, education is spreading fast, and the liolding of
<S(

I

;

I'^rom this it is clear
lixed ])roperty is becoming more common.
that in the near future Native voters in at least some of the conCnder such circumstituencies will outnumber the Europeans.
stances tlie voting of the fntui'e may pi'oceed upon race lines and
no one acquainted with the conditions of life in South Africa will
hesitate to say that a conflict would then arise fatal to the good
relations which have upon Ihe whole hitherto existed between
white and black in this country.
The wise course, therefore,
is by forethought and timely provision in the interests of all classes
It isc(>i'tain that
to avoid the evil already looming in the distance.
the Europeans in any constituency will not rest content to be repremember returned against their
sented in their Legislatni-e by
t^'ishes by tlu' Native vote ah)ne. and it is equally certain that
throughout South Africa the Europeans will not tolerate in anv
;i
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Legislature a Ministry dependent upon m majority
members OAvinc tlioir seats to tlic Native electorate.

The Commission has duly

487.

another

icyai-dcd

consistiii'.;

as])e('t

of

of

this

question, that is the dcsirahilily of cxtenilinu to ho Natives in some
parts of South Africa franchise ])rivilet;('s which hithei'to they have
not enjoyed there.
1

438.

In Rhodesia the law is the .same as in tlu' Cajx' Colony, and
therefore, heen dealt with: l)ut at present there are only ."il
Native voters. In Natal, after many years of nominal accessibility
of franchise ri.ohts. only two Native voters tigure on the rolls.
In
iias,

the Transvaal and Orange River Colony, under Republican administration the Natives had no vote.
One ol)ject of the Commission's
recinnmendations is to secui-e in due time in these Colonies also a
measure of representation to the Natives, which liitherto has not
been accorded to tbi'm. In favour of this it may l)e urj^ed that
they are rising in the scale of civilisation they are in many cases
increasingin material Avealth. inoludingthe holding of land they are
becoming good workers in mines and more oi- less skilled in other
industries
they contribute* to the reveniie in direct and indirect
taxation
their labour is a valual)lo economic factor in Soiith
Africa, and for tliese reasons their interests should be represented
in the legislative bodies of the country, othervvisi' such interests
might unduly suffer for lack of expression and p\U)licity.
:

:

;

;

439.

The

440.

Commission

has the fullest confidence that once
in respect of Natives is placed
upon a fair
and permanent basis throughout South Africa, more attention will
be given to educational and other interests of Natives Avhich
hitherto have rathei' been in the background or have been ])rejudiced by the more obtrusive qtiestion of their political status.
tli(s

franchise

The Commission recognises its responsibility in tendering
advice on the subject of the political status of the Natives throughTn Cape
out South Africa, which involves a twofold change, r/'z.
Colony and Rhodesia the limitation of existing rights and in the
other Colonies the creation of practically new rights. The latter is
:

—

;

true of Natal, notwithstanding the present theoreticjd right of the
Natives there to the* franchise, since in piactice it is withheld from

them.
441.

The Commission arrived

at the conclnsion that the ])ossession
Natives under the system existing in the
Cape Colony, which permits it l)eing used in a spirit of rivalry with

of the franchise by the

and antagonism to the lMiro])ean electorate, which makes the
organised Native vote the arbiter in any acute electoral struggle
between political parties, and which as the Native voters increase
numerically will enable them to outvote the Eurojx-ans in certain
parts of the country, is sure to create an intolerable sit ual ion and is
an unwise and dangerous thing.
442.

"On the other hand, the Conunission recoj^nised (hat il was
unnecessary and impi-acticable to take away the franchise fi'om the
Natives where they ;dready had it. all that is needed being to
change the manner in which it should be exorcised. It also felt

—
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that in those parts where the Natives have not in the past had any
votc or any form of elected representation in the Legislatures, it is
likely to be advantageous to the State and conducive to their contentment to give them the same privileges as elsewhere in South
Africa provided that this can be done without conferring on them
political power in any aggressive sense, or weakening in any way
the unchallenged supremacy and authoi'ity of the ruling race,
which is responsible for the country and bears the burden of its
;

government.
443.

Having arrived at these conclusions, the Commission had little
difficulty in deciding upon the. system which it should recommend
The system
for adoption in order to attain the objects in view^
suggested in the resolution which follows hereon is one wdiich has
stood the test of many years" experience in another British Colony,
and it embodies an idea which pervades much of the most thoughtful evidence on the subject led before the Commission. The central
idea of the scheme, in favour of which there is entire unanimity
among the Members of the Commission, is sepai'ate voting by Native
electors only for a fixed number of Members to represent them in the
Legislatures of the country, with the same status as other Members the number and qualifications of such Members to be settled
by each Legislature the number not to be more than sufficient to
provide an adequate means for the expression of Native views and
the ventilation of their grievances, if any, and not to be regulated
by the numerical strength of the Native vote no Native to vote
at the election of any candidate or ^Member who is to represent
Europeans all Colonies and Possessions in South Africa to adopt
the plan as they become self-governing.
;

;

;

;

444.

Among

the results hoped for from the change are

:

of racial strife, on the inevitableness of which
under the existing system in Cape Colony the Commission has already dwelt.

The avoidance

The

freeing of all questions affecting the betterment of
Natives from any considerations of consequent
increase in their political power, and from the resulting
hostility to measures conducive to their progress and
improvement on
the
part of
many Europeans
otherwise friendly to the Native cause.

the

The

direct representation of Native views and interests bv
elected by the Natives themselves, and by them
alone, which has never hitherto been the case.

Members

of a uniform and permanent political
status for the Natives throughout South Africa, otherwise
impossible, giving them a voice in the discussion and
settlement of their att'airs. and removing all grounds for
discontent arising from a comparison of their position in
this respect in ditf erent ( 'olonies.

The establishment

The

direct and continuous exchange of views on questions
affecting the interests of our large Native population,
between the Government and other Members of the
Legislature, and the ]Member or Members elected by the
Natives to represent them,
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It

is

true that

then-

will

siill
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political

Ik'

at

iiitiuoiicfs

work

amon«? the Natives, and partv candidates will still
compete with each other lor their votes, but the Commission has sufficient confidence in the political sa<racity of
the Natives to believe that they will not l)ccome the inere
"

of parties Imt will speedily realise their resi)onsibility
and, appreciating their op])ortunity when retuininy a Member for
themselves, will choose that Meniber wisely. The votes of their
Members in the respective Letrislatures will still count in a division
and will be souj>ht for by contending parties, but. whatever party
triumphs may result from their votes, these will not arouse sucii
racial hatred as must come in time from the system which
makes the Native voter a potential dictator in local elections.

tool

446.

The following nro the resolutions
ii'ferred to
(1

)

of the

Commission

al)ove

:

That in tiie interests of both races, foithe contentment oi
the Native population and bettor consideration of their
interests, it is desirable to allow them some measure (»f
representation in the Legislatures of the country ilnii
such representation should be granted on the following
;

.

lines

and recognise the following

(a) Tliat

no Native shall vote

member

or candidate for

nniin ])rinci])les

:

of any
European has the

the electicjn

in

whom

a

I'ight to vote.
(/>)

That

ol'
such
i-xtent
representatio]i.
nunibei' of memhei's to be granted
to
Native const ituteucies, shall be settled by
each Legislature, and that at least one such seat
should be created in each of the self-governing
Colonies in South Africa now, and In each Colony (jr
Possession as it becomes self -governing.

that

(c)

{(I)

(2.)

is.

the
the

That in each Colony now self-governing, or when it
becomes self-govei-ning, there should be creati'tl an
electoral district or districts in which Native electors
only shall vote for the election of a member or
members to represent them in the Legislature, and
that there should be separate voters' lists and sejiarale
candidates for Natives only, but that this should in
no way affect (lie franchise, the voteis" lists, or the
representation of the lMii-o\)ean comnmnifx- within
such districts,
Tliat the qualiHcation lor the
same as for the JMiropean.

That the

(^ualitication

of the

Native

member

or

votei-

l)e

the

members

to

represent the Natives should be di'termined by each
Legislature..
i.M

Ml. Sauiuelson concurs witli tlie aliovc
tli(- following reservations

rosiiliitioiis (if

tilt'

Commission

snl)jpct

to

:

(1)
i'i)

That the qualification of the voter shall include an ed-ucational
That no Native who is unciviliaed and who is a polygami.^t
eligible as a voter.

test.

shall he
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448.

The Commission submits with this Keport and its Annexures
the original Minutes and other Papers relating to its Proceedings.

We

have the honour

to be.

Your Excellency's most obedient

Servants,

GODFREY LAGDEN,
Chairman.

\V.

E.

STANFORD.

Cape Colony..

Natal

F.

E.

THOMPSON.

S.

O.

SAMUELSON.

..

MARSHALL CAMPBELL.

.7

Orange Rivei
Colony

NO.

QUAYLE DICKSON.

[J.

B.

DE LA HARPE.

J.

C.

KROGH.

J.

A.

Transvaal

THOMAS

Rhodesia

Basutoland

HAMILTON.

...

H. C.

H. M.

C.

SCANLEN.

SLOLEY,

TABERER,
Secretary.

lorsi:

or xVssembly,

Cape Town,
;'Oth

.hmuarv. 1905.

ANNEXURES
TO

REPORT.

SCHEDULE OF

AMEXLKES

TO

EEPOET OF COMMISSION.

1.

Letters issm'il V)y His Kxcclloiicy tlie Hijjli CommissioiiPi' aiipointinj,' the ('oininission, together with two Govcniinont Notices making an alteration in the Conimission

and appointing the Secretary.
2.

8.

I.

fi.

Letter from His Excellency the High Comniissioiicr to the
Se])temher. 11*0;!. transmitting liis Commission.

Ohaii'inaii, ilaied

"21

st

Printed Paper, showing Heails and Order of Evidence.
Printed Pa])er. showing Questions on which

iiarliciilars

Interim Kejmrts of the Commission, dated re8i)ectivcly
June, hm.

were sought.
Itii

Decemhei',

P.iit;>.

anil

(;th

G.

Alphalietical Li.si of Witnesses, arranged according to Countries in which Evidence
togetlier with a List of I'ersons invited to give l-'vidence, luit who were
unaliU' to attend.

was taken

7.

,S.

:

l'o]nilation

Return of the various South African Colonies and Territories, PJOl.

Polygamy
Return of Den.sity per Scpuirc Mile of Native Population in Reserves.
and Lahoui' Return. Ma])s show in;: Extent of Land occupied by or reserved for
Natives, as follows
.Sf<.

Hb.

Natal.

tSc.

Transvaal.

Sf/.

Orange River Colony.

Si?.
S/".

',1.

It.

:

Cape Colony.

Southern Rhodesia.
Bechuanaland Protectorate.

•turn of X;iti\eTaxati<ili,

.

ANNEXURES TO HEPORT OF COMMISSION.

Report of Commission.

ANNEXURE

No.

1.

HIGH rOMMTSSIONKR-S NOTICK
Notice

Hereby Given

is

of

the

7(1

N...

<,f

CommiPsion

following

l'.lii;5.

issued

!>>•

the

High

Commissioner.

By Command

High Commiseioner.

of His Excellency the

(Sgd.)

C.

H.

RODWKLL.

Acting Imperial Secretary.

Johannesburg,
22ud September, 190.1

COMMISSION.
By His Excellency the Hich
To

Sir

Godfrey Lagden, K.C.M.G.

Sir

Thomas

Commi.*<si<)ner.

:

Scanlen, K.C.M.G.

Samuel Olaf Samuelson, Esquire
Hon. Marshall Campbell, Escjuire, M.L.C. (Natal)
Walter E. Stanford, Esquire, C.M.G.
:

:

Francis Roljert Thompson, E8<juire, M.L.A. (Cape Colony)

James Alexander Hamilton, Esquire
Johannes Christoffel Krogh, Esquire
Captain Quayle Dickson

;

:

;

;

StephanuB Jacobz, Esquire

:

and

Herbert Cecil Sloley, Esquire.

Greeting

.-

Whereas at the Customs Conference held at Bloemfontein during the Ninth of
March, 1903, the following resolution was passed
:

"

That in view of the coming Federation of South African Colonics it is desirable
that a South African Commission be constituted to gather accurate information on certain affairs relating to the Natives and Native ailminstration and to
offer recommendations to the several Govei'nnicnts concerned with the object
of arriving at a common understanding on ()uesti(ins of Native policy.
to consist of two representatives from each of the Colonies and
one each from Rhodesia and Rasutolan<l with the addition of a Chairman to
be nominated by the High Commissioner."

Such Commission

And Whereas

the Governments of Cape Colony, Natal, the Transvaal, the Orange
River Colony, Southern Hhodesia, and l^asutoland have in pursuance of the aforesaid
resolution respectively noiuiiiated representatives to the said Conference from the said
Colonies and Territories, to wit
:

From

Ca})e

Colony

:

Walter E. Stanford, Esquire, and
Francis Robert Thompson, Esquire, M.L.A.

From

Natal

;

—

Samuel Olaf Samuelson, Es(|uire, and
Hon. Marshall Campbell, Esquire, M.L.C.

From

the Transvaal

:

James Alexander Hamilton, Esquire, and
Johannes ChriBtoffel Krogh, Esquire.
From the Orange River Colony
Captain Quayle Dickson, and
:

Stephanus Jacobz, Esquire.

—
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From Rhodesia
Sir Thomas

:

—

'

Scaulen, K.C.M.G.

Frnin Basutolaiid
Herbert Cecil Sloley, Esquire.
:

Now KNOW YE

that I, reposing great confidence in your zeal, knowledge and
have authorised and appointed, and do by these presents authorise and a])point
you the said Godfrey T.agden, Thomas Scaulen. Samuel Olaf Samuelson, Marshall
Campbell, Walter E. Stanford, Francis Robert Thompson, .Tames Alexander Hamilton,
Johannes Christoffel Krogh. Quayli' Dickson, Stephanue Jacobz, and Herbert Cecil Sloley
to be my Commissioners, and you the said Godfrey Lagden to be Chairman, for the
purposes mentioned in the aforesaid Resolution, and more especially to eni|uire into and
report on the following matters
ability,

:

The

2.

and condition of the Natives the lines on which their natural
advancement should proceed their education, industrial training and labour.
The tenure of land by Natives and the obligations to the State which it entails.

1.

status

;

;

Law and

3.

Native

4.

The prohibition

ri.

Native Marriages.

6.

The extent and

And

Administration.
of the sale of liquor to Natives.

effect of

polygamy.

do hereby desire and re(iue8t that you, or any five or more of you, do, as soon
as the same can conveniently be done, using all diligence, report to me in writing your
proceedings by virtue of this Commission.
I

And I further will and direct, and by these presents ordain, tliat this Commission
shall continue in force until you shall have finally rei)orfed upon the matters aforesaid,
and that you the said
or otherwise, until this Commission shall be by me revokeil
Commissioners or any five or more of you shall sit from time tu time at such place or
places as you shall find necessary for the purposes aforesaid
:

:

do hereby direct and appoint that yoti have lii)erty to report to me your
several proceedings from time to time, and at such places aforesaid as the same or any
part thereof may respectively be completed and perfectetl.

And

I

In Witness whereof
September, 1903.

I

have caused this Commission

to

be issued this 22nd dav of

God Save the King.
Given under my Hand and Seal
Nine hundred and Three.

this

Twenty-second day of September, One Tliousand
(Sgd.~)

ARTHUR LAWLEY.
High Commissioner.

High Commissioner's Notice No. 86

of 1903.

It 18 HEREBY NOTIFIED for general information that .Tohan Bestendigde la Harpe.
Esquire, has been appointed to be one of the Representatives of the Orange River Colony
on the Inter-Colonial Native Affairs Commission in the place of Stephanus .Jacob/.,
Esquire, resigned.

By Command

of His Excellency the

High Commissioner,

(Sgd.)

C.

H.

ROD WELL,
Acting Imperial Secretary.

Johannesburg,
21st October, 1903.

High Commissioner's Notice No. 73

It

is

HEREBY XOTIFIBD

for

public

of 1903

information, with

reference

to

the

High

Commissioner's Notice No. 70 of 22nil September, that Henry Melville Taberer, Esquire,
has been appointed Secretary fo the Inter-Colonial Native Affairs Commission.
By Command of His Excellency the High Commissioner.
(Sgd.)

C.

H.

RODWELL.
Acting Imperial Secretary.

Johannesburg,
24th Septembtr,
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ANNEXURE

No.

2.

High ComraiHsioner's

Office,

.lohanneHburg,
21it Septenibpr,

IW\.

No. 4424 03.

I.S.

8tr,

forward to you a f'ommisBion iippoiiitirij,' you to he Chairman
constituteil in terms of Resolution 1(1 passed at the
(>istomB (Jonference held at Bloemfontein in Marcii last.
I

have the hononr

of an Inter-Colonial

to

Commission

That Conference was composed of leading ])olitical represe)>tative8 from the Colonies
Africa, and I n«ed hardly say that I attach great weight to the
recommen<lations which after careful delilteration they made.

of

British South

The Resolution above-mentioned was

in the following

terms

:

in view of the coming Federation of South African Colonies it is desirable
that a Soutii African ('ominission be constituted to gather accurate information on certain all'airs relating to the Natives and Native Administi-ation and
to offer recoininenilations to the several (xovernments concerned witli the
object of arriving at a common understanding on (|uestions of Native |)olicy.
Such Commission to consist of two representatives from each of the Colonies
and one each from Rhodesia and Basutoland, with the addition of a Chairman

"That

to

be nominated by the High Commissioner."

of this important question is by no means free from difficulty
and form of administration adopted liy the various Governments
together with the liabits, customs, and cliaracteristics of the Native people, are known
It is hardly, therefore, to be expected, even with
to he in many reH)>ects divi'i-genl.

The consideration

The

laws,

i)olicy,

everv desire to make concessions in order to arrive at a common understanding, that
entire reconciliation can be effected where the territorial circumstances and conditions
present so much disparity and where systems, the growth of many years, have been
established and maintained during the process of evolution.
In furtherance of its object the Commission will discuss uniler such headings an<l
such order as it may consider advisal)le any question brought forward by yourself as
Chairman or by the other members acting on behalf of the Governments which thiy
in

respectively represent.

There are, however, some subjects in particular
jiretation of the Bloemfontein C<mference lead me to

and which

I

which my opinion and my interthink are of paramount importance,

therefore submit for detiuite consideration.

—
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They
1.

2.

are

:

The status and condition of the Natives. The lines on which natural advancement should proceed. Education. Industrial training. Labour.

The tenure

of land

and Native administration.

and the obligations

to the State

i).

Native

4.

Li(juor prohibition.

3.

Native marriages, succession and inheritance.

6.

The extent and

lav^^

effect of

which

it

entails,

polygamy.

Tliese subjects are not necessarily placed in the order
desire to consider them.

which the Commission may

advisability of obtaining information on many important points by means of
statements from the Governments concerned, and from individuals, and of
inviting the attendance of persons whose evidence is considered likely to be of value, is
a question which you will no doubt bring forward for discussion at an early stage of the
proceedings. The attendance of any private European individuals who may be required
as witnesses may be obtained by your direct invitation as Chairman of the Commission
that of otficials or Natives should be sought through the head of the Government under
which they are employed or reside. The expenses of such witnesses will be defrayed by
joint contribution of the Colonies concerned.

The

vvritten

;

It is not possible to estimate the time during which the Commission is likely to be
occupied and circumstances may preclude the possibility of completing in one or two
sessions the important task entrusted to it.
In order, therefore, .that the various
Governments may be kept informed of the progress of the work I request that j'ou will
furnish me, in the event of adjournment, with the minutes of proceedings up to date
and a report of any conclusions which may have been arrived at. The Commission will
finally present a complete report of the whole proceedings accompanied by its
observations and its general recommendations upon the whole subject of reference.
I desire in conclusion to express the hope that the proceedings of the Inter-Colonial
Native Affairs Commission niaj' be marked by the same spirit of amity and co-operation
which formed so gratifying a feature of the Conference recently presided over by Lord
Milner at Bloemfontein, and that the result of its labours may be to provide one more
stepping-stone towards the federation of British South Africa.

I

have the honour

to be,

Sir.

Your most

ol)edient Servant,

(Sd.)

ARTHUR LAWLEY,
High Commissioner.

A.N.NEXUItES TO

UEPOHT OF COMMISSION.

ANNEXURE

No. 3

SODTH AFRICAN NATIVE AFFAIKS COMMISSION.

HEADS OF EVIDENCE
FOK

EXA^IINATION OF WITNESSES.
— Land Tenure.
— Marriage Laws and Customs.

1.

2.

.5.

().

and Inheritance.

— Administration of Local Affairs.

3.

4.

Suece.^siun

— Franchise.
— Native Labour.
— EdncUion, Heli^'inn

(its

influence on the charactiT and well-bein;^ of the Natives),

and Industrial
7.

S.

— Laws affecting Natives and
— Taxation

'Fraiinng.

tiieir

Ailministration.

Tribal System.

:

(a) Direct.

(/>)

Indiri'Ct (with regard to the

consumption of

dutial)le

goods), and

contributions.
9.

10.

— Liijuor Traffic.
— The Status and Condition of the Native.

His earning power anil resources.

other

'
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ANNEXURE

No.

4.

SOUTH AFRICAN NATIVE AFFAIRS COMMISSION.
QUESTIONS.
(1)

With what Natives

(2)

What

or Native tribes are 5'ou
familiar ?
How long have you resided in
South Africa ?

(9)

(a) Wliat has been the effect of the education
of Natives in respect to

Industrial Habits

(t.)
is

your knowledge or experience of the

employment

or control of Natives or
administration of Native Affairs

How

!-

(3) Deserihe briefly the conditions of land trnure

among the Natives with whom
you are best acquainted. What are your
views on the land question as affecting the
Natives ? Do you favour the communal
obtaining

or individual sj-stem of land tenure
State your reasons for the views you hold.

.'

and progress of the

(men and women) of
Polygamy
The customs connected with

Natives
(o)
(li)

(10) In what respects do you consider the laws
affecting Natives and their administration
are faulty, and in what ways c;in you

(fi)

known

arc the existing laws of Native succession and inheritance with which you are
acquainted ? Are they satisfactory ?
If

what changes do you suggest

If

of

be given
(11) (a)

?

?

Does the Native contribute fairly by
direct and indirect taxation towards
the State

there in operation any sjiecial system,
apart from tribal organisation, by which
the Native people with whom you are

acquainted administer their local affairs ?
If so, jilease descril^e it, and say with what
'''
results it operates.
Suggest" changes if vou
think anv advisable

(/;)

?

What goods

does he consume, and what
does he contribute in forms other than

taxation

':

-

'^'

(7)

.'

you are acquainted with the workings
any tribal systems state their aflvantages
or disadvantages, and the extent to which
Government recognition and support should

Native

as " ilobolo," " ikasi,"

What

Is

amendment

suggest

or " bohadi."

not,

desir?

;

Marriages

(5)

comprise

it

influence has the teaching of the
Christian religion exercised upon the
Native mind and character ? Has it
tended to advance their
material
welfare ?

':

indu.stry,

training

What should

What

(U)

laws and customs in regard to
marriages obtaining among the Natives
with whom you are acquainted. Should
the State recognise such marriages
If so,
to what extent, and for what reasons ?
What are the influences ui)on the moral

far is industrial
?

encouraged or supported liy the State ?
What is your opinion of the State-aided
or other systems of education- with
which you are acquainted ?

the

character,

?

To
what extent and for what reasons do
you
think
education
should
be

able

(4) State

General usefulness

(it.)

the

'

Are the Natives you are dealing with in these
answers eligible to qualify as Parliamentary
electors
If so, do Native voters exercise
their right intelligently and independently
Plea.se btate whether you are in favour of
Parliamentary and Municipal Franchise for
Nalives and if so, subject to what (jualificat ions (property, wages and educational).
Give your reasons.
!'

(12)

Are you

in

of the sale
to

(13)

Natives

What

i^

favour of the total prohibition
and supply of alcoholic liquors
'-

Give your reasons.

your opinion of

':

(o)

The

status

and condition of the Native

men and women compared
20 years ago

that

to

of

;

:

ih)

Their present resources

c)

Their earning power

{d)

Their cost of living

(

:

:

(S) Is ditficulty

experienced in procuring a sufBi-ient siipj)ly of Native labour ?
If this
difficulty
exists,
is
it
diminishing or
increasing and. in your view, from what
causes
Is farming or any local industry
at jjre.sent sutlering from want of labour or
;

(14)

:-

from the

cost of the

same

.-

What

in your view, will, in future, become
of the surplus Native population for which
no reserved land may be available
.-

What

are the
rates of wages in the various claeses of
labour
Can the labour supply be increased
by a change in the rate of wage ?
':

r

Have yon suggestions

of a definite nature to
offer on any other points?
{Vidi' List (if
Su/i/rrfs ritlar/nr/.']

(15)
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ANNEXURE

No.

11

5.

Qaeenetown,
4th December, 1903.

hi/rnm

Rrjiiirl

coiisli/ulnl
(in

III/

<</'

thr

//(.s-

Sniit/i

A/riran

K.rrrUi'ury

Extraordinary Issue of

tlir Hif//i

l/ir

To His Kxcem.knc^y thk
^r.iy

it

pli-asp

••

IntrrCnlnnidl Xatire .tffnirs
CiDitmissimii'r for Sontlt Afrira

Official

Hii:m

Gazette" dntrd

tite

(''jnuiiixsinn.
In/

Xntice in

iiSnd Srjitiinbrr. I'JOC.

Commissioner for Soi-th

Ai-RrcA.

Your Excellency,

In terin.s of tlu' roiiiniissions is.'^iioi! l>y tli(> Hijrli f'oninii.'^siotipr ami hy tlio fJovernor
of each C<>li)ny an<l Dependency rei)reseMti'(|, tlic Cliairman and Meniliei-H apiiointed
thereby met on 29th September, r.K)."), at Capetown and havin".' deliberated, adopted
methods of jjrocedure.
In Your Excellency's Letter of the 2l8t September, 190.3, addressetl to the Chairman
of the Commission, it was directed in order to keep the various Governments informed
of the proprress of the work that in the event of adjournment a report should he

submitted with any conclusion which may have been arrived at, together with the
Minutes of proceedings np to <iHte. Copy of the Minutes of Proceedings is appended.

ANNEXURE

"A."

In view of the profound importance of the subject j'our Commissioners realised at
an early stage of their hibours that in order to attain tiie object <lesired it was essential
to seek and admit full evidence, oral and written, from tiiose competent to give it. and
to visit, not only each of the Colonies and Territories concerned, but those centres in
each where different conditions obtain.

ANNEXURE

" B."

The lines upon which the examination of witnesses shouhl proceed were then
determined, and heads of evidence to be taken were drawn ii)) and jiublished, together
with a series of cpiestiona to wliich written replies should l>e invited.
These iitiestions,
i)f which co])ies are attached, have been widely circulated throughout South
Africa, and
are eliciting valuable information.
It became manifest that the progress of the work would be hampered and
impeded
unless and until some comparative iligest could be nnide of all the laws and regulations
relating to Natives now of force in the various States and Dependencies of British South
Thereujxm arrangements were made to meet this want, and a digest which
Africa.
cannot fail hereafter to be of permanent value, is in course of preparation.

at Cape Town the evidence of witnesses conversant with
Colonial Natives' affairs, and visited certain locations established in thai
tieighbourhooil for the housing and accommodation of large numbers of domiciled and
migratory Natives emjiloyed thereabouts.

The Commission heard

Cape

The Commission then jiroceeded to the Eastern Province of the Cape Colony with
King William's Town as a centre to which, during the period from the 2nd to the
2(ith November, further witnesses were called and evidence taken particularly upon the
subject of the Native land settlements and administrative features peculiar to British
Kaftraria.
It was there that, in the year I6n',>, Governor Sir George Cathcart inaugurated the
system of individual land tenure, under which a considerable amount of ground is still
Visits were paid to certain land settlements at Middledrift and elsewhere, to the
held.
Municipal locations, and to the native industrial institutions at Lovedale, in the District

of Victoria East.

—
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Proceeding from King William's Town on the 26th November to East London,
further evidence was taken and inspection made at that place of the large Native location,
Thence the Commission
containing 11,000 persons, controlled by that Municipality.
journeyed via Queenstown to Lady Frere, in the District of Glen Grey, and there
investigated the system of Native land tenure and local self-government, established in
1894, under the Glen Grey Act of the Cape Colony, hearing evidence as to the results
and working of the Act and inspecting many of the allotments. The Commission then
paid a visit to the mission settlement at Mount Arthur, and returned to Queenstown.
It has been decided by the Commission to adjourn on this date, and to re-assemble
on the 15th of February, 1904, at Kei Road, in the Cape Colony, for the purpose of
proceeding to the Transkeian territories.

The Commission is unanimously of opinion that it would be premature to express
views upon the various subjects of reference until full opportunity has been afforded of
gaining information of a comparative character in other Colonies, which may form the
basis of general conclusions from which recommendations may be offered.

P.O.

Box

909,

Durban,

June

6th, 1904.

the South African Inter-Colonial Native Affairs Commission,
His Excellency the High Commissioner for South Africa, by Notice
in an Extraordinary Issue of the " Official Gazette," dated September 22nd. 1903.

Interim Report of
constituted by

To His Excellency the High Commissioner for South Africa.
May

it

please

Your Excellency,

Interim Report, dated Queenstown, December 4th, 1903, your
Commissioners stated that in view of the profound importance of the subject under
reference, and in order to attain the object desired, it was essential to seek and admit
full evidence, oral and written, from those competent to give it, and to visit not only
each of the Colonies and Territories concerned, but also those centres in each where
In

the

first

different conditions obtained.

In pursuance of this policy, the Commission determined, upon re-assembly, to
continue its investigations in the Cape Colony, and for that purpose met on March 11th
last, at Kei Road, in the Eastern Province.

Proceeding thence by land transport through the Transkeian Territories,where the mass
of the Native population of the Cape Colony reside, the Commission took, en route, the
evidence of many witnesses, including prominent officials, missionaries, professional
men, farmers, traders. Native chiefs, and headmen. This step proved of great value as
offering an opportunity to study the features of administration in those territories where
individual land tenure and local self-government have been partially established.

After hearing evidence at Butterworth, Umtata, and Kokstad, the Commission
proceeded thence on April 1st to Pietermaritzburg in Natal.

At Pietermaritzburg and Durban, which latter place was appointed as a centre for
the greater convenience of witnesses from the southern parts of Natal and from the
Province of Zululand, sittings were held from the 7th April to this date (the 1st June)
during which period evidence was taken from persons representing all classes of the
community in Natal, who displayed a great desire to be heard.

Your Commissioners found

it

necessary to

make exhaustive enquiry regarding,

inter

alia, the results in Natal of the system of Native Administration under the existing code
of Native Law legalised by Statute, which presents features of a character unique in
South Africa.

The Session in Natal included visits to industrial institutions, and a short visit of
inspection to Zululand in order to acquire information from personal observation.
In accordance with instructions contained in Your Excellency's letter of 21st
September, 1903, a copy of the Minutes of Proceedings is appended. The full notes of
evidence are being printed, and will be placed before Your Excellency as completed.

Your Commissioners adhere

to the opinion expressed in their first Interim Report
undesirable to express views upon the various subjects of reference until their
enquiries are complete.

that

it is

The Commission has resolved
at Pretoria at a date
its

approximate

to close its

to the 1st of

investigations in other Colonies

and

second Session to-day, and to re-assemble
August next for the purpose of pursuing

territories.

ANNEXURE8 TO REPOnT OF COMMISSION.
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